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Abstract

When interpreting the results of experiments that investigate biological development,
one is faced with a wealth of data. Producing a model of such development must al¬
ways involve some degree of abstraction. The appropriate level of abstraction and the
importance ofparticular experimental evidence is determined by one'smodelling objec¬
tive. Models may potentially be motivated by one of two complementary aims:
1. To understand how biological neurons achieve their mature interconnectivity.
2. To improve the learning ability of artificial neural nets (ANNs) by taking inspiration
from the growth of biological nervous systems.
These aims are exemplified in the thesis by two simulated neural models. The first is a
model of neuromuscular development that places an emphasis on achieving biological
plausibility. The second is a platform for modifying the connectivity of artificial neu¬
ral networks. This feature generation mechanism (FGM) platform supports a variety of
growth procedures that are inspired by evidence from biological development.
The model of development at the mammalian neuromuscular junction (NMJ) focusses
on the achievement of single innervation, and is an extension of the existing dual con¬
straintmodel (DCM). The identities of the molecules involved in the DCM are proposed
and the framework is adjusted accordingly. This extension allows a variety of develop¬
mental phenomena to be replicated, including the presence of both activity-dependent
& independent competition between terminals. A further framework is established that
provides a potential explanation for the paradoxical results of synaptic interaction under
focal blockade conditions.

The FGM model concerns feed-forward ANNs and attempts to improve their unsuper¬
vised pattern recognition ability. Different FGMs consist of functions that in the right
combination produce connectivity patterns that maximise the average Shannon infor¬
mation provided by the output of individual nodes. They also allow the network to
construct partial input features which form an any-of-N representation of a given input
pattern. FGM networks are shown to outperform other straightforward unsupervised
ANNs in trials on simple data sets. More demanding tests are performed indicating that
an FGM netwith Booleanweights outperforms a competitive network using continuous
weights. The slight superiority of the FGM performance is achieved with a third of the
free parameters of the competitive net. The nature of the FGM induced partial connec¬
tivity implies that these networks would scale up to larger problems more easily their
fully connected counterparts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 A Tale of Two Perspectives

The driving force behind this thesis is the idea that biological neural systems are so pro¬

ficient at learning tasks such asmotor control, pattern recognition, language parsing and

interpreting the intentions of others, because they grow. It is not just that they get bigger,
or even that their nervous systems increase in complexity; it is that the development of
their neural architecture takes place in response to the stimuli that impinge upon them
from the environment. Statistical regularities in the world are captured and configured
into the neural structure, resulting in a system highly tuned to predicting and coping
with that environment. This perspective can be contrasted against an evolutionary view¬

point - one in which the important learning is suggested to have been performed incre¬

mentally by the survival, and perhaps more importantly lack of survival, of successive

generations of a species. Under this alternate emphasis statistical regularities are ex¬

tracted from the environment, not by the adaptation of the individual, but by adaptation
of the species. These two occasionally antagonistic frameworks are often referred to as

opposing sides of the nature/nurture debate; a debate which does not look like reaching
a conclusion satisfying everybody involved anytime soon.

1



Introduction 2

The research presented in this volume is unlikely to take us much further towards re¬

solving this debate, although it might be construed as providing support for something
akin to the middle ground. The latest biological evidence suggests that while some as¬

pects of human neural wiring may be pre-specified, there is also a degree to which it is

shaped by our experience. This has led many to suggest that both experience and inher¬
itance play roles in constructing the systems we presume to determine our behaviour.
The oft included addendum is that it is not a question of inheritance having X per cent

control and experience having 100-X percent control, it is more that the two operate in
a convoluted and intricate fashion. Although the importance of development has been

recognised in the field of neuroscience for a long time (e.g. Blakemore & Cooper, 1970),
it is only fairly recently that those studying cognition (Elman et al., 1996) have begun to

consider the brief interlude between birth and maturity as more important than others
in the same field (Chomsky, 1965,1980; Pinker, 1984). It is now clear that the genetic code
is much less of a blueprint for an adult organism than a set of growth procedures that

rely to varying degrees on feedback from the structures it assembles, and information
from the environment.

Some simple organisms rely on a process called mosaic development, where the same set
of genes will lead to the same simple creature time and time again. This type of growth
is very robust, but not very flexible; the components of the creature developing indepen¬

dently according to their own intrinsic timescale. Other species have resorted to a pro¬

cess called regulatory development in order to achieve greater flexibility and complexity
(Elman et al., 1996). In such organisms development relies on the presence of appropri¬
ate interactions between components of the creature and the environment. For example,
in the absence of a particular external or internal input, growth can be suspended until
the conditions are right; and potentially, information processing organs can be tuned to

meet the demands of the limbs they must control, or the stimuli they must perceive in
order for the organism to survive.

The nature of this regulatory development is such that as the complexity of an organ¬

ism developing in this fashion increases, it becomes more and more difficult to distin¬

guish where genetic control ends and environmental control begins. So much for the
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nature/nurture debate. While this may be a headache for those wishing to construct so¬

cial policy, it is not such a hindrance in other areas. It actually suggests a new line of

thought for those, such as this author, who are trying to find ways to produce artificial

systems that can handle the environment with something approximating the apparent

ease with which organic systems seem to manage.

1.2 A Question of Objective

There are many reasons why one might wish to observe the developmental processes
of organic systems, but there are two that particularly concern us here. It may be that
an investigator wishes simply to understand how the organism achieves the structure
it does in its mature state. On the other hand they may desire understanding in order
to produce the abilities associated with this complexity, but in an artificial system. This
distinction is important as either approach can put experimental observations under a

very different light. If we assume, as is often the case, that the detail of the organic sys¬

tem is far too great for us to simulate artificially (let alone conceive atomically) then the

only course to take is one of abstraction. For the moment it is academic whether this ab¬
straction involves a computer model (as is becoming increasingly common) or a mental
model; the point is that the tools available to us limit the detail with which we can con¬

ceptualise a system. The really crucial question is what level of abstraction should we
settle for?

The abstraction question is subtle and difficult, higher and higher degrees of abstraction

potentially being viewed as equivalent to greater and greater compromise in the realism
of the resulting model. A really good model (i.e. abstraction) of a system is one which

manages to capture the essential details that allow successful predictions of the real sys¬
tem on the basis of themodel. Whether one's interest is understanding or replication, the
decision as to the level of abstraction is likely to be determined by fundamental matters
such as computing resources, or the amount of thought one is able to devote to the prob¬
lem; however, it is this issue of successful prediction that distinguishes the two camps.
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If understanding the biology is your goal then the failure of your model to predict any

aspect of the organic system is important information. If your intention in building a

model is to create a problem solving tool that can be applied generally, then this is an

end unto itself and the fact that itmight be less than entirely biologically plausible is not

something to lose sleep over.

Such is the divide between the fields of computational neuroscience and neural comput¬

ing. While a model created under the former banner is judged according to the precise
detail of how it explains a biological entity, the latter banner can be seen to justify almost

anything as long as the network produced performs well in its given task. Neural net¬
work models tend to avoid the use of global parameters and emphasise on-line memory,
and these are useful qualities if one wishes to maintain robustness of performance in the
face of noise and component failure. Essentially though, a successful solution to a given

problem is the raison d'etre of the neural net, with the addendum that one might wish to
maintain the helpful subsidiary properties of neural computing. The point is that this
difference in objectives does seriously affect the way one is likely to treat information
obtained from the study of biological systems, in a manner that will become clear after
we understand more about the evolution of neural network research.

The field of neural networks is certainly in debt to neurobiology for many inspirational

concepts and ideas. However, the revelation that methods from statistical physics could
be used to interpret network behaviour and that many nets are equivalent to existing
statistical techniques have resulted in a steady drift away from these biological origins.
That said, it has not been entirely forgotten that the human brain is still the best exam¬

ple of a system that achieves most of the objectives demanded from increasingly un-

biological neural nets, and this notion is implicit throughout much of the present work.
The really important issue is how this leads one to treat biological data. Chapter 4 of
this thesis concerns a model of the neuromuscular junction (NMJ), the success of which
is judged by its ability to replicate the developmental behaviour of the neuromuscular

system. Almost any information about the NMJ is potentially relevant to the creation
of such a model. A hypothetical example of this might be the knowledge that the with¬
drawal of certain connections is mediated through a particular molecular pathway. A
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successful model will incorporate this information, because it may have important im¬

plications for the way the system breaks down, or how it responds to experimental ma¬

nipulation.

In contrast, later chapters of this thesis concern a growing neural net called the feature

generation mechanism (FGM), the development ofwhich is inspired by the relationship
between growth and activity in various organic neural systems. The same information
about a molecular pathway underlying withdrawal that was potentially very important
to a neuroscientificmodel, could also be useful to the FGM in its attempts to solve pattern

recognition tasks. In this case, however, the nitty-gritty details of the pathway are less

important; it is not necessary for the FGM to behave exactly like an organic system. If
this pathway that controls withdrawal of connections operates on, say, all the cells within
a certain range, then that mechanism could be tried out in the FGM; but in an artificial

system there is no point including a process purely because it is also present biologically.
An organic system may be trying to overcome a similar high level pattern recognition

problem, just like a neural net, but these two entities face other obstacles that are very
different, and this will affect the specifics of their implementation.

The issue gradually coming to the fore here is that an organic system has to cope with
the limitations of its biological components, while an artificial system has its own set of
intrinsic constraints to worry about. It is quite possible that the specifics of a biological

operation may have a lot to do with restrictions thatwould not concern an artificial im¬

plementation, thusmaking it foolish to carry over this baggage when it has nothing to do
with one's objective. This then is the distinction: If we desire to understand an organic

process then we must pay attention to all its details, for this is the only way to assess if
our abstractions have been appropriate ones. On the other hand, when looking at biol¬

ogy for help in solving a particular task such as pattern recognition or motor control it
is important to avoid details that may have more to do with the material in which the

system is constructed, and to concentrate on the nature of the solution.
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1.3 What to Expect in the Rest of the Thesis

It may seem that the above sorting out of objectives was laboured somewhat, but since
this thesis contains both kinds of models it was deemed important to demonstrate that

they should be judged under different criteria and that they have different things to con¬

tribute towards our understanding of biology and problem solving. The NMJ model

manages to show that the seemingly paradoxical behaviour of neuromuscular develop¬
ment as environmental conditions change can be explained in terms of various interact¬

ing molecular pathways. The FGM platform on the other hand, provides a framework
for the generation of features that can be used to encode the environment it is exposed
to during development. It is different from other neural nets in that the features it devel¬

ops correspond to portions of the patterns it experiences, and thus they make up a sort

of basic alphabet with which to produce a maximally informative distributed represen¬

tation of those patterns. Both models concern systems trying to adapt their connectivity
in order to achieve optimal end states.

There are a couple of other issues that should be mentioned at this point. It is clear from
most texts on neural nets that in order for effective learning to take place effort must be
invested in selecting an appropriate architecture. It was awareness of this that led to the
notion that one might look to biological systems for inspiration regarding neural net¬
work design. While there exists a great deal of literature on the adjustment of learning
rates and other similar parameters to achieve convergence to a correct solution, construc¬
tion of the net itself can seem more like an art than a science. Even without the more

recent considerations of the constructivists who suggest that growth can have seriously

profound effects on learning (Quartz & Sejnowski, in press), it has been clear for some
time that a trade offmust be made between allocation of resources (say number of units
in the network) and resulting network performance. Evidently a principled approach to
neural net design would be desirable, and as we shall see in chapter 2, this author is not
the only researcher to subscribe to this position.

A final issue is that of the type of tasks that networks created according to FGM rules
are tested on. All of the problems faced by networks in chapters 5, 6 and 7 are of the pat-
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tern recognition and discrimination type. While neural nets may be applied to a number
of problem domains, it is in these fields that the least skepticism is cast about their rel¬
evance. They represent a focus at which the needs of an entity trying to survive in the
world can be recognised independently of the material in which it is instantiated. Enti¬
ties of both organic and artificial compositionmust recognise and discriminate different

aspects of their environment if they are going to survive, and as a result there can be little

argument about the relevance of such tasks.

1.4 Thesis Summary

Chapter 2: Making Sense ofan Uncertain World
What a neural net does, and what information theory tells us about processing in¬
formation and the effects of noise. Unsupervised neural nets that make use of in¬
formation theory and those that use selective re-representation. How architecture
constrains representation, and the debate between the constructivists and the se¬

lectionists. Taxonomy of networks that adjust their architecture.

Chapter 3: The Effect ofExperience on Neural Architecture
The structural and functional properties of neurons. How they develop and de¬
tails of how particular neural structures grow. The effect of calcium ions and neu¬

rotrophic factors on this development, and how electrical activity is involved. A

summary of some existing models of nervous system ontogenesis.

Chapter 4: The Role ofActivity in Neuromuscular Development

Detailing NMJ development and existing models of that process. How the dual
constraint model (DCM) can be enhanced by specifying the molecules involved.

Explaining the paradoxes of activity dependent and independent competition.
Focal blockade results, and their explanation through the focal blockade model

(FBM) that posits a dual role for calcium in NMJ ontogenesis.

Chapter 5: Growing Features in Neural Nets

Description of the feature generation mechanism (FGM) platform and the func¬
tional possibilities it entails. A toy pattern set and how it is handled by a range
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of alternate FGM growth procedures, and node survival options. Assessing the
architectures created in FGM nets and their resulting pattern recognition ability.

Chapter 6: More Demanding Data
Issues arising from assessment of network performance. Description and assess¬

ment of competitive learning for comparative purposes. The effect of training data
noise on FGM and competitive nets. Examination of architectural changes result¬

ing from influence of training noise, followed by further comparisons of pattern
discrimination ability on real world data sets.

Chapter 7: Beyond the FGM Frontier

Viewing the creation of successful growth procedures as a form of dynamical sys¬
tem coercion. Combining the primary and secondary layers of the simple FGM
into one. How the FGM Lite fails to negotiate the perils of architecture space, and
how the FGM Grid comes to its rescue. Final comparison between FGM Grid and

competitive learning on handwritten digits.

Chapter 8: Conclusions
How the FGM fits into the neural net landscape. The trials and tribulations of dis¬
tributed representations. The numerous possible extensions and variations open

to future research.



Chapter 2

Making Sense of an Uncertain World

2.1 Introduction

This chapter attempts to provide background to the field of artificial neural nets (ANNs),

focussing particularly on unsupervised learning techniques, information theory and

construction/pruning algorithms. The ANN algorithms presented in the later half of
this thesis rely for their inspiration on many of the models and systems detailed in this

chapter. A central aim of this chapter is also to try and describe the nature of the pattern

recognition problem and how ANNs attempt to solve it. Initially some broad pattern

recognitions issues are brought up, and this is followed by a brief run through what an
ANN is, and how it works. Unsupervised ANN learning techniques are broken down
into information preserving and selective re-representation approaches, and the opera¬

tion of a number of systems from both categories are described. The chapter is rounded
off with a discussion of the architectural constraints on ANN representation, and sum¬

maries of the various pruning and construction algorithms that attempt to automate

ANN design.

9
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2.2 Invariant Pattern Recognition

Both natural and artificial environments consist of vast amounts of data, information

which could be important in terms of making sense of one's current circumstances. Such
vast quantities of data need grinding down into something more manageable, a more

compact representation that can be used to make effective and useful distinctions be¬
tween (or generalisations over) particular patterns, i.e. instances of the data set. One

way of achieving a more compact encoding is to extract aspects of the data that are in¬
variant over some proportion of patterns. There are two broad approaches to the prob¬
lem of invariant pattern recognition.

1. The process of classification can be split into distinct phases of invariant feature ex¬

traction and feature classification, i.e. a set of features is calculated from the input

data, and the patterns are then classified according to their feature vectors. Invari¬
ant features can be extracted via integral transformations or by taking quotients
and powers of moments (for review see Wood, 1996).

2. The two phases of extraction and classification can be combined, which is the mode
of operation of a neural network.

This chapter focusses on the latter of these two approaches. As well as being pattern

recognition devices, neural networks can be used as abstract models of networks of bio¬

logical neurons. In this sense a neural network can be made to undergo a developmental

phase, during which its architecture ismodified. A fundamental assumption behind this
work is thatbiological nervous systems are as flexible and powerful as they undoubtedly
are, because they allow environmental input to guide their construction. In order for our
neural network to function well as a pattern recognition device we need first to ensure

that it creates an efficient representation of the information in the environment and that

secondly, useful information is being represented.
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2.3 What a Neural Network Does

Neural networks can be classified according to whether activity flows only from input
to output or can pass back through the system. Nets with feedback connections are de¬
scribed as recurrent and those without, feed-forward. The operation of a feed-forward
net can be interpreted as a mapping from, or a transformation of, one representation of
a data set to another. There are several possible motivations behind the transformation
of a data set. If one desired to store the data, or pass it down a communications chan¬
nel, resources would be conserved by converting the information in the data into a more

compact representation. Alternatively, since information is often used as the basis for
some sort of decision, a priori knowledge might suggest that certain aspects of the data
should be emphasised or ignored, in order to facilitate the making of such a decision.
This would also involve the mapping of the raw data onto a different representation.

The elements that make up a neural net are often called nodes, and each performs some
function on the inputs it receives, which the node then passes on as output. In many

cases a squashing function, such as a sigmoid, will be used to ensure that the output of
the nodes are maintained within a fixed range. It has been shown (Hornik et al., 1989)
that feed-forward neural networks using squashing functions are capable of arbitrarily
accurate approximations to arbitrary mappings. However, the type ofmapping one can

actually instantiate in a network is restricted by two things: firstly the architecture of the
network sets a limit on the range of possible transformations, and secondly the learn¬

ing rule employed affects which of the possible transformations can be reached through

adjustment of the network's variable parameters (see fig. 2.1). Let us take the architec¬
ture of a network to refer to the number and output function of nodes in a network, the

connectivity pattern between them and the restrictions placed upon the values of any
variable parameters. The representation of a datum is generally taken to be the activity
level or output of some subset of nodes. Particular values of variable parameters such as

weights, thresholds or output function parameters specify the mapping from the range

of possible mappings allowed by a given architecture.
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Basic Architectural Assumptions
Node Output Values: Boolean
Weight & Threshold Values: Integer
Output Function: Step
Input Function: Weighted Sum

o o o o o o
XI X2 XI X2 XI X2

XI X2 Y1 XI X2 Y1 XI X2 HI H2 YI

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 I

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Figure 2.1: Neural network examples indicating assumptions required in order to create
architecture. Net construction and performance tables displayed for, (a) AND, (b) OR &
(c) XOR problems.

Figure 2.1 indicates the kind of basic architectural assumptions required to construct a
neural network; in this case a net that will carry out simple logic functions. Figure 2.2
shows graphical representations of the input-output mappings created by the networks
in figure 2.1, the circles represent instances of the data, and their colour the response of
the network. The dashed lines are the division of the input space that the output func¬
tion creates, and the position of each line is dependent on the weights and thresholds of
the network. The networks in figure 2.1 each perform a different logic function, a) AND,
b) OR, and c) XOR. Both AND & OR are linearly separable problems in that a single lin-

« Step FunctionYiA

^ Zwipci
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Mapping Representations

0

Output response of 1

Output response of 0

Graphical representation of
threshold, above this output =1

Graphical representation of
threshold, below this output =1

Weight vector

Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of mappings performed by neural networks in fig¬
ure 2.1. (a) AND function, (b) OR function, (c) XOR function.

ear division of the input space is enough to correctly classify all the input combinations.
This is not the case for the XOR function, and this can be used to illustrate the power¬

ful restrictions that a given architecture places on the range of mappings a network can

achieve.

The XOR function is not linearly separable, try to imagine a single line that will separate
all the black discs from the white discs in figure 2.2c; it is not possible, indicating that a

single layered network wil not suffice for this problem. A network that reproduces the
XOR function is shown in figure 2.1c, but note that it involves the use of hidden units,
nodes that are neither input nor output units. As can be seen in figure 2.2c, the two hid-
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den units each perform a division of the input space. It is the combination of these divi¬
sions by the output unit of the network that allows all the input combinations to be clas¬
sified correctly, thus illustrating the importance of appropriate architecture selection for
a given task; thewrong architectural design and a solutionmay not be possiblewhatever

learning procedure is being employed.

Neural net learning algorithms are systematic methods for adjusting variable parame¬

ters within the network. Learning acts to alter the mapping performed by the network
within the range of functions that can be expressed by a given network architecture.

Learning can be divided into categories of 'supervised' and 'unsupervised'. Supervised

learning corresponds to the modification of network parameters such that division of
the input space matches input patterns with a desired output response. Unsupervised

learning involves similar modifications, but instead relies on the input data's inherent
structure to determine an appropriate mapping.

To recap, the architecture of a network provides a bound on the range of possible map¬

pings it can perform, and the learning rule employed may be more or less successful in

setting the network parameters to achieve a particular mapping from that range. Net¬
work learning rules can be distinguished by the amount of feedback they require. In an

uncertain world the extraction of useful information often has to take place without any

supervision. As a result the type of mapping or transformation that a network tries to

perform has to be created in an unsupervised manner. There are a number of network

learning procedures that do not require the feedback essential to the supervised and re¬

inforcement learning paradigms (For review see: Hertz et al., 1991). These unsupervised

learning procedures can be divided into thosewhich use some measure of "information"
(Shannon & Weaver, 1963) for their criterion of success and those that don't.

2.4 Information Preserving Approaches

Information theory (Shannon, 1948) provides a mathematical definition of "informa¬
tion". It is important to recognise that this concept of information has nothing to do
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with the meaning of a message or indeed its usefulness, it is solely a measure of the

predictability of that message. Imagine a single communication channel, that has a re¬

stricted number of possible outputs. The information that we gain by observing a par¬

ticular output (Yj) depends on the probability of that output p(Yj):

I(Yj) = -log<MY3)} (2.1)

The negative sign in the above equation implies that improbable events convey more

information than probable ones. The idea behind this definition is that the more unpre¬

dictable an output is then the more information we gain by observing its occurrence;

our uncertainty about the outcome has been reduced by the observation. It follows that
if we are absolutely certain that we will or won't observe a particular output then we

will not receive any information at all1 . Shannon's concept of information is motivated

by considering the engineering issues behind constructing a communications channel
where the meaning of a signal is irrelevant and it is the accurate transmission of a range
of messages that is important. This should become clearer if we consider the average

amount of information a single channel can convey if there are V possible values of Yj.

v=V

H(Y3) = - £ Pv(Y3)log2\pv(Y3)} (2.2)
V=1

where pv(Yj) is the probability that Yj has the value v (v = 1,.... V). The quantity H(-)
is the entropy of the output of the communication channel and represents the average

value of I (Yj) over the range of possible outputs - the rate of information flow in bits

per symbol received. Hopefully it is coming across that the concept of mathematical in¬
formation relates not so much to what you do say, as to what you could say; that in¬
formation is a measure of the freedom of choice one has as regards selecting a partic¬
ular output. The probabilities of each possible output can be thought of as restricting

Hhe information gained when we are certain of the result is zero, i.e. I{Yj) = 0 when p(Yj) = 1.
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one's hypothetical freedom of choice when selecting a channel output, and it follows
that one has maximum freedom of choice when all output probabilities are equal. This

concept ismirrored in the entropy definition above, where H(Yj) is at a maximum when

pv(Yj) = 1/V for all possible values of Yj.

It does not take a great leap of imagination to start thinking of a single output node in a

neural network as an information channel. And it follows that if each possible output of
this node occurred with equal frequency then information flow through that nodewould
be maximised. This is not the whole story however, since we need to consider the infor¬
mation flow through a network with multiple output nodes. The entropy of a whole
network with J outputs and each output Yj having Vyi possible values is given by:

H(Network) = H(Y,, Yt, ...,Yj) = - £ p»(Ki, *2,.... Yj)log2\pv(Yu Y2,..., Yj)}
™mt

where pv(Yi,Y2,..., Yj) is the joint probability of the network outputs having a certain
combination of values and Ylcomb represents a sum over all those combinations. If the
network outputs are statistically independent, i.e. there is no consistent relationship be¬
tween the output of any one node and another, then the joint probability is:

Pv(Yi,Y2,...,Yj) = pvi(Yi) * Pv2(Y2) * ...*PvJ(Yj) (2.4)

and in this case the entropy of network becomes simply:

H(Network) = J2h(yj) = ~ ^2^2Pvj(Yj)l°g2\pvj{Yj)] (2.5)
j 3 v
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So in the case of statistically independent output nodes the network entropy is just the
sum of the individual node entropies. If the output nodes are not statistically indepen¬
dent then the entropy will be less than this value, there being a degree of redundancy
in the network output (for proof see Atick, 1992). This relates back to the concept of

predictability, if the node outputs are not independent then one node's statewill be pre¬

dictable to some degree from the state of another node. Information flow will be optimal
in a network that has the most unpredictable overall output, and therefore one where
each output node produces each of its possible outputs with equal frequency and does
so completely independently of all the other output nodes.

There are a variety of approaches that can be used in order to get a network to

maximise its information output, including output decorrelation by lateral inhibi¬
tion (Foldiak, 1990), connectivity modification to adjust relative output frequency

(Adelsberger-Mangan & Levy, 1994), variance maximisation through appropriate con¬

nection strengths (Linsker, 1988) or a combination of approaches (Plumbley, 1993). Some
of these systems will be described in more detail later in this chapter, and where appro¬

priate later in the thesis.

2.4.1 Noise & Mutual Information

It is important to note that under the above definitions, completely random noise is max¬

imally informative. This re-illustrates the notion that, according to Shannon, the "infor¬
mation" of a message is independent of any meaning conveyed by that message. One
could design a network transformation that would ensuremaximum entropy and hence
maximum information flow out of the network, but there would be nothing to stop the
network placing equal emphasis on faithfully representing both the useful informative

signal and the useless, but still highly informative, noise. If we knew that a signal was
not corrupted by any noise then we could happily remove all redundancy and be sure

that our signal had been represented as efficiently as possible. Realistically, however,
noise is a problem in most situations and needs to be taken into account when design¬

ing an information processing system.
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The concept of mutual information is useful ifwe are trying to optimise the performance
of a noisy system. Imagine the output of a particular channel Yj is a noisy version of an
input X{. The mutual information represents the unpredictability of the channel input
that is resolved by observing the channel output. It is expressed in terms of the difference
between the unpredictability of the channel input before the output has been observed
and after it has been observed. The mutual information between source Xu and source

Yj is I(Xf,Yj) and can be defined as:

I{Xx-Yj) = H{Xi) - H{Xi | Yj) = H(Yj) - H(Yj \ Xt) (2.6)

where H(A \ B) is the conditional entropy of A given that we know B. As is shown by
the second equality in the above equation we can also define the mutual information in
terms of the difference between the entropy of the output and the entropy of the output

given that we know the input.

Mutual Information

H (Xi, Yj)

Figure 2.3: The mutual information I(Xf, Yj) is the information shared between input
and output, and thus it is the useful information contained in the output entropy. There¬
fore, H(Yj | Xi) represents the noise component of the output signal.

The mutual information also represents the unpredictability of the channel output that is
removed by knowing the channel input. Assuming a one to one mapping of input signal
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to output signal and no noise, then knowing the input signalwould mean the outputwas

totally predictable. Thus the conditional entropy H(Yj \ Xt ) would be zero and the mu¬

tual information between Xi and Yj would be at a maximum for a given signal entropy
at the input. To put it another way, the conditional entropy of Yj given Xt (H{Yj \ X,)) is
the average "information" that the output Yj conveys about the noise rather than the in¬

put Xi, so the mutual information is the part of the overall output entropy that refers to
the input signal rather than the noise. It would seem desirable to have our channel out¬

put refer to the input signal as much as possible; which involves maximising the mutual
information between the input and output.

Linsker's Infomax Principle

In line with the concepts introduced above, Linsker (1988) proposed a Maximum Infor¬
mation Preservation principle called Infomax; essentially a neural network counterpart
of Shannon's concept of channel capacity. Infomax states that the transformation of an

input vector X to an output vector Y by a neural network should maximise the average

mutual information between X and Y. It is relatively straightforward to calculate the mu¬
tual information for a network with a single output unit Y if we consider the case for
continuous network parameters, where the output is a linear function of the input, and
the noise is injected at the output (formalism after Haykin, 1994).

Y V

Figure 2.4: Neuron with Processing Noise, output Y = (^,; kP?;X,) + v
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Since the conditional entropy of Y given X represents the entropy of the noise in the sys¬

tem, the mutual information can be reformulated thus:

I(Y-X) = H(Y) - H(v) (2.7)

The differential entropy of a variable is uniquely specified by its variance a2, if one as¬

sumes after Linsker (1988) that it has a Gaussian distribution, and this allows the mutual

information to be considered proportional to the ratio a2 / a2. This is effectively a signal
to noise ratio and so, given a fixed noise level, the average mutual information will be
maximised by maximising the output variance of Y [i.e. a2 ]. On the other hand, suppose
that the noise in our neural network is present on the input lines rather than the output
line.

XI V, X2 V2 VN XN

Figure 2.5: Neuron with Additive Noise Y = Wi(Xt + u,)

The mutual information is now proportional to the ratio <72/\(j'2(J2t Wi)2}. In this case

the mutual information is maximised for fixed noise variance by maximising the output
variance divided by the squared sum of the weights. For continuous Gaussian variables,
variance maximisation is equivalent to producing each output symbol with equal fre¬

quency in the discrete case. Applying variance maximisation in conjunctionwith weight
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constraints leads a neural network to perform the statistical procedure principal compo¬
nents analysis (PCA) on its inputs. This makes an important connection with a variety
of neural network learning procedures based on Hebbian learning.

Hebbian Learning and Principal Components Analysis

Hebbian learning is a procedure that, amongst other things, may be used in order to
achieve variance maximisation within a neural network. Hebbian learning is derived
from an occasionally quoted suggestion by Hebb (1949) that:

"When an axon ofcell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part
in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or both cells such that A's

efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased."

This process is often implemented in neural networks by increasing the connection

strength between two nodes in proportion to their activity levels, the weight between
them becoming larger the more frequently they share outputs of the same sign. Simple
Hebbian learning can be characterised mathematically by:

AWij = yXiYj (2.8)

where 77 is a variable controlling the rate of learning. Both Linsker (1986a,b,c) and Oja

(1982) use learning rules that include a Hebbian term. In combinationwith either weight

clipping or weight decay respectively, these procedures maximise the variance of a sin¬

gle linear output (Y) = WijXf) subject to a weight constraint. As a result the sin¬

gle node networks of Oja and Linsker both maximise their mutual information and ex¬

tract the first principal component of the input data. The first principal component is the
eigenvector of the covariance matrix of the inputswith the largest eigenvalue, indicating
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Data set displayed in 2D input space simp|e 2 input ,inear network
showing weight vector or 1st PC

= (W,,W2 )

Correlation Matrix element Cij = <Xi Xj>, where < ... > is average over data set
Covariance Matrix element Cij = <(Xi - <Xi>)(Xj - <Xj>)>

Assuming zero mean data, implies covariance
matrix and correlation matrix are the same

Figure 2.6: Finding the first principal component as a result of variance maximisation.

that it corresponds to a basis vector along which the variance of the input data is largest

(see fig. 2.6).

Without any further modification a multiple output node network using such a learn¬

ing rule would develop such that each output node extracted the first principal com¬

ponent. In order to allow the output nodes to extract successive principal components,

algorithms have been developed that work in a hierarchical manner, arranging for the

weights of the first output unit to be updated using the Oja rule, say, but with the effect
of earlier outputs being either subtracted or decorrelated away from later units (Sanger,
1989; Oja, 1989; Rubner & Tavan, 1989).

Full PCA produces an uncorrelated representation of the input data. The eigenvectors
of the covariance matrix of the inputs form a set of orthogonal basis vectors that can be
used to represent any instance of the input data uniquely - a particular activity level at
each of the output nodes. A PCA representation of the data also gives the minimum
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mean squared error reconstruction of the data. All well and good, but in the absence
of any redundancy between its components PCA represents any noise in the signal as

faithfully as the signal itself, as we shall see in the next section.

2.4.2 Redundancy

Barlow (1989) makes the point that it is the redundant part of any sensory inflow that is
the potential source of all the available knowledge about an environment. It is the cor¬

relation (or redundancy) in the way disparate elements vary that allows one to infer the

presence of some underlying entity from the background variation or noise. As Barlow

puts it:

"... redundancy is the part ofour sensory experience that distinguishes it from noise; the knowl¬

edge it gives us about the patterns and regularities in sensory stimuli must be what drives unsu¬

pervised learning."

So we are faced with somewhat of a quandary; in order to produce a maximally infor¬
mative representationwe need to remove as much redundancy as possible. On the other
hand redundancy is needed in order to distinguish between useful variation and use¬

less noise. In order to understand this situation more explicitly, let us consider how to

maximise themutual information in a two node networkwith noise added at the output

nodes (after Linsker, 1988):

Assuming that the noise sources are uncorrelated and that the entropy of the output is
characterised by R, the correlation matrix of the output vector Y, the mutual informa¬
tion of the system, I(Y;X), is proportional to the determinant of R divided by the noise
variance, au. The determinant of the correlation matrix is given in terms of the output

variances, the correlation coefficient of the output signals {pif), and variance of the noise.

det{R) = at + o*(a2yi + oj,) + ^^(1 - p\2) (2.9)
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XI X2 XN

Figure 2.7: Two Neurons with Processing Noise, output Yj = (J2, Wi jXi) + Vj.

This result suggests that, depending on the noise level, there are two potential ap¬

proaches to maximising the mutual information of the system:

1. When the noise variance (er„) is large, the third term on the right hand side of the
above equation can be neglected. As a result, maximising the determinant of the
correlation matrix, and hence the mutual information, requires maximising the
variance of either output.

2. When the noise variance is small the third term has greater effect upon det(R) rel¬
ative to the other two terms. In this case the mutual information is maximised by

making a trade off between keeping the output variances large and the responses

of the two outputs uncorrelated.

This analysis suggests that a high noise level favours a redundancy of response, while a

low noise level encourages a diversity of response. If the noise in the system is large then
the greatest information flow will be achieved by both nodes computing the same linear
function of the inputs, if there is only one such combination that yieldsmaximum output

activity variance. However a diversity of response is better suited to a lower noise level,
even if this reduces output activity variance of both nodes as a result. What this two node

example also shows is that the degree of trade off between diversity and redundancy
required depends critically on the extent to which noise is present in the system.
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If this is the case then it should be clear that the previously discussed PCA representa¬

tion of a data set will only be optimal in the complete absence of any noise. It is safe
to assume that noise will be present in any realistic information processing system, and
so a network architecture that enforces PCA with its full orthogonality will be less than

optimal. It is also clear from the analysis above that noise can be countered by allowing
some degree of redundancy to remain in our representation of the environment. How¬
ever, just how much redundancy we need will depend on the actual noise level, and that
will not always be known in advance. A number of neural network models that take this
need for redundancy into account are described in the following sections.

Atick's Ecological Theory of Sensory Processing

Atick (1992; Atick & Redlich, 1990) maximises the mutual information for the transfer

function of the mammalian retina by using knowledge about the power spectrum of
natural scenes, the Fourier transform of the spatial autocorrelator. The power spectrum
characterises the simplest regularity of natural scenes, that nearby elements tend to be
more highly correlated dependent only on their relative distance. The analytical solu¬
tion that gives the optimal mutual information suggests a retinal filter that combines a

whitening filter, and a low pass filter (see fig. 2.8). The whitening filter decorrelates the

outputs while minimising information loss, and the low pass filter removes high fre¬

quency components of the input. If a retinal filter at high luminance is Fourier trans¬
formed back into space, it takes the form of the familiar Mexican hat formation in which
a cell receives excitatory connections from receptors close to the centre of its receptive
field and inhibitory ones from those further away:

Transferring the natural scene statistics and the hypothetical retinal transfer functions
to Fourier frequency space makes dealing with the mathematics behind this problem
easier. Both noise and signal are decomposed into periodic functions with a range of

frequencies. The analysis of visual scenes indicates that the signal has greater power at
low spatial frequencies, and implicitly we know that random noise has equal power at
all frequencies. If the retina operated so that it whitened its input at all frequencies, it
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Figure 2.8: Graph on left shows a typical retinal filter curve (A) predicted by maximis¬
ing mutual information, composed of pure whitening filter (C) and low pass filter (B).
Graph on right shows retinal filters predicted for varying mean luminosity. Copyright
Acknowledged to Atick (1992).

would be displaying the same sensitivity to both the signal and noise. The inclusion of
a low pass filter makes the transfer function focus on only low frequency aspects of the

input spectrum, where we know the signal power is much greater than the noise power.

Whitening across the full spectrumwould correspond to complete output decorrelation,
which as we have already seen is not optimal in the face of processing noise. In the case

of the retina assumptions can be made regarding the type of noise entering the system,
and so the cut off point for the low pass filter can be set by the average intensity of the

image, ensuring an appropriate level of redundancy is maintained.

The IMAX algorithm (Becker & Hinton, 1992) also maximises mutual information, but
does it between the outputs of different network modules rather than the input and out¬

put of a single network. The idea is that higher-order features2 can be discovered by tak¬
ing advantage of spatio-temporal coherence; the kind of coherence that makes one part

2The retinal filters produced by Atick and described above, operate only on second-order statistics of
the data.

IMAX
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of a signal predictable from another part, the correlation between two separate points on
a moving object, or the coincidence of sensations from different modalities that suggest
an underlying object.

Maximise I(Y ;X)
Y

XI X2 XN

Figure 2.9: Maximisation between input
and output.

Maximise I(Ya;Yb)

/ "\
Ya Yb

Xal Xa2 XaN Xbl Xb2 XbM

Figure 2.10: Maximisation between dif¬
ferent modules

The mutual information between two network modules is maximised when their indi¬

vidual entropies are maximised, but the entropy of their joint probability distribution
is simultaneously minimised. This is equivalent to trying to make the output of both
modules as unpredictable as possible while simultaneously trying to ensure a high de¬

gree of correlation between them. If the twomodules received the same inputs this could
be done trivially by making them both perform the same transformation on the input,
so in order for IMAX to work the modules must receive input from disparate sources.

This means that when they achieve maximum correlation they are likely to be detecting
the coherent variance of some entity, say, two phonemes that occur regularly together to
make up a word. IMAX involves defining themutual information of the system in terms
of the variable parameters that support the transformations performed by the network
modules. In analogy with the supervised learning procedure backpropagation (Rumel-
hart et al., 1986), the mutual information is differentiated with respect to the system pa¬

rameters to produce a learning rule. This learning rule is non-local and, unfortunately,
can be expensive to implement computationally.
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Stone's Spatio-temporal Smoothness Constraint

Some of the problems associated with the IMAX procedure can be overcome by max¬

imising the mutual information between a single module's outputs at different points
in time. Stone (1996) produces a system that also attempts to optimise an objective func¬
tion, but ends up with a learning rule that can be implemented locally (always advanta¬

geous computationally) using quantities that can be calculated incrementally, and thus

minimising storage requirements. The key assumption underlying Stone's approach is
that perceptually salient visual parameters (e.g. surface depth) vary smoothly over time.
The objective function is constructed so that it ismaximised when the long term variance
of an oulpul unit is maximised, but its short term variance is minimised. The learning
rule thus developed consists of anti-Hebbian3 and Hebbian weight updates over short
and long term time scales respectively. The system is demonstrated to extract the stereo

disparity from artificial stereograms, and can be interpreted as maximising information
transmission regarding a low frequency, non-linear function of a sequence of input vec¬
tors. Stone's model is capturing the idea reflected in the work of Atick (1992, see above)
that high frequency variation constitutes noise,while low frequency variation represents
useful signal.

2.5 Selective Re-representation Approaches

The information preserving approaches described in the previous section may be more
or less effective atminimising information loss through the network transformation that

they engender, but they all attempt to give as faithful a reproduction as possible of the in¬

put signal, in information theoretic terms. However, there is no regulation insisting that

unsupervised algorithms should attempt to maximise the Shannon information of a net¬
work output, and for those that don't there is usually some other objective that relates
to what the network output is to be used for. Unsupervised algorithms assume a prior;

3Anti-Hebbian learning is the process whereby connection strengths are reduced between nodes with
correlated activity.
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that, either some aspects of the data are going to bemore useful than others, or that a spe¬
cific criterion should be used for assessing the similarity between instances of the data.
This relates back to the idea that the output data of a networkmay be used to make some
sort of decision. It may well be that knowledge about the decision eliminates the need
for a lot of the available data. An example would be the highly specific feature detectors

present in the frog visual pathway known as "bug detectors" (Lettvin et al., 1959), cells
that respond only to objects moving in a bug-like manner. Clearly if one were to design

(rather than evolve, but the same is true for evolution) a system for detecting bugs there
would be no point in faithfully representing the entire environment when some subset
of it could reliably refer just to bugs. The point here is that if we know what a network

output is to be used for, then we can eliminate the need to process irrelevant aspects of
the available data.

Competitive Learning

Many unsupervised algorithms can be collected under the banner of density estimation

techniques (Becker & Plumbley, 1996). The suggestion is that rather than trying to re¬

tain all the information present in the input, a more abstract representation could be de¬

veloped by having the network output characterise the underlying probability distribu¬
tion of the data. One of the easiest ways to do this is to use simple competitive learning

(Rumelhart & Zipser, 1985) that effectively compares each input vectorwith a prototype

and makes a similarity judgement on the basis of the squared distance between the input
and the prototype.

A simple competitive net consists of a single layer of output units as shown in figure 2.11.
The output units are constrained by a winner-take-all (WTA) system whereby the unit
with the highest net input is the only one that becomes active. In a computer simulation
this can be implemented simply by searching for the unit with the maximum net input.
In a real network achieving a WTA system is a little more involved. Lateral inhibition
between output units can be used, but the connections and activation functions need
to be chosen carefully in order to ensure both that only one output unit remains active,
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Competitive Learning with Lateral Inhibition

Black arrows indicate

excitatory connections

O

White arrows indicate

inhibitory connections

Figure 2.11: Winner-Take-All network

and that unwanted oscillations are avoided. Leaving out such details allows the network

output to be considered thus:

1 if Ei WtjXi > Ei WikXt for all k ^ j,
Yj = \ (2.10)

0 otherwise.

The prototypes mentioned above are the weight vectors associated with each output
unit. The equation above effectively compares each input vectorwith each weight vector
and then switches on the output unit associated with the weight vectorwhich is closest in
terms of Euclidean distance. Of course successful behaviour on the part of the network

depends on appropriate setting of the weight vectors or prototypes. The simple com¬

petitive update rule adjusts the weights of the winning unit to move the weight vector
closer to the current input vector:

AWij =MXi-Wij) (2.11)
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Development of Weight Vectors

Data set displayed in 2D input space showing Diagram showing positions of weight vectors
positions of initial weight vectors after training - notice unused dead units

Figure 2.12: Simple Competitive Learning

This approach is very similar to the statistical procedure of k-means clustering (e.g. Kr-
ishnaiah & Kanal, 1982) and the learning rule incorporates Hebbian and weight decay
terms. The actual learning rule is not so dissimilar from Oja's rule which gives us PCA in
a linear network. The crucial difference here is theWTA procedure, which is essentially
an architectural constraint. The network makes no attempt to faithfully re-represent the

input data, but instead tries to classify it into a number of categories. This is called a 1-
of-N representation as each category is indicated by the activity of a single output node,
the category itself specified in terms of similarity to the associated weight vector.

This procedure by itself can suffer from certain problems, particularly that of so called
"dead-units" (see fig. 2.12). It is often the case that one output unit will dominate from
the beginning preventing the other units weight vectors from being updated. This prob¬
lem can be alleviated by a number ofmethods, such as using an input-gated learning rule

(Willshaw et al., 1997), or leaky learning (Rumelhart & Zipser, 1985). Input-gated learn¬

ing helps because simple competitive learning is output-gated, meaning that weights
associated with a particular output unitwill only be updated when it is activated (i.e. if
it "wins"), an input-gated rule forces weights to be updated whenever an input unit is
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active, encouraging dead units to move around. Leaky learning allows losing units to

update their weights as well but by smaller amounts than the winner. Other approaches
are to initialise weight vectors as instances of the data set, or to give units a "conscience"
so that frequent "winners" reduce their competitiveness through a bias term. All these
methods attempt tomake best use of all the output units provided, but none of them can

overcome the problem that there may not be enough units (or too many to generalise ef¬

fectively) in the network to handle all the desired classifications; an issue that will be

explored more fully in the later section on constructivist networks.

EXIN Network's

The EXIN (excitatory/inhibitory) networks of Marshall (1995) bear some relation to

Foldiak's (1989) linear decorrelator. The linear decorrelator uses lateral inhibition to

minimise output redundancy, but does not impose the strict 1-of-N representation of

competitive learning and allows the lateral weights to be modified under an anti-
Hebbian rule. Conversely, the EXIN framework does not consider the information the¬
oretical aspects implicit in the linear decorrelator and allows lateral connections within
the output layer to be non-symmetric. AWeber law is used to define the excitatory input

signal to an output unit:

Net excitatory input to Yj = — K' ' (2.12)
a + "P

where a is a constant. This Weber law has the effect of making an output unit respond
most strongly to inputs that have a certain ratio of active to inactive input elements, and

prevents input patterns that consist of more active elements dominating disproportion-

ally. The asymmetric lateral connections developing under anti-Hebbian rules allow in¬
active units to strongly inhibit overactive units without being strongly inhibited them¬
selves and thus become included in the representation of some input patterns. The ex¬

citatory, feed-forward connections develop according to Hebbian rules (see fig. 2.13).
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Figure 2.13: (A) Initially non-specific network. (B,C,D) As a result of learning each net¬
work allocates a node to respond to each of the patterns ab, abc, cd; each networks re¬
sponse to pattern abc is shown. (E,F,G,H,I,J,) Responses of networks to unfamiliar stim¬
uli abed & c. Marshall suggests that responses ofEXIN system aremost desirable accord¬
ing to criteria of multiplicity (pattern abed) and scale (pattern c). Copyright Acknowl¬
edged to J. A. Marshall (1995).
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The construction of EXIN networks allows them to meet Marshall's own "exclusive al¬

location criterion". A criterion specified in terms of intuition into how inputs should be

ideally represented. Marshall focusses on the network's responses to input patterns not

present during training and defines his own ideal representations based upon concepts

such as scale and multiplicity (for details see fig. 2.13 and legend). This is a good exam¬

ple of a network organisation designed explicitly to perform a selective re-representation
of the input data, where the relative size of a pattern should not affect the amount of net¬
work resources allocated to it.

Neocognitron

The Neocognitron (Fukushima & Miyake, 1982) is another example of a network de¬

signed with a particular re-representation in mind. The Neocognitron is a multi-layer

unsupervised network that is successful at recognising hand-written digits under a fair

degree of deformation and shifting in position. Anotherway of putting this would be to

say that Fukushima's network is adept atmapping a large number of variable characters
onto a simple l-of-10 representation. The Neocognitron achieves its impressive results

by using a complex architecture designed specifically for the task of classifying digits.

Simple competitive learning is used at successive stages to extract features of fixed sizes
that occur with the greatest frequency in the data. The network is composed of alternat¬

ing layers of S and C cells, inspired by the arrangement of simple and complex cells in
the mammalian visual pathway. Except for the input layer, each layer is composed of a
number of planes. Any given plane in an S layer consist of a number of S cells. The S
cells of a single S plane learn to respond to the presence of a specific local feature (see

fig. 2.14), but at different points on the input space received by that plane.

So each S plane registers the positions in the input field of any of the specific feature it
is set up to detect. Eayers of C cells are also composed of planes and each plane cor¬

responds to a plane in the preceding layer of S cells. C cells respond when any of the
S cells they receive connections from are active, and their activities are integrated and
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Figure 2.14: The central element of the 3x3 and 5x5 grids corresponds to the connection
strength between an S cell and the C cell in the preceding layer, and thus the other el¬
ements correspond to connections to neighbouring C cells also in the preceding layer.
Black elements indicate the presence of excitatory connections.

interpreted by successive layers of S and C cells, as indicated in figure 2.15. In this hier¬
archical fashion small distortions and scale variations can be interpreted as constituting

the same slightly higher level features. Oriented lines make up more complex combi¬
nations of lines and curves, which in turn make up loops and strokes that compose a

hand-written digit. Thus the Neocognitron makes allowances for slight deformations at
a number of scales and as a result the system can correctly interpret translated and re-

scaled digits to an impressive degree. It is worth noting that the Neocognitron can per¬

form at the level it does because detailed knowledge about the problem that it is trying
to solve is available, and that this knowledge has been built into its complex architecture;

specifically knowledge about the type of invariances present in the data.

liHffi —

Projection Pursuit

There are many other unsupervised learning techniques which make assumptions about
the kind of data they are likely to be dealing with, or the types of data distribution that
will be useful in general problem solving. The BCM algorithm (Bienenstock, Cooper, &
Munro, 1982) operates in such a fashion that nodes in a network end up respondingwith
a high degree of selectivity, i.e. the nodes respond strongly to a particular input pattern
and veryweakly to others. Intrator (1992) proposed a related objective function for max¬

imising selectivity, which causes a node to represent projections of the data which have
a skewed or non-Gaussian distribution. This can be compared with PCA which tries
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Figure 2.15: An example of the interconnections between successive S and C layers,
showing the responses of cells to the presence of certain features. Copyright Acknowl¬
edged to K. Fukushima (1982).

to discover projections of the data that have maximum variance, irrelevant of distribu¬
tion. Intrator's projection pursuit procedure places the emphasis of re-representation on

projections of the data that have bi-modal or multi-modal distributions, an example of
which is shown in figure 2.16.
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Multi-Modal Distributions
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Figure 2.16: Different projections can lead to different representations. The diagram
shows a data set displayed in 2D with the weight vectors of two different output units
and the distributions associated with each projection. In this case the largest variance
projection (the first principal component) is also the most non-Gaussian, but this will
not necessarily be the case, hinting at the notion that selecting an all purpose objective
for unsupervised learning is not a straightforward task.

Local Feature Analysis

Penev & Atick's (1996) local feature analysis takes PCA as its basis, but in line with flaws
mentioned earlier they make certain objections to the representations PCA produces.

They suggest that:

"(PCA) invariably leads to global non-topographic representations that are not amenable to fur¬
ther processing and are not biologically plausible."

They propose local feature analysis (LFA) as an alternative whereby local features are

created based upon the degree of correlation between different elements of the input
data, as indicated by the components of the eigenvectors discovered through perform¬

ing PCA on a data set. Imagine an output array of the same dimensions as the input
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array; LFA leads to a local feature detector associated with every output unit, where a

feature detector is a weight vector that describes the degree of correlation between the

input unit underlying a particular output unit and those input units nearby. Locality is

only achieved through properties inherent in the data set; Penev & Atick use images of
faces that have been adjusted so that they are all viewed from the same angle with the
nose in the center of the image. The output units are sparsified by lateral inhibition (only
one unit over a given area of correlation is retained) in order to reduce the dimensionality
of the output representation. The result is a number of local feature detectors optimally
matched to the second-order statistics of the input data, i.e. a good mean squared error
reconstruction.

Adaptive Resonance Theory

Adaptive resonance theory (ART; Grossberg, 1976) utilises a learning framework sim¬
ilar to that of simple competitive learning, but with a number of added features. The
most important difference is that it is able to assess the degree to which a novel input is
described by its existing pattern prototypes. If this difference is above a certain thresh¬
old, then an ART network is able to allocate additional resources, i.e a new node that

encode for a new prototype. ART3 is an extension to this framework in which, amongst
other things, distributed encodings can be produced. What effect this has on the learn¬

ing procedure is unclear since Carpenter & Grossberg's (1990) only comments on this
seem to be: "Issues of learning and code interpretation are subtle and complex when a code is
distributed." The effect that this change has upon the network operation or its final pat¬
tern discrimination ability is somewhat opaque as a result.

ART3 uses distributed encoding in order to allow it to utilise multiple unsupervised lay¬
ers. The number of units that can remain activated in a layer is controlled through a con¬

trast enhancement parameter. This means that the actual number of active units cannot
be controlled directly; it depends on the structure of any given input pattern. This leads
to the units being used up rather quickly as in one instance multiple nodes may have
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their prototypes moved towards the same input pattern. While the system will gener¬
alise, it is very difficult to set a balance such that responsibility for pattern representa¬

tion is shared evenly over the output units. A vigilance parameter is central to all ART
networks, and it is this parameter that determines how distinct a new input needs to be
from the existing prototypes before itwarrants the creation of a new prototype. Just how
distributed an ART3 representation will be depends on this vigilance parameter.

2.6 Architectural Constraints on Representation

All of the neural network learning procedures described above produce networks that

re-represent a set of input data. The type of representation they create is related to judge¬
ments (explicit or implicit) about which aspects of the data are especially important or
relevant. Often coming between a network and the behaviour required by its creator

is the varying degrees of success that a particular algorithm may have in attempting to
reach a desired transformation from an arbitrary or pre-defined starting point.

However, one is fairly safe in saying that however good an algorithm is at achieving
a particular representation it will be unable to overcome limits placed on it by the net¬
work architecture. The performance of any network learning algorithm is constrained

by the architecture of its network. A good example is the output format created by ap¬

plying Hebbian learning with some form of weight restriction to either a linear orWTA
network. The large difference in the re-representation that these two procedures will
achieve on the same data set is a result of architectural constraint. Similarly, informa¬
tion maximisation algorithms may attempt to faithfully represent the input data, but if
the number of output nodes is below a certain level, the information capacity of the out¬

put will not be enough to capture all the details of the input signal, even if all the indi¬
vidual outputs are operating at maximum capacity. Of course this might be desirable in
a network attempting to generalise over input patterns, but architecture is still restric¬
tive in this situation; the number of output units places a hard constraint on the number
of categories that can be represented.
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2.6.1 Bias/Variance Dilemma

The issue of finding an appropriate architecture is of central importance to the neural
network paradigm. Within the supervised learning framework this issue is addressed
in terms of the bias/variance dilemma (Geman et al., 1992), in reference to a decompo¬
sition of the error between an existing mapping and a desired mapping. The idea has
some currencywith regards unsupervised learning since we can imagine unsupervised

learning as an attempt to achieve a desired mapping, although the mapping itself may
not be known explicitly as it is in supervised learning.

The dilemma is this: a networkwith a small number of free parameters (weights/nodes)
is highly biased in that the class of functions or transformations that it could possibly per¬
form is restricted compared with that of a larger network. It is clear that for some tasks a

small network will just not have the range of expressibility necessary, and thus it would
seem expedient to use large networks to ensure the solution of any given problem. Un¬

fortunately, large networks are more susceptible to additional sources of variance, such
as noise and error in the training data, which leads to poor generalisation. This is the
crux of the bias/variance dilemma, too much flexibility and the network may not gen¬
eralise well, too little flexibility and the network may not be able to model the desired
function at all. This is exactly the same problem one would encounter in trying to get a

network to implement an informationmaximisation function, too few output nodes and
the data is not represented faithfully, too many and noise will interfere with the repre¬

sentation.

The situation illustrated by fig 2.17 assumes a desired function that the network is try¬

ing to achieve. As mentioned above this is essentially a framework for understanding
the behaviour of supervised learning, but we can still use these concepts as regards net¬
work flexibility even if we are not able to explicitly measure the actual bias or variance
because we don't know the exact nature of the desired function. The reason for reiter¬

ating this point is that the above explanation of bias and variance is a little simplistic.
In supervised terms we need to think of a desired function, some training data repre¬

senting that function and a network trained on some fixed size subset of that data. Let
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Effect of Bias and Variance
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Figure 2.17: Different network architectures lead to different limitations on the type of
function produced by the network. In this hypothetical set up the X axis represents some
input space, while the Y axis corresponds to the output of the network. The solid lines
on each graph are the output of different networks with variable numbers of free param¬
eters available as a result of their architecture. The open squares are instances from an
arbitrary data set that has been corrupted by noise.

us think in terms of a space of all possible functions, that contains the desired function
and any conceivable function a network could embody. The functions produced by net¬
works trained on different fixed size subsets of the data can be thought of as a cloud of

points in this function space. The network bias is the average Euclidean distance from
each point in this cloud to the desired function. The network variance on the other hand
is the average Euclidean distance of any given point in the cloud from the average po¬

sition of all the points in the cloud4 . Very roughly then, the variance is the spread of
this cloud of possible functions, and the bias is their average distance from the desired
function.

What this means is that a network with high variance could also have a high bias if the
cloud of functions representing its possible mappings was a long way from the desired
function. However, given a random average position in the function space a network

4A sort of centre of mass of the different network functions produced by different training subsets.
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with high variance ismore likely to be able to reproduce a desired function than onewith
low variance. It also means that a network with few free parameters is not intrinsically

highly biased, the desired function could be very similar to the range of functions the
network would produce from subsets of the available data (points in the cloud). These
issues have been brought up to make it clear that network architecture (i.e. free parame¬
ters and network functionality) does not have a linear relationship with bias & variance
as defined by Geman et al. (1992). Nonetheless it is still an acceptable approximation to

say that the range of possible network functions depends straightforwardly on network
architectures.

2.6.2 Constructivism versus Selectionism

The simple solution to the bias /variance dilemma is to gain more information about the

target function and use it to design the network architecture; the Neocognitron is a good

example of this. Ifwe have an idea of the desired function then we can introduce the ap¬

propriate bias to beginwith and ensure successful learning. However, most of the really

'interesting' problems are those where we have little or no idea about the exact details of
the solution. An approach taken from the statistical literature and used successfully in

many neural networks is to anneal the network bias (White, 1990; Redding et al., 1993)

by gradually enlarging the size of the network. Incremental increases in the flexibility
of the network allow one to avoid the problems caused by both too much or too little
bias. The usefulness of this approach is reflected in the change in the size of the neigh¬
bourhood function in Kohonen networks (Kohonen, 1988) and the increase of 'working

memory' in Elman nets (Elman, 1993). Both of these approaches have fixed architectures,
but vary the flexibility of their parameters.

Annealing schedules are simple heuristics, and there is evidence to suggest that a more
effective method could be employed. Bias decrease during training can improve net¬
work performance, but the question is how do we reduce the bias or, put another way,
at what point do we add the necessary free parameters? This is where construction
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and pruning algorithms come in. There now exist some fifty plus (and growing) dif¬
ferent approaches to the on-line architectural design of neural networks. Perhaps sur¬

prisingly, very few of these techniques attempt to be particularly biologically plausible,
and it is only recently that biological considerations have entered the arena. Quartz &

Sejnowski (in press) argue, in their Constructivist Manifesto, that neural networks grow¬

ing in response to input from the environment overcome the problems faced by station¬

ary learners5 . They go on to suggest that the non-stationarity of constructivist networks
allow them to potentially cope with language acquisition without resorting to any Na-
tivist arguments, largely because they are able to "slowly increase representational capacity

by reducing bias at a rate that also reduces variance".

In addition, Quartz & Sejnowski (in press) propose that the Selectionist position re¬

garding neural development has been overstated. The Selectionist approach (Changeux
et al., 1984; Edelman, 1987) intimates that a large number of possible mental repre¬
sentations are created during development, and then inappropriate ones are 'pruned'

away. The Constructivist manifesto proposes that this learning framework is not as

powerful as an approach that constructs its representations through a dynamic interac¬
tion with the environment. It is interesting to note that the two sides of the Construc¬
tivist/Selectionist argument correspond very neatly with the algorithms for network
construction and pruning, and that both of these approaches are valid solutions to the
bias /variance dilemma. Network pruning is in effect a process of gradually decreasing
bias with initial high variance, while construction involves slowly decreasing bias with
initial low variance. Either way our network can achieve an appropriate level of bias.
There is one crucial difference however. Construction algorithms can increase the num¬
ber of free parameters indefinitely, whereas pruning algorithms have to stop when they
remove the last node or weight. Potentially a combination of approaches is appropriate.

Stationary learners are defined as learning systems that must chose their representations from a fixed
finite set. The kind of problem faced by a stationary learner underpins much of the linguistic Nativism
debate (Chomsky, 1980), critically that if an appropriate representation is not innate then learning cannot
take place.
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2.7 Construction & Pruning Algorithms

Pruning algorithms almost exclusively operate within the supervised learning frame¬
work where specific error measures can be used to assess the effect of free parameter

reduction. Pruning algorithms can be split into two main categories (Reed, 1993): sen¬

sitivity calculation and penalty term methods. Sensitivity calculation methods (Mozer
& Smolensky, 1989; LeCun et al., 1990) employ a testing procedure in some form or

another whereby the influence of the removal of nodes/connections upon the over¬

all error is evaluated. Following evaluation the network is pruned to remove those
nodes/connections that will least increase the error, and this will often be followed by
further training. The Optimal Brain Surgeon (Hassibi & Stork, 1992) is a good example
of a sensitivity calculation method. The OBS depends on using a recursion relation for

calculating the inverse Hessian matrix, which then allows complete assessment of the

saliency of each connection.

Less computationally intensive than sensitivity calculations such as OBS are penalty
term methods (Hanson & Pratt, 1989; Krogh & Hertz, 1992). Penalty term methods
consist of alterations to the error function that the network is generally trying to min¬
imise. The effect of pruning is not assessed in terms of the network error and so these

approaches are potentially relevant to the unsupervised field. By adjusting parameters
so that actual error reduction is more important than the additional term, pruning can

happen in the background of the learning process, either by encouraging weight or unit
activations to zero so they can be effectively removed from the network. The former of
these two processes corresponds to the weight decay necessary in some of the informa¬
tion based approaches described earlier. Chauvin (1989) employed a cost function that
included a second term that measured the average 'energy' expended by the hidden
units. The energy expended by a unit (how much its activity varies over the training

patterns) is used as a rough indication of its importance. If the unit activity changes a

lot, the suggestion is that it probably encodes significant information (or at least, some
information), and conversely if its behaviour is relatively constant, then it is unlikely to
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be contributing very much to network performance. The connection to an information
theoretical approach is straightforward.

There are a number of other pruning methods that do not fit exactly into the above two

categories, but the ideas behind them are the same. The general concept of pruning is
based on removing unimportant units and this has been done by simply observing unit

output for constancy and correlation (Sietsma & Dow, 1991), comparing hidden unit

weight vector length (Kruschke, 1988), or allowing a genetic algorithm to select the most

important nodes/connection (Whitley & Bogart, 1990).

Construction algorithms are not so easy to classify as pruning algorithms, but they do
fall roughly into three broad categories. Theoretical convergence approaches (Mezard &

Nadal, 1989; Marchand et al., 1990) are used on Boolean networks, training a network to
minimum error within the existing architecture and then adjusting the network output.
The output is adjusted by addition of nodes/layers such that the number of correctly
classified patterns will necessarily be increased, and this is continued until the task is
solved. Frean (1990) proposed a simple recursive rule that operates on a modified per-

ceptron algorithm. An individual output is trained to correctly classify as many patterns

as possible. Two daughter units are then created that provide positive and negative in¬

put to the parent unit. Since threshold units are being used any incorrect classification
can be adjusted for using these two units. This process is repeated producing more and
more daughter units until all patterns are correctly classified.

Optimality heuristics (Hirose et al., 1991; Fujita, 1992) are similar to theoretical conver¬

gence approaches in that they also train networks tominimum error and then create ad¬
ditional units to allow further error decrease. The major differences are that optimal¬

ity heuristics operate upon continuously-valued networks and that there is no guaran¬

tee that further unit creation will necessarily improve the network performance. The
Cascade-Correlation learning architecture (Fahlman & Lebiere, 1990) starts off with a

single layer back-prop network which is trained until an error asymptote is reached. A
new hidden unit is then added and connected to all input units and any existing hidden
units. The hidden unitweights are adjusted so that the output of the hidden unitmatches
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the residual error of the network. The hidden unit weights are then frozen, and the pro¬

cess repeated. The idea being that the new hidden unit will be able to reduce the overall
error without affecting current performance. Essentially the representational power of
the network is still the same, but the network's position in the space of possible repre¬

sentations has been moved.

The final category of construction algorithms is perhaps the largest and most vague, but

encapsulates a set of approaches that are potentially the most powerful. These are the
data driven approaches which adjust their architectures in direct response to their en¬
vironment. One might consider some of the construction algorithms described above
as 'driven' by data, but this last category is supposed to be distinguished by the ab¬
sence of precisely specified goals, relying more heavily on modifying architecture in re¬

sponse to data density. Many of themwork on so-called "hybrid" architectures (Moody
& Darken, 1989), where the first layer of the network is adjusted according to an unsu¬

pervised procedure and the final layer is optimised through supervised learning. 'Data
driven' could be thought of as equivalent to 'unsupervised', but some data driven ap¬

proaches are overtly supervised, adjustments of a supervised and unsupervised nature

acting hand in hand.

Data driven procedures try to make clever guesses about what kind of representational
structure will suit a particular task on the basis of the data itself. A good example is the

Resource-Allocating network (RAN; Piatt, 1991) that uses a novelty criterion to decide
whether a new data item should be incorporated into the existing framework by adjust¬
ment of existing free parameters or whether it is so distinct from the data obtained so

far that it warrants the creation of a new hidden unit. Similarly, Growing Cell structures

(GCS; Fritzke, 1994) introduce (and remove) new hidden units on the basis of the proba¬

bility distribution of the data. Node-splitting networks (Wynne-Jones, 1993) create units
in response to the oscillation of existing weights. The assumption is that a hidden unit
that won't settle down is not capable of representing the underlying data effectively, and
should be replaced by two similar (but significantly adjusted) units.

Construction and pruning algorithms are important because of the way in which a net¬
work architecture restricts the operation of a neural network. The unsupervised parts
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of the RAN and GCS networks mentioned above are strongly connected with the selec¬
tive re-representation approaches mentioned earlier. In essence, the RAN and GCS are

trying to model the underlying probability distribution of some data set in not so dif¬
ferent a manner from a competitive learning approach. One can imagine a small com¬

petitive network having an inappropriate number of output units such that it could not

represent the data effectively; the categories being too dense (every data instance has its
own category) or too sparse (all data points in one category). The RAN framework adds
nodes when it encounters data that does not fit into the existing categories (according
to a sensitivity level), and the GCS approach effectively introduces more nodes when an

existing category has some threshold number of data instances within it; for category,
read weight vector associated with node.

The whole bias/variance dilemma - architecture adjustment complex can also be inter¬

preted from an information theoretical standpoint. This is interesting particularly be¬
cause it suggests that the issue of bias and variance can be overcome through variation
in noise level. It goes something like this: Let us imagine an input signal (with noise)
that constitutes a certain amount of information (noise and signal together) - say 10 bits
- then one could clearly represent this data (noise and all) with a fixed number of output
nodes, working at a particular redundancy level - say 4 nodes, all decorrelated and us¬

ing all their output symbols with equal frequency. We could interpret that this number
of output nodes (or greater) implied our network was in a state of too much variance,
all the noise getting modelled along with the signal. Speculate further that we know
the information level of the noise - say 2 bits - and we could then specify exactly how

many output nodes we required to represent our signal perfectly - 3 nodes, all decorre¬
lated and using all output symbols with equal frequency. This would be illustrative of
a network with an appropriate amount of bias. However a network with only two out¬

put unitswould be biased in such a way that it was unable to represent the whole signal
regardless of noise level.

As we are aware, it is possible to adjust the representational capacity of one's network by
altering the number of free parameters (output nodes in the example above). The above
interpretation suggests a potential alternative; what if instead of gradually increasing or
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decreasing the number of output nodes, one was to start with highly redundant nodes
and gradually decorrelate them, or force their outputs to use the available symbols with

equal frequency? Or even to startwith a highly non-redundant network and incremen¬

tally increase the level of redundancy in the output representation through the twometh¬
ods available. What this would produce is an effect similar to that of annealing network

bias, or the free parameter adjustment of construction/pruning algorithms. Both en¬

tropy adjustment through degree of correlation and frequency of symbol usage could
be harnessed to gain the benefits of non-stationary learner without all that complicated
free parameter adjustment.

2.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter has dealt with some of the issues that arise when attempting to get a neu¬
ral network to self-organise in the face of an uncertain world, and more specifically an

unlabelled data set. A distinction has been made between the network architecture and

the network free parameters, although this can become confusing when we start to al¬
ter the architecture and effectively alter the number of free parameters. Further distinc¬
tions have divided the procedures for adjusting network parameters into information

preserving & selective re-representation processes, and architecture modification into
construction & pruning approaches. It has also been suggested that adjusting the lev¬
els of different types of redundancy can have similar effects on the bias/variance of a
network as changing the numbers of free parameters.



Chapter 3

The Effect of Experience on Neural
Architecture

3.1 Introduction

As was concluded in the previous chapter, one of the ways of solving the theoretical

problems of the bias/variance dilemma is to gradually alter the structure of a network
over time. This approach has some resonance with the observation that humans un¬

dergo a particularly protracted childhood; a phenomenon that many have been keen to
relate to our much celebrated intellectual prowess. There have also been a number of
studies (Greenough & Volkmar, 1973; Globus et al., 1973; Uylings et al., 1978) demon¬

strating how variations in environmental complexity can affect neural development;

generally showing that a more complex environment leads to an increase in neural struc¬
ture of some sort.

One approach to the difficulties of creating a neural network architecture that will be ap¬

propriate to a given problem domain is to examine the way in which biological neural

49
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systems construct themselves; particularly the way in which their development is mod¬
ified by environmental stimuli. Following this line of thought, the details of neural de¬

velopment can inform neural net construction in the same way that the operation of the
neuron has previously informed ANN function. This is not to say that we have learnt all
there is to learn about the operational secrets of nerve cells, but that we might focus on
their development as well as theirmature state. Another assumption that will permeate
this chapter is that electro-chemical activity in neurons is generally associated with the

presence of environmental stimuli. It is clear that some neural activity is generated in
the absence of any stimuli, and that environmental input may have effects on a nervous

system that are mediated by pathways other than electro-chemical activity; but this has
not prevented most researchers from working comfortably within this assumption, and
so it will not be rigourously challenged here.

In pursuit of knowledge that may ameliorate the painful process of ANN design, this

chapter contains a review of current knowledge about neural development in both the

peripheral and central nervous systems of a number of different species. The broader-
details about, say, full embryological neural development are not as relevant here as the

way connections are generally made between nerve cells. This is because the objective
is to divine some principles of neural growth that can inform ANN construction, rather
than to understand how a particular organism develops. To start with, this chapter will
cover the essential details of neuron structure and function, and how they have been ab¬
stracted for use in ANNs. Some details of development in certain neurological structures
will follow, as well as special sections on the roles of calcium and neurotrophic factors.
The chapter will be rounded up by summaries of a few existing theories and models of
neural development.
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3.2 Essentials of Neural Structure & Function

3.2.1 Neuronal Structure

There is a great deal of diversity in neural structure, but a typical biological neuron is
seen as being composed of a soma (cell body), dendritic & axonal arbors, and numerous
chemical synapses connecting its axons to other neuron's dendrites and vice versa. The
dendritic arbor is often thought of as the signal receiving structure of the neuron. Elec¬
trical impulses pass along dendrites towards the soma, and depending on the strength
of these signals an action potential may or may not be initiated in the cell body. Con¬

versely, the axon is thought of as cell's output device. The action potential passes along
the axon and, upon reaching the synapses that tip its arbor, causes neurotransmitters to
be released into the synaptic clefts, where they will affect the electrical properties of an¬
other neuron's dendrites (see fig. 3.1).

Real neurons may differ from this prototype in a variety ofways, possessing electrical as

opposed to chemical synapses, axo-axonic and dendro-dendritic connections, and even

back-propagating action potentials that run away from the soma along the dendrites.
The prototype described above is nonetheless characteristic ofmany neurons, and is also
the basis for the nodes of an ANN. The importance of particular differences between

biological and artificial neurons can be the subject of heated debate. For example:

"Neurobiologists typically accuse theorists of being casual with the details of biology. We don't
yet know enough to make models, they say. Neurotheorists, in turn, respond that we don't re¬

ally need all that detail. Is it necessary, for example, to worry about the dynamics of the fourth

voltage-dependent potassium channel to understand what the system is computing? (Yes, says
the neurobiologist who spent the last decade studying its details. No, says the theorist who esti¬
mates that it makes a difference ofat most afew percent in thefrequency of thefiring of the neuron.
Yes, says the neurobiologist, who points out that it might be a very important few percent, and
the theorist hasn't considered its effects on membrane time constants ... and so on, with varying

degrees ofacrimony.)"
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Reproduced from Neurocomputing 2: Directions for Research (Anderson, Pellionisz,
& Rosenfeld, 1990).

Clearly some sort of abstraction is necessary if networks of neurons are going to be mod¬
elled. The point at which to draw the line as regards the degree of abstraction is another
matter entirely, and one which is unlikely to be resolved here. Suffice to say that exist¬

ing artificial neural network models are grossly inaccurate representations of biological

systems, but that in spite of this they still manage to replicate some of the higher level

phenomena of interest to us, such as generalisation, robustness in the face of noise and

component failure, etc. In this respect an integrated dual approach is the course that
seems most appropriate.

3.2.2 Synaptic Transmission and Reception

Electrical activity is propagated along individual neural processes via action potentials.
Action potentials are waves of depolarisation passing along a neurite, the propagation
of which is sustained by ion channels present in the neuronal membrane. Synapses
form the connections between different nerve cells, and the majority of these are chem¬
ical synapses. Synapses allow activity to pass from one neuron to another, and when
the action potential reaches the terminal bouton of a chemical synapse, the depolaris¬

ing changes it causes in neuronal membrane potential results in: the increased conduc¬
tance of voltage-dependent calcium channels, an influx of calcium ions, and a highly lo¬
calised elevation of calcium concentration. This elevation results in the fusion of synap¬

tic vesicles with the membrane in the presynaptic terminal and neurotransmitter is then
released into the synaptic cleft (see fig. 3.2).

The neurotransmitter so released is then able to bind to specialised receptor proteins em¬

bedded in the cellular membrane of the post-synaptic terminal (often the dendrite of an¬
other neuron). This binding may well lead to the opening and closing of ion channels
either physically associated with the receptor or through a second messenger system.
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Figure 3.1: Biological neuron, showing main components of presynaptic cell, and con¬
tacts with a few postsynaptic cells. Copyright acknowledged to E. R. Kandel (1991).

Sufficient changes in the conductance of these ion channels may then lead to a depolar-
isation that will initiate an action potential in this neuron, and the cycle can start again,

allowing signals to pass from neuron to neuron around the nervous system.

It is the effectiveness with which the arriving action potential is able to elicit an electri¬
cal response on the other side of the synaptic cleft that corresponds to the weights in
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Figure 3.2: The general mode of transmission at chemical synapses. Transmission at the
less common electrical synapses is virtually instantaneous, chemical synapses have a
delay between action potentials in the pre- and postsynaptic cells. Copyright acknowl¬
edged to E. R. Kandel (1991).

an ANN. These weights are represented by single parameters, whereas the efficacy of
a biological synapse is dependent on the amount of transmitter released, the number
of post-synaptic receptors, their type, their distribution and a host of other factors. The
current perceived wisdom is that changes in synaptic efficacy underlie learning in bi¬

ological systems. ANNs are effectively implementations of this theory. Experimental

manipulations have produced such phenomena as long term potentiation (LTP; Bliss &

Collingridge, 1993) whereby the electrical states of the pre- and post-synaptic neurons
can lead to non-transient changes in synaptic efficacy. Much research has focussed on
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trying to understand the molecular mechanisms of LTP, which appears to provide a ba¬
sis for Hebbian learning at synapses. Here, however, we are more interested in changes
of a structural (as opposed to a functional) nature, more concerned with changes in con¬

nectivity patterns and numbers of neurons than changes in synaptic efficacy.

Despite the emphasis on changes of a structural nature, there are certain functional as¬

pects of neuronal behaviour that deserve a mention. As will become clear in later chap¬
ters, the way the threshold for action potential initiation changes over time is especially

important for controlling activity-dependent structural changes. The kind of synapse
that is created directly after two neurons connect will also turn out to seriously affect
the progress of structural change. Also worth noting are the collateral effects that recep¬
tor activation can have, potentially regulating their own effectiveness, as well as that of

receptors for other transmitters. For example, after prolonged exposure to its own trans¬

mitter a receptor can become desensitised. Alternatively the number of expressed recep¬
tors can bemodified; in the adult rat neocortex an increase in electrical activity or agonist
stimulation decreases the number of AMPA receptors (excitatory) while increasing the
number of GABA (inhibitory) receptors (Shaw & Scarth, 1991). More complex interac¬
tions are also possible through second messenger systems, that allow electrical activity
to act on proteins that regulate the expression of genes, including those related to chan¬
nels and receptors, potentially causing more enduring effects on neuronal excitability.
Various examples of activity-dependent control of receptor expression seem to revolve
around trying to maintain a balance between excitation and inhibition of a neuron, i.e.

high levels of activity leads to more inhibitory receptors and low levels more excitatory
ones (Spitzer, 1991).

3.3 Neurite Development

Neurons extend their dendritic/axonal processes or neurites through a special form of
cell movement. This occurs at structures called 'growth cones' found on the tips of elon¬

gating neurons, which move forward by extension, substrate attachment, and subse¬
quent traction. Much of the contemporary view of the growth cone is based upon its
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form in tissue culture. The terminal of an extending neurite possesses a broad flattened

lamellipodium, often tipped by numerous spike-like filopodia (Tanaka & Sabry, 1995). In
situ, however, a variety of growth cone shapes can be observed, but they all share com¬

mon features in that they add cell membrane and construct/stabilise cytoskeletal scaf¬

folding (Challacombe et al., 1996). Growth cones have some similarities with synaptic
terminals in that they can both releases neurotransmitters and express transmitter recep¬
tors.

Dendritic growth is highly dynamic, involving a cyclical protrusion and retraction of

filopodia and lamellae. In hippocampal slices the rate of dendritic growth is compara¬
ble with axonal extension, although other research suggests that axonal growth can be
more rapid than its dendritic counterpart depending on the area studied (Uylings et al.,

1990). Further work suggests that much of dendritic structure in developing CNS tissue
is generated by the selective stabilisation of highly motile protrusive structures (Dailey &
Smith, 1996). Axons also display dynamic filopodal structures along their length (Dailey
et al., 1994), which may be the sites of transient synaptic contacts used in path-finding.

3.4 Development of Specific Neural Systems

3.4.1 Neuromuscular Junction (NMJ)

In several parts of the vertebrate nervous system the development of connections starts
with an initial superinnervation followed by a withdrawal of axon terminals which of¬
ten results in just one contact per target cell. It is at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ)
of mammalian skeletal muscle that this process has best been studied (Jansen & Fladby,
1990). The loss of terminals is not due to neuron death or addition of muscle fibres, mi¬

croscopy studies showing that terminals are actually reabsorbed into the motor neuron.
The extent to which a muscle is innervated can be expressed in terms of the motor unit
size - the number of fibres contacted by a given motor axon. Following removal of some
motor neurons at birth, the average size of the remaining motor units after withdrawal
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of superinnervation is larger than normal (Fladby & Jansen, 1987). This strongly sug¬

gests that individual motor axons successfully innervate more fibers as a result of the
absence of their neighbours; implying the presence of a competitive process where ter¬

minals from different axons compete for the same endplate.

Many experiments suggest that there is a strong activity dependent component to

synapse elimination. Inactive axon terminals tend to coexist (Benoit & Changeux, 1975),
and paralysis or stimulation of selected motor neurons appears to favour the more ac¬

tive motor terminals when they are in competition (Colman & Lichtman, 1992). In other

experiments, activity independent competition has been demonstrated by comparing
reinnervation in normal and paralysed muscles (Ribchester & Barry, 1994). The number
of fibres exclusively innervated by regenerating axons is greater in paralysed muscles,

indicating that competition between inactive terminals does take place. Research also
exists which shows that active synaptic sites can destabilise inactive synapses in their

vicinity (Balice-Gordon & Lichtman, 1994). Focal application of a toxin to block trans¬
mission in a small region of a NMJ causes long-lasting synapse elimination at that site.
In contrast, blocking the entire junctionwill fail to induce elimination of any kind. These
results seem paradoxical as they suggest that in some cases competition takes place be¬
tween synapses distinguished by the presence of activity, while in others they compete
on the basis of which motor neuron they belong to. The process by which single inner¬
vation is achieved now appears less than straightforward, and we shall examine these
results in greater detail in the next chapter.

3.4.2 Ganglia

Purves (1988) suggests that the modulation of divergence and convergence of connec¬

tivity has a major influence on the function of neural pathways (see fig. 3.3). The as¬

sumption being made is that a lower degree of divergence should allow a finer control
of, say, muscle action; while a lower degree of convergence might permit finer discrim¬
ination on the part of sensory processes. In the ciliary ganglion cells of adult rabbits the

degree of convergence rises with increasing dendritic complexity, which is in line with
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the idea that if a nerve cell lacks dendrites, thenmultiple innervation is an unstable con¬

dition. This fits in with the idea that if a neuron has a significant number of dendrites
then competition between innervating axons ismitigated (VanOoyen &Willshaw, 1997).

Figure 3.3: Diagram of convergence and divergence in the nervous system. Copyright
acknowledged to D. Purves (1994).

If an afferent axon is denervated it will lead to sprouting on the part of other axons
such that the denervated ganglia is reinnervated. The original axons are able to displace
these new synapses during subsequent regeneration. Further, axotomy leads to loss of

synapses on the ganglia which can be re-established after regeneration (Purves, 1988).
These results suggest that a signal is provided by the ganglion's target, which then af¬
fects both the formation and maintenance of synapses. If axotomy is carried out on a

ganglion with dendrites, then axon interruption causes dendritic involution, as well as
a loss of synapses. The mechanism that conveys information about the suitability of the

postsynaptic surface for synapse formation would thus appear to also modulate a neu¬

ron's dendritic arborisation.

A Divergent innervation B Convergent innervation

Other research shows that treating the adult rat superior cervical ganglion with an in¬

hibitory neurotransmitter (GABA) leads to the appearance of postsynaptic junctional
densities at extra-synaptic dendritic loci, as well as increased extra-synaptic surface of
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the ganglion cells (Wolff et al., 1979). Whether or not these new free postsynaptic densi¬
ties are the actual postsynaptic components of new synapses, or if new synapses form at
these sites, the number of free postsynaptic densities decreases as new innervation of the

ganglion cells occurs. An intruding hyperglossal nerve will fail to make new synapses

with the nearby ganglion cells, reconnecting instead to the surrounding musculature. In
the presence of GABA functional synapses are made with the ganglion cells, suggesting
that the reduction in the activity of ganglion cells encourages innervation.

To summarise some of the results from the preceding two sections on the neuromuscular

junction and autonomic ganglia, there would seem to be a general trend indicating that

inactivity encourages innervation of postsynaptic sites. This is independent of whether
a postsynaptic structure is a nerve cell or a muscle; innervation will generally follow

global postsynaptic inactivity caused by inhibition, denervation or neurotoxin blockade.
The postsynaptic structure is probably attracting existing nerve axons by some chemi¬
cal signalling process, but it may also actively cause the sprouting of nearby axons. This
trend could be taken to underlie a homeostatic mechanism of the part of the postsynap¬
tic structure, based on an assumption that if it is inactive then it is not receiving enough

innervation, and so must take steps to increase the number of contacts it receives and
thus its activity level. This conceptual framework is a handy way of thinking about the
above developmental experiments, but it does not take into account the possibility of in¬

hibitory innervation, and it is unclear how this would affect such systems, if they ever
have to deal with it. Perhaps the presence of such inhibitory contacts would lead to gen¬

erally higher connectivity, but more experiments are required to establish this1.

3.4.3 Cerebellum

A parallel to the peripheral nervous system (PNS) achievement of single innervation oc¬

curs in the cerebellum. Mature Purkinje cells are innervated by many thousands of ax¬
ons, but each of these neurons is contacted by only a single climbing fibre as shown in
^or more input on this framework, refer to later section in this chapter on Van Ooyen's growing

networks.
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figure 3.4. In new-born rats, complex synaptic responses suggest that each Purkinje cell
is innervated by several different climbing fibres; apparently, all but one of these inputs
are lost over the first few weeks of postnatal life (Crepel et al., 1976; Mariani & Changeux,

1981).

Figure 3.4: Purkinje cell and climbing fibre. Copyright acknowledged to T. Tyrrell (1989).

Alterations in Purkinje cell morphology have provided some of the experimental basis
for the synaptogenic hypothesis of dendritic growth (Vaughn, 1989) that growth and

branching of dendrites are initiated and maintained by synapses formed on growth
cones. Schilling et al. (1991) observed that as Purkinje cells mature in culture, the oc¬

currence of spontaneous electrical activity coincides with a cessation of linear dendritic

growth and an initiation of profuse branching. This suggested that electrical activity

might control the dendritic growth pattern of Purkinje cells2 , and was supported by an
increase in elongation and failure to branch in the absence of activity. Since subsequent
blockade causes a significant decrease in internal calcium concentration ([Ca2+]in), a

possible interpretation is that dendritic elongation is the default growth pattern in Purk¬

inje neurons and that this is overridden by activity-dependent alterations in their cal¬
cium homeostasis (see later section on Calcium Hypothesis).

2The volume of soma increases substantially during the first two weeks in culture. This is relevant to
determining threshold for an ANN model, but cannot be interpreted without channel density estimates.
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Purkinje cell dendntic
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3.4.4 Cortex

In the visual cortex of adult mammals with frontal vision, afferent terminals from the lat¬

eral geniculate nucleus (LGN) are arranged in alternating patches within layer 4. These
ocular dominance (OD) columns consist of cells that are driven mainly by one eye or

the other. This arrangement appears to develop from an initial state of overlapping pro¬

jections by the progressive segregation of afferents originating from the two eyes. Ex¬

perimental manipulation (see fig. 3.5) of this arrangement has produced a number of

striking results. Monocular deprivation leads to a shrinkage of the columns normally
activated by the deprived eye, whereas binocular deprivation (or chronic activity block¬
ade) prevents the columns from segregating in the first place (Wiesel & Hubel, 1965).
Strabismus experiments involve decreasing the level of correlated activity between the

eyes, and result in an increased level of OD column segregation.

Normal development of cat visual cortex (Antonini & Stryker, 1993) is characterised by
an initial immature phase followed by a remodelling phase. In the initial phase cortical
arbors have long poorly ramified brancheswhich sparsely innervate a wide topographic
extent of area 17. In the remodelling phase geniculo-cortical afferents (GCAs) demon¬
strate an increase in arbor density and the formation of terminal patches. As mentioned
above, a complete activity blockade will result in a lack of segregation, but the arbor

complexity produced under these circumstances suggests that growth and elaboration
of collateral branches continues even in the absence of activity. This is consistent with a

hypothesis that the absence of activity interferes predominantlywith recognition mech¬
anisms, i.e. growth continues, but eye specific clusters fail to aggregate. Observations
(Antonini & Stryker, 1993) also appear to confirm a moderate growth promoting effect
of the lack of impulse activity. Thus normal development probably involves both selec¬
tive elimination ofwidely extended branches and considerable growth and elaboration.

The effect of activity on neural structure in the visual cortex is not restricted to pre¬

synaptic afferents, but also affects the postsynaptic target cells. It has been demonstrated
(Kossel et al., 1995) that the dendritic fields of spiny stellate cells in layer 4 are shaped
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of visual pathway connections (A) and effect of variable activity on
the formation of OD columns (B). Copyright acknowledged to S. Quartz & T. Sejnowski
(in press).

by the laminar and columnar borders of geniculo-cortical fibres, and that visual experi¬
ence during the critical period has a significant effect on the structure of these neurons.
The influence of thalamic afferents on the shape of dendritic fields is cell specific; only
the spiny stellate cells (not pyramidal) are affected by abrupt changes in afferent input.
Laminar borders have a stronger effect on the shape of dendritic fields than columnar
borders. This, together with the observation that strabismic animals have a more pro¬

nounced dendritic field respect of columnar borders, suggests that columnar borders
are mediated by activity correlation and that laminar borders are enforced by activity

independent neurotrophic action. This division is indicative of the kind of relationship
between evolutionary and experiential influence in determining neural structure, men-
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tioned in chapter 1. Specifically, experience can alter columnar segregation, but laminar

segregation is pre-specified. These two types of segregationwith their different sources
will then combine to affect the behaviour of the final neural structure in what is likely to
be a nonlinear fashion that does not avail itself of an easy nature/nurture interpretation.

Getting back to basic neuro-anatomy, one also finds that the extent of the horizontal pro¬

jections of cortical neurons can explain some of the response properties of visual corti¬
cal neurons. In adult cats clusters of horizontal connections interconnect regions with
the same orientation selectivity (cells that respond selectively to a particular orienta¬
tion of input stimuli). Activity deprivation from birth does not affect the generation
of crude clusters, but prevents the refinement of the clustered projections (Callaway &

Kate, 1991). Unlike normal animals, where the clusters of horizontal projections do not

align with the ODC organisation, in strabismic cats the clusters of horizontal connections
fall in registerwith ODCs; or "neurons that fire together,wire together" (Lowel & Singer,
1992).

Other work (Purves, 1994) suggests that cortical growth is significantly and specifically

greater in regions of chronically increased activity. The mammalian brain grows pro¬

gressively in postnatal life, increasing in weight about four-fold from birth to maturity
in man and mouse. Barrel fields are the primary innervation in the cortex of individual
whiskers, and develop such that theymirror the layout of amammal's array of whiskers.
The cortical barrel fields of enucleated rats show regional increases in blood vessel den¬

sity as well as enhanced growthwhen compared to littermate controls (Zheng & Purves,

1995). This is taken to mean that the absence of activity in the visual system is matched

by an increase in the activity of cortical areas associated with other sensory modalities,
which then increase in volume, linking neural activity and growth. However the mech¬
anism by which this neonatal visual deprivation manages to increase metabolic (and by
inference electrical) activity in other modalities is not known. Perhaps increased use of
the somatic system of visually deprived animals leads to greater frequency of stimula¬
tion.

In the CNS, a clear demonstration that afferent activity is required for the normal in¬
crease in soma size comes from studies of the visual and auditory systems (Wong, 1995).
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Following monocular deprivation, the soma of cells in the dorsal LGN that receive in¬

put from the activity deprived eye growmuch less than cells in layers that are innervated

normally. Conversely, in rat enucleates, the soma size of cortical cells within the whisker
barrels was found to increase above the normal range (Gelhard et al., 1993), suggesting
that activity can modulate soma size. What remains to be determined is how enhanced

"growth" affects performance of that sensory system, and if so what mediates this kind
of change. Further, if these results are to help determine ANN functionality we need to
know what happens to the ion channel density on the soma.

In summary, the effect of activity on the cortex is by no means the relatively straight¬
forward matter that it may be in more peripheral areas. The absence of activity appears

(on the surface) to reduce competitiveness, more active areas capturing greater amounts
of neural resources, while at the same time encouraging growth if not branching. The

presence of correlated activity is clearly very important for the establishment of some
neural structures in the cortex. Some researchers (e.g. Schrager & Johnson, 1996) have

emphasised the potential importance of successive waves of growth, and if one were

to try and create some sort of schema to encapsulate the results described in this and

previous sections, one might suggest that initial inactivity in the cortex promoted ex¬

ploratory growth. Once a watershed had been reached, the active areas would then be
allowed to demand more resources. One could see this as a process of giving neurons the
chance to be active, but that after some time (thatmight differ with location) the success¬

ful neurons would be given free rein to link up via correlated activity and be allocated
the resources required to reach their mature state. One might think of the brain as allo¬

cating neural resources according to demand, but that if one area of cortex, say the area

usually receiving connections from the auditory system, was not being activated its re¬

sources would not be relinquished for consumption by another modality immediately.
There would be some period of grace after which the implicit assumptionwould be that
the auditory system was not working and that its cortical resources could be given over
to other modalities.
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3.5 In vitro Studies of Cortical Neurons

3.5.1 Calcium Hypothesis

Evidence for the calcium hypothesis of neuronal growth cone control (Mattson & Kater,

1987; Kater &Mills, 1991) was provided partly by studies showing calcium regulation of
neuronal cytoarchitecture generation. However, it was also known that growth cone be¬
haviours supporting neurite elongation included the addition of cell membrane, a pro¬
cess presumably requiring vesicle fusion, and thus an intuitive basis was supplied by the
information that vesicle fusion during transmitter release is calcium mediated. In vitro
studies of Helisoma snail growth cones (Kater et al., 1988) indicate that large increases
in intracellular calcium concentration {{Co2+]rn) inhibit growth cone motility, whereas
decreases inhibit outgrowth, suggesting the existence of an optimal [Ca2+]in range for

outgrowth. This relationship appears to be insensitive to how the changes in [Ca2+]in
level are caused, whether it is by action potentials, neurotransmitters, their absence or
even their combination.

The activity-outgrowth interaction described above is likely to be implemented through

voltage dependent calcium channels, suggesting that membrane potential plays a key
role in determining growth cone behaviour. Action potentials can travel quite effectively
from the cell body to growth cones, and research (Cohan, 1990; Torreano & Cohan, 1997)

suggests that the nature of any stimulation will interact with a cell's electro-dynamic

properties, such as ion channel density, type, location etc., to induce a change in [Ca2+]in.
Taking into account that multiple neurotransmitters can act on the same growth cone

(Mattson et al., 1988), the implication is that the net effect on growth cone behaviour of
different environmental stimuli will be the sum of the changes in membrane potential
caused by those stimuli, the changes themselves dependent on the dynamic properties
of the cell in question.

An important caution when considering the activity-outgrowth relationship is that dif¬
ferent growth cones may well possess different [Ca2+]in set points as a result of differ¬
ing levels of intracellular calcium storage capacity. In rat sensory neurons the set point
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lies above the optimal [Ca2+]in range, and any increase of [Ca2+]in will inhibit growth
(Al-Mohanna et al., 1992). However, in rat superior cervical ganglion (SCG) neurons in¬
creases in [Ca2+]in does not arrest outgrowth (Garyantes & G., 1992) implying that their
set point is below the optimal range. Zimprich et al. (1994) confirm that variations in

[Ca2+]in set point can lead to different responses to the same calcium levels from differ¬
ent cells. They suggest the Mattson & Kater (1987) model is correct for at least two types

of primary neuron, sensory neurons, and cerebellar granule cells for small [Ca2+]in vari¬
ations about the set point, but that it does not apply to all neurons or when [Ca2+]in is

very strongly elevated. So it would seem that the same stimulus can either promote or

inhibit growth in different cells depending on their resting [Ca2+]in level, and in some

case even knowing the set point will not be sufficient to predict a response since not all
cells follow these rules.

And if that wasn't enough behavioural variety, there are still more possibilities. Action

potentials, able to inhibit outgrowth through an [Ca2+]in rise in mouse dorsal root gan¬

glion (DRG) cells, are prevented from doing so by the long-term modification induced
via chronic stimulation (Fields et al., 1990). It seems that chronic stimulation of the cells

affects their calcium homeostasis, so that continued stimulation no longer inhibits out¬

growth and no longer produces the large changes in [Ca2+]in that were seen initially.
Thus, in all likelihood, calcium homeostasis could act to encode the history of the neu¬

ron and so impart specific differences between nerve cells (Kater & Guthrie, 1990).

In summary, the calcium-outgrowth hypothesis does not apply to all cell types. For those
where it does apply: at optimal levels of [Ca2+]in outgrowth is profuse; lower or higher
levels result in decreased outgrowth; further extremes reduce chances of survival (see

fig. 3.6). For all of these events, it is crucial to consider that the specific calcium optimum
for different components of growth cone behaviour could be quite different, as indeed
the optima are for different neurons, or even for the dendrites and axons of the same

neuron. And last but by no means least, there are also the potential modulatory effects
of calcium homeostasis mechanisms to be considered.
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Figure 3.6: Summary of graded effect of [Ca2+]j„. At low calcium concentrations, neu¬
rons fail to survive. Higher calcium concentrations promote successive increases in out¬
growth. These graded changes may be differentially effective on growth cones of axons
and dendrites. At still higher concentrations, outgrowth decreases, and pruning of ex¬
isting neurites may occur. Ultimately, at very high [Ca2+]in, neuronal cell death occurs.
Clear cell bodies represent dead cells. Copyright acknowledged to S. Kater & L. Mills
(1991).

3.5.2 Neurotrophic Action

Neurotrophins such as NGF (nerve growth factor) and BDNF (brain-derived neu¬

rotrophic factor) are members of a family of growth factors, molecules that are best
known for their dramatic effects on neuron growth and survival. During the develop¬
ment of many structures, up to about twice as many neurons are produced as will sur¬
vive into adulthood (Oppenheim, 1991). Survival of neurons depends to a great extent
onwhether or not they have obtained adequate amounts of specific neurotrophic factors,
which seem to act by suppressing an intrinsic cell suicide mechanism. They can also
affect axonal and dendritic arborisations (Purves, 1994), and local application of some

neurotrophins to cells in the deprived areas created by monocular deprivation manipu¬
lations prevent the expected neuronal atrophy.
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Neurotrophic factors (NTFs) interact in a nebulous fashion with neuronal activity (for
review see Lo, 1995; Thoenen, 1995; Bonhoeffer, 1996). In the first instance activity has
been observed to cause transient increases in NTF mRNA levels, implying that the pro¬

duction of NTFs is activity-dependent. On top of this the signalling properties of neu¬
rons can also be strongly affected by NTFs through changes in functional levels of ion
channels and neurotransmitter receptors. This reciprocal relationship is further com¬

plicated by strong NTF regulation of gene expression and neuronal morphology, allow¬

ing NTFs to influence neuronal excitability and synaptic function over even greater time
scales.

Responsiveness to particular neurotrophins is mediated through receptors specific for
each factor (although some cross-activation is possible). Itwould also appear that trans¬
mitter release is facilitated by NTF binding to presynaptic trk (tropomyosin receptor ki¬

nase), since this initiates an immediate increase in [Ca2+}rn; a pre-requisite for activity-
dependent release of classical neurotransmitters. Additionally, Ghosh et al, (1994) have
shown that neuronal activity involving voltage gated calcium channels promotes the
survival of cortical neurons in vitro by stimulating autocrine production of BDNF. Thus
there seems to be room for NTFs and neurotransmitters to have a reciprocal effect on
each others production and release.

The 'calcium set-point hypothesis' of neuronal survival and dependence on NTFs (John¬
son et al., 1992) states that the survival of neurons depends on the presence of \Ca2+].in:

1. At levels below resting levels, neurons do not survive even with NTFs.

2. At normal levels neurons survive only if adequate amounts of NTFs are available.

3. Atmodestly elevated levels neurons survive even in the absence of trophic factors.

4. At very high levels the likelihood of neuronal death is increased.

Neurotrophins have also been proposed as mediators for several forms of activity-

dependent competition in the CNS. A key element of such hypotheses is that neu¬
rotrophins act preferentially on active neurons. Experiments (McAllister et al., 1996)
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demonstrate that inhibition of spontaneous electrical activity, synaptic transmission, or

L-type calcium channels each prevent what would otherwise be the dramatic increase in
dendritic arborisation normally elicited by BDNF application to cortical slices; providing
a mechanism for selectively enhancing the growth and connectivity of active neurons.

However since activity increases neurotrophin production/secretion as well as regulat¬

ing responsiveness to these factors the likelihood is that both BDNF and electrical activ¬

ity exert separate direct effects on target neurons, producing the requirement that cor¬
tical neurons must be electrically active to respond to the growth promoting effects of

neurotrophins.

And while thatmight seem complicated, it is not the end of the story by any means. It is
known that neuronswithin each layer of the cerebral cortex expressmultiple members of
the neurotrophin family and their corresponding receptors. Further research (McAllis¬
ter et al., 1997) has shown that the neurotrophins BDNF and NT-3 oppose one another
in regulating the dendritic growth of pyramidal neurons. In layer 4 neurons NT-3 in¬
hibits BDNF induced dendritic growth, and the roles are reversed in layer 6. It is likely
that the growth inhibitory effects of neurotrophins involve active retraction of dendrites,

making this push-pull system of dendritic regulation reminiscent of axon guidance pro¬

cesses (Tessier-Lavignme & Goodman, 1996).

It is clear that the survival of neurons depends to a great extent on the degree to which

they can obtain appropriate quantities of neurotrophins. The source of these neu¬

rotrophins may be other neurons or target structures, or even internal production un¬

der the right circumstances. The production of these NTFs is bound up with the activity
of the cells themselves and it is possible that there are a highly complex set of feedback

pathways that presumably lead to desirable numbers of neurons with the correct lev¬
els of connectivity. For example, axonal arbors innervating a target may cause it to pro¬

duce/secrete varying quantities of particular neurotrophins which then may enhance
some presynaptic structures and lead to the atrophy of others, which in turn modulates
the level of afferent activity and so the quantities ofNTF available, further affecting neu¬

ral morphology, and so on.
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3.6 Models & Theories of Nervous System Development

This chapter has so far contained reviews of the development of some specific neural sys¬
tems in vivo and some in vitro studies of cortical neurons. The remainder of this chap¬
terwill focus on some of the models and theories that have been created in order to try

and explain the developmental results described above. Most of the systems covered
are intended to either provide an account of how mature neural responses are achieved

through connectivity modification, or more simply to investigate the results of linking

activity to growth. We startwith a brief description of the dual constraint model which
will be covered in more detail in the following chapter on the development of the neu¬

romuscular junction.

3.6.1 Dual Constraint Model

Crucial to the operation of the dual constraint model (DCM) (Bennett & Robinson, 1989)
is thatmotor endplates (the location where collections of synapses from one motor neu¬
ron connect to a muscle fibre) are sustained by the presence of a complex created via the

binding of both pre- and post-synaptic resources. This allows a variety of experimen¬
tal phenomena (including the achievement of single innervation) to be explained, but
leaves unanswered the question of the molecular identity of the complex and its com¬

ponents.

Further work (Joseph &Willshaw, 1996) has provided an explanation of how activity at
the NMJ interactswith the developmental process, the calcium concentration at the end-

plate creating an autocatalytic effect, whereby the size of active junctions are increased.
This explanation is made possible by the postulation of candidate molecules for the re¬

sources assumed to underlie the DCM. There are a variety of other models that attempt
to describe neuromuscular development which will be discussed in more detail in chap¬
ter 4, along with a full exposition of the DCM and its extensions.
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3.6.2 Purves Theory of Trophic Support

Final connectivity in the CNS is not one-to-one like in ganglia or the NMJ, and Purves

(1994) suggests that this is a result of the reduced dendritic complexity in the PNS. Fie
also proposes that the regulatory signal indicated by the rabbit ganglion experiments

(see section on Ganglia) is a neurotrophic factor, since NGF is retrogradely transported

along axons to the parent cell bodywhere it promotes the growth of neuronal dendrites
in the sympathetic ganglion (Snider, 1988). Purves theory is illustrated by figure 3.7 and
is summed up by his statement that:

"... at every link in the concatenation of neurons between the CNS and the periphery, ... [neu¬

rotrophic] signals exert the same modulatory control over the growth of nerve cell processes and

synapses that NGF provides at the peripheral level."

Reproduced from Neural Activity and the Growth of the Brain, (Purves, 1994)

Purves also takes the view that the central role of activity in brain development is that
it promotes neuropil growth that would not otherwise occur. This perspective suggests
that the monocular neurons that arise in the visual cortex after monocular deprivation,
do so not primarily because connections are lost (although some are), but because large
numbers of synaptic connections that would normally have been made by the less ac¬

tive axons fail to grow, in line with the results of Antonini & Stryker (1993). Lichtman &
Purves (1983) suggest that trophic support is only supplied under Hebbian conditions,
which they use to explain monocular deprivation and strabismus results.

3.6.3 Cell Suicide in the Developing Nervous System

Brown et al. (1994) produced a model of programmed cell death (PCD) in a backprop-

agation network. The parity learning task used was not intended to be the most bio¬

logically relevant problem, but nonetheless the framework for removal of hidden nodes
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Figure 3.7: Summary of trophic linkages that co-ordinate the innervation of targets and
central neurons. In this manner, information that initially derives from neural targets
can affect the connectivity of an entire pathway. Copyright acknowledged to D. Purves
(1994).

was designed to reflect the action of genes such as c-myc that induce PCD. This ten¬

dency for nodes to kill themselves off is modulated in the model by two factors. The first
represents a protective factor synthesised by the nodes themselves (such as the proto-

oncogene bcl-2), produced in relation to the relative rate of change of the node's activa¬
tion. The second protective factor is assumed to come from an external source and is
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divided equally between the remaining hidden nodes in the network. The second fac¬
tor is designed to make sure the suicide process is self limiting and that when stability
is reached there will be some nodes left in the network.

The underlying assumption behind this model is that hidden units which change their
level of output activity most frequently and to the greatest extent are likely to be playing
the most useful computational roles. However, this may or may not be the case, as it

depends on the distribution of the input data and various other factors. Themodel starts
off with an excess of cells, and gradually reduces that number by removing inefficient
ones, and this appears to allow a network to find solutions to problemswith greater ease
than fixed architecture alternatives. The suggestion being made is that it is beneficial to
have many pathways to a solution that is hard to find. The results of the Brown et al.
model show that activation based removal compares favourably with the error based
skeletonisation algorithm of Mozer & Smolensky (1989), but the dynamics are unclear
since even randomly removing nodes can lead to improved performance.

3.6.4 Van Ooyen's Neural Models

As Van Ooyen et al. (1995) point out, the large number of activity dependent changes
in neuron structure and function allow a reciprocal influence or feedback loop, so that a

given networkmay generate activity patterns whichmodify the organisation of the net¬

work, leading to altered activity patterns and so on. Van Ooyen (1994) models activity-

dependent development and overshoot phenomena in a system of two-dimensional
neurons with circular neuritic fields of radius R. The strength of connectivity (and thus

ability to stimulate each other) between neurons is determined purely by the area of

overlap of their dendritic fields. The activity of the neurons is described by a shunting
model, which for a model with only excitatory synapses is:

j

(3.1)
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where r is a time constant, Xt is the (mean) membrane potential of neuron i, F(Xj) is
the mean firing rate of neuron j, and Wi:) is the coupling strength between neuron i and
j. At each stage in the model's development the neuritic fields grow as a non-linear func¬
tion of their neuron's average firing rate. This function givesmaximum outgrowthwhen

average activity is zero, and retraction at high average activity levels. This relationship
leads to changes in the overlap between neurons and so a feedback loop is created.

This outgrowth function is a phenomenological description of the calcium theory of neu-
rite outgrowth (Kater & Guthrie, 1990; Kater & Mills, 1991) as described earlier. The im¬

plicit assumption is that the [Ca2+]in of the neurons reflects their average firing rates.

The outgrowth function is adjusted so that initially inactive, unconnected neurons will

grow until they receive some excitation, otherwise the initial network would just remain
disconnected. Van Ooyen provides a detailed exploration and analysis of his model
which demonstrates a number of behaviours including overshoot/retraction, their ab¬
sence and oscillations. Figure 3.8 shows some Van Ooyen network's at various stages of

development.

In simplistic terms one can think of the network gradually increasing its connectivity un¬
til the average membrane potential reaches the implicit threshold in the sigmoid firing
function. When this happens themajority of the neurons in the network will become ac¬

tivated, leading to a jump in general network activity. Depending on the settings of the

system parameters neurons will either: retract abruptly if the activity jump has taken
them into the negative part of the outgrowth function, continue growing until reaching
a stable point, or oscillate between outgrowth and retraction. Van Ooyen also demon¬
strates that inhibitory cells can be used to ensure connectivity between certain parts of
a network, which fits in with the ideas expressed at the end of the ganglia section ear¬

lier in this chapter, that inactivity through inhibitory connections could increase levels
of connectivity.



Figure 3.8: Neuritic field sizes of developing Van Ooyen networks, (a) early stage of
development, (b) same network as in (a) at equilibrium. Neuritic field size depends on
local cell density as shown in (c) and (d). Sub networks can develop depending on con¬
nectivity coefficients, (e) and (f). Copyright acknowledged to A. Van Ooyen (1994)

3.6.5 BCM theory

The BCM model (Bienenstock et al., 1982) provides an explanation for the different ef¬
fects of deprivational experiments on the development of the visual cortex. As men¬

tioned earlier, monocular deprivation causes the ocular dominance of cortical neurons
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to shift, responding exclusively to the open eye. In contrast binocular deprivation for the
same period allows most cells to remain responsive to stimulation through either eye. In
order to understand these and other experimental results Cooper et al. (1979) suggested
a learning rule - increasing the synaptic efficacy of active inputs when the post-synaptic

target was concurrently depolarised beyond a modification threshold and decreasing it
when post-synaptic activity falls below that same threshold. The BCM model incorpo¬
rates an additional feature in that it allows the modification threshold to vary as a non¬

linear function of the average output of the post-synaptic neuron.

This modification provides an explanation as to why the binocular deprivation exper¬

iment does not drive the strengths of all the cortical synapses to zero; the lower aver¬

age activity reduces the modification threshold, thus protecting the synapses. The BCM

learning rule also operates such that the responses of postsynaptic neurons gradually
become more selective over time, in analogy with the occurrence of orientation selectiv¬

ity that is found in the visual cortex. Postsynaptic neurons end up responding to a small
subset of the presented patterns, and the elements of this subset are necessarily highly
similar. Explanation for the results of strabismus experiments follow as a natural con¬

sequence of this, that if two sources of input are highly uncorrelated then a neuron is

likely to end up responding to one or the other. This is seen as parallel to the increase in
column segregation seen after strabismus, i.e. neurons in a cortical column tending to
be monocularly driven.

3.6.6 Levy's Rules of Synaptogenesis

Levy (1985) proposes a set of rules for the modification of excitatory synapses within a

given network of neurons.

la Convergent coactivity increases synaptic efficacy at active synapses.

lb Presynaptic inactivity during postsynaptic activity decreases synaptic efficacy at the
inactive synapse.
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2 The receptivity of (or possibly the request by) a postsynaptic target for new innerva¬
tion varies as an inverse function of its activity (postsynaptic growth rule).

3 An afferent's propensity for axonal growth and competitiveness for claiming an avail¬
able postsynaptic site is dynamically regulated, increasing with heightened levels
of activity and decreasing with lowered levels of activity (axonal growth rule).

Subsequently these rules were updated into a more concrete and complete formalism

(Levy & Colbert, 1991), that could be applied to a single layer neural network.

1. Weight modification of existing synapses;

AWij = eyj(cxi - Wij) (3.2)

2. New synapse formation - Postsynaptic receptivity;

R 1^ [1 + Cr«yj»*]

3. New synapse formation - Presynaptic avidity;

A 1
[1 + Ca(J2j Ylk wikj)P]

where < • > is the average of a variable. Postsynaptic cell j and presynaptic cell i have
the possibility of one ormore synapses (k) between them, with individual weights Wtk].
The output of the postsynaptic cell is yj (= J2i J2k Wikjxi where x, is the output of the

presynaptic cell). Rj is the postsynaptic receptivity, A,; is the presynaptic avidity, and
Cr, Ca, q & p are all constants. This detail is included here because the feature genera¬

tion mechanism developed in the chapters that follow bears some similarities to Levy's
"Rules of Synaptogenesis".

The first rule is pretty much the same form as the learning procedure underlying sim¬

ple competitive learning, an output gated Hebbian operation with linear weight decay.
The idea behind the second rule is that using inactivity as the stimulus for postsynaptic

(3.3)

(3.4)
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growth will ensure maximum utilisation of all postsynaptic cells, while avoiding those
that are active in the extreme (this actually depends crucially on the firing function of
the neurons in question). A relatively inactive cell would remain receptive to the forma¬
tion of new synapses until its activity increases to some genetically programmed and/or

dynamically controlled level. The presynaptic avidity rule prevents all postsynaptic
cells from being dominated by the same set of well correlated inputs by biasing against

synapse formation with presynaptic cells that have made numerous synapses. So there
should be less statistical dependence between postsynaptic cells which, in effect, helps
maximise the actual representational entropy of a set of such cells.

The postsynaptic growth rule is inspired by experimental observations of denervation-
induced supersensitivity in the NMJ, as well as increases in the surface available for in¬
nervation on activity inhibited ganglion cells mentioned earlier. The presynaptic rule is
related to work that shows the axonal arbor of a cell increasing in one area when another

part of it is destroyed, i.e. the cell is able to maintain a fixed number of connections.

These rules can be used to explain phenomena in the development of ocular dominance
columns, in much the same way as the BCM framework described earlier. The main dif¬
ferences between this approach and the BCM model is the presence of growth in Levy's
model and a slightly different weight adjustment rule. The important similarity is that

they both rely on average postsynaptic activity where the time constant for these aver¬

aging processes must be much slower than the time constant controlling weight mod¬
ification. This is the mechanism via which both systems make sure that their neurons

develop specificity, a prerequisite in this kind of modelling work; and as we shall see
later on crucial for the successful growth of neural nets attempting pattern recognition.

3.6.7 Linsker's Partially Connected Networks

Linsker (1986a,b,c) demonstrated that a multi-layer neural net with partial connectivity
between layers, and nodes with linear output functions, would spontaneously generate
center surround receptive fields (RFs) in response to random input. An RF is essentially
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the spread and type of connections a node receives from a previous layer. Cells with
center surround RFs respond strongly to activity in a central region, but are inhibited

by activity elsewhere. Cells with center surround RFs are observed early in the devel¬

opment of the visual cortex, and Linsker's network creates them through the action of
Hebbian learning in combination with appropriate ratios between the extent of the con¬

nectivity that link successive layers. The first layer of Linkser's net, fixed with relatively
small RFs composed entirely of excitatory connections, generates a random output that
includes short range correlations. The action of the Hebbian learning in tandem with

larger receptive fields in the following layer means that synapses close to the center of
an RF take on similar values, while those further away do not because they are likely to
be receiving uncorrected presynaptic activity.

Further layers of Linsker's unsupervised network were able to generate more complex

receptive fields such as "bilobed" or orientation selective cells, in analogy with similar
cells that occur in the higher levels of the visual cortex. While this model did not include
the horizontal feedback connections that are undoubtedly present in the real visual cor¬

tex, it demonstrated that cells responding to complex features could be created with the

simplest of learning rules and cell firing functions, and in the absence of any gross struc¬
tural change.

3.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we have seen that electrical activity can have major effects on the mor¬

phogenesis of a variety of structures within the nervous system. There seems to be am¬

ple room for feedback on the effects of growth or retraction in terms of future activity
levels. These two variables seem to be connected largely through pathways involving
calcium concentration, but also by neurotrophic factors. The various models presented
in the later half of this chapter reflect this, with a number of them making the structure
of their simulated networks dependent on long term averages of activity levels. This

approach of making small quantitative changes in response to immediate stimuli and
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making larger qualitative adjustments follow longer running trends, has some currency
in both biological and computational frameworks. And it seems intuitively correct that
fine tuning should take place locally in both space and time, whereas coarser adjust¬
ments should be made only when a definite overall change has taken place, requiring
a longer term view.



Chapter 4

The Role of Activity in
Neuromuscular Development

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter it became clear that electrical activity and the development of the
nervous system are intertwined in an intricate and complex fashion. The greater accessi¬

bility of the neuromuscular system and its synapses,when contrasted with other neural
structures, has meant that there is a wealth of experimental data available on the neuro¬
muscular junction (NMJ), and indeed the general mechanisms of synaptic transmission
were elucidated partly as a result of its study (Dale, 1954). Because this section of the

peripheral nervous system (PNS) presents itself for studymore readily than many other
areas of interest, it has become the subject of a number of computational models. In the
same way that one of the basic requirement of a model of visual cortical development
is that it produces ocular dominance columns, the essential phenomenon that develop¬
mental models of theNMJmust reproduce is the achievement of single innervation - one

axon terminal connecting to onemuscle fibre, after an initial state of polyinnervation. As
this sort of behaviour is mirrored in other parts of the nervous system, onemight expect
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that the dynamical aspects of such a theory will translate into similar explanations of
central nervous system morphogenesis; or at least shed some light upon them in much
the same way as the details of synaptic transmission have been illuminated by neuro¬

muscular studies.

In this chapter we shall examine a selection of the different and sometimes contradic¬

tory experimental evidence that is available from the many studies and manipulations
of neuromuscular development and regeneration. As touched upon above there is an al¬
most equally diverse array of NMJ developmental models as there is experimental data.
Subsets of these models are generally able to explain various subsets of the experimen¬
tal observations, but the theories often fail to explain either all the data or give justi¬
fications for all the elements in their makeup. After a discussion of the particular be¬
haviours such models need to account for, we shall see how a novel and original modi¬
fication (previously published as Joseph &Willshaw, 1996) of the Dual ConstraintModel

(DCM; Bennett & Robinson, 1989) as extended by Rasmussen & Willshaw (1993) can be

justified by postulating certain molecular mechanisms. In its new form this theoretical
framework can now provide an explanation as to the presence of both activity dependent
and independent competitionbetween terminals composed of neuromuscular synapses.
The chapter will then be rounded off by further original work (previously published as

Joseph et al., 1997) that demonstrates how the DCM's combination with another NMJ
model (Kersberg & Changeux, 1993) can provide a potential explanation for some of the
most confusing behaviour of synapses at the neuromuscular junction.

4.2 Development of the Neuromuscular Junction

4.2.1 Morphological Changes

The development of the mammalian neuromuscular system is characterised by two ma¬

jor periods of structural change on the neural (as opposed to synaptic) level. The first is
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an extended period of motoneuron death which takes place during pre-natal develop¬
ment. This process results in the loss of 50 - 90% of themotoneurons initially created, and
would appear to be modulated by the activity regulated uptake of trophic substances
from the targetmuscle fibers. The second event is the postnatal achievement of single in¬
nervation - each muscle fiber contacted by only onemotor axon - following an initial ar¬

rangement of polyinnervation or superinnervation, where each fiber plays host to some

larger number of axons, all located at the same neuromuscular junction (see fig. 4.1).

Motor nerve axons

Neonate ,— ;; :

Multiple Innervation

Figure 4.1: Rearrangement of motor axon terminals during neuromuscular develop¬
ment.

The molecular mechanisms behind this withdrawal of motor axon terminals are not

at present completely understood. The time window occupied by the elimination of

synapses is well after the aforementioned period of cell death and thus is not due to

the loss of axonal inputs to the muscle. Neither is it caused by the addition of mus¬
cle fibers, the number of which does not change significantly during the period under

scrutiny. In fact, microscopy studies indicate that the terminals abdicating their motor

endplate are actually being reabsorbed into the motoneuron (Rasmussen & Willshaw,

1993). This retreat of terminals is accompanied by the growth and elaboration1 of the
terminals that are retained, and it is likely that the total amount of terminal maintained

by any given axon and the total amount of transmitter release probably increases during
this time (Betz et al., 1989; Bevan & Steinbach, 1977).

The extent to which a muscle is innervated can be expressed in terms of the motor unit
size - the number of fibers contacted by a given motor axon. Experiments that remove

1 This is growth and elaboration of axonal branches such that they innervate more extensively the muscle
fiber to which they are already connected.

Motor nerve axons
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some motor neurons at birth lead to a change in the average size of the remaining motor
units. Once the withdrawal of superinnervation has taken place the motor units will,
on average, be larger than those of motor neurons after normal development (Fladby &
Jansen, 1987). The implication of this is that the motor axons have increased the extent
of their arborisations in order to fill the vacant muscle fibers left by the motor neurons
that have been removed. This strongly suggests that individual motor axons success¬

fully innervate more fibres as a result of the absence of their neighbours, and that they
are prevented from doing so by their presence. It is appealing to interpret this as a com¬

petitive process where terminals from axons belonging to different neurons compete for
the same muscle endplates.

If, on the other hand, most of the motor neurons are removed one can end up with in¬

complete innervation in the adult muscle (Fladby & Jansen, 1987). In the situation de¬
scribed in the previous paragraph where relatively few axons have been removed, the

averagemotor unit size increases in proportion to the number eliminated, but when den¬
ervation has been performedmore extensively the averagemotor unit size is found to be

independent of the remaining number ofmotor neurons. These results suggest to some

(Fladby & Jansen, 1987; Grinnell, 1995) that there is an intrinsic tendency for eachmotor
neuron to withdraw some of its excess connections. This can also be interpreted as each
motor neuron having a limited capacity with which to maintain terminals; as some ex¬

isting terminals increase in size, resources are prevented from reaching other terminals

supported by the same neuron.

4.2.2 The Effects of Electrical Activity

Many experiments suggest that there is a strong activity dependent component to

synapse elimination. Inactive axon terminals tend to coexist (Benoit & Changeux, 1975),
and paralysis or stimulation of selected motor neurons appears to favour the more ac¬

tive motor terminals when they are in competition (Colman & Lichtman, 1992; although
this is not exclusively the case, e.g. Callaway et al., 1987). Activity independent com¬

petition has been demonstrated by comparing reinnervation in normal and paralysed
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muscles (Ribchester & Barry, 1994). Uninnervated fibers present in an adult junction pro¬

voke sprouting from existing terminals. The rat lumbrical muscle is innervated by the
sural nerve and the lateral plantar nerve; if the sural nerve is damaged the lateral plan¬
tar nerve will expand its territory to the extent that it innervates the entire muscle. On

subsequent reinnervation it is possible for the regenerating sural nerve to displace some

of the lateral plantar nerve terminals. If the muscle is paralysed during reinnervation
more lateral plantar nerve terminals are displaced than in the normal case, indicating
that competition between inactive terminals does take place, and that paralysis can give
an advantage to some terminals.

Further experimental work in the neuromuscular system of adultmice, after the achieve¬
ment of single innervation, indicates that active synaptic sites can destabilise inactive

synapses in their vicinity (Balice-Gordon & Lichtman, 1994). Focal application of a toxin
to block neurotransmission in a small region of a NMJ will cause the disappearance of

synapses from that particular area. The synapse elimination thus caused will be long-

lasting and restricted purely to that site. In contrast, blocking the entire junction or the

majority of itwill fail to induce elimination of any kind. These findings support the idea
that more active terminals have the competitive advantage over their inactive fellows,
and that this competition takes place at a synaptic level.

4.3 Models of NMJ Development

4.3.1 Possible Approaches

The majority of models of neuromuscular development operate under a scheme in
which terminals compete for a trophic factor produced by the muscle fibers (Gouze et al.,
1983; Jeanpretre et al., 1996; Elliott & Shadbolt, 1996). Flowever, the details of the bio¬
chemical machinery that supports the morphogenesis of the NMJ are as yet far from

completely clear. This being the case the validity of a model is largely determined by its
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ability to reproduce key experimental findings. Competition for a postsynaptic muscle-
derived resource is a popular choice because models using it as a basis will require little

cajolery or other untoward efforts of persuasion in order for them to achieve single in¬
nervation. So, in order to make some kind of distinction between these models it is nec¬

essary to ascertain the degree towhich theymanage to replicate secondary experimental
phenomena. It is also important to ensure that the models are biologically plausible, and
formaximum verisimilitude that they are able to predict the results of experimental ma¬

nipulations that have yet to be undertaken. Another pointworthmentioning is that like

many other biological systems, the processes that take place at the NMJ are quite likely
to be supported by a number of different parallel mechanisms, some of which may be

capable of arranging single innervation independently of the others. This being the case,

experimental manipulations are likely to produce confusing results depending onwhich
of these mechanisms they manage to block or adjust.

Explaining the achievement of single innervation is relatively straightforward as long as

one postulates some kind of limited resource (trophic or otherwise) that gets produced

by the muscle fibers and is fought over by the various axon terminals. As long as there is
some degree of positive feedback2 it is fairly easy to show that small initial inequalities in
the amount of resource amongst terminals, or slight variations in their ability to take up
or utilise the resource, will quickly be amplified. This results in a final state where only
the terminal with the best combination of ability and starting conditions will remain.

However, postsynaptic competition by itself is unable to explain the observed reduc¬
tion in the spread of motor unit sizes that accompanies the transition from multiple to

single innervation. Initially in rat soleus muscle the largest motor unit is eight time as

large as the smallest, but the mature muscle has a much smaller range, the largest motor
unit being only three times the size of the smallest (Brown et al., 1976). If there were a

presynaptic resource that was in limited supply larger motor terminals would suffer a

competitive disadvantage, and lose a comparatively larger number of terminals reduc¬

ing the motor unit size spread. Models based on competition for a presynaptic resource
2 In this context positive feedback means that acquisition of a resource improves the ability of the terminal

to obtain more of the resource.
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(Willshaw, 1981) are also able to account for the potential of reinnervating axons to take
control of endplates from intact neurons that have expanded their territory, their smaller
motor unit size giving them a competitive advantage over the larger, more established
terminals.

Notions of competition for presynaptic (motor axon) resources and postsynaptic (muscle

fiber) resources can be combined into a single model, as Bennett & Robinson (1989) did in
their dual constraint model (DCM). The work of Bennett & Robinson was an important

conceptual step, but left a number of issues unresolved, some ofwhichwere to be tied up
in a later paper by Rasmussen & Willshaw (1993) in which they reformalised the DCM
in their own notation. The DCM is based on a reversible reaction between a presynaptic
resource A and a postsynaptic resource B.

This reaction is suggested to take place in the synaptic cleft and produces a binding com¬

plex C which is essential for the terminal's survival. Each motor axon and muscle fibre
have a limited amount of their particular resource available and the size of each termi¬
nal is proportional to the amount of the binding complex at that terminal. The reaction
shown above is governed by a rate equation based on the principles of reaction kinetics:

where the subscript n enumerates motor axons, m enumerates muscle fibers, and nm

specifies motor endplates. Thus C\2 would represent the amount of binding complex
available to the terminal of axon 1 at the neuromuscular junction where it contacts fiber
2. Most aspects of the above rate equation are justified in terms of standard reversible
reaction dynamics, in that the rate of construction of the product (C) is proportional to

A + B & C (4.1)

nm (4.2)
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the amount of components available (the forward reaction rate), and the rate of its break¬
down proportional to the amount of the product itself (the reverse reaction rate).

The only part of the equation not justified in terms of standard reaction kinetics is the de¬

pendency of the forward reaction rate on the size of the terminal, itself proportional to
the amount of the binding complex available at the terminal. Its inclusion is absolutely
essential for the achievement of single innervation. This is the term that represents the

positive feedbackwhereby larger, more successful terminals are able to amplify their ad¬

vantage and thus end up dominating individual endplates exclusively. However in the
absence of a good justification, the exactmathematical form used to encapsulate this pos¬
itive feedback is somewhat arbitrary. Bennett & Robinson (1989) show that single inner¬
vation can be still be achieved when the feedback Cnm term in 4.2 is raised to the power of

|. The precise form of the feedback seems to be less important than the presence of feed¬
back of some sort. This raises questions about why one particular formulation should be
used as opposed to another.

In this sort of biological modelling the desire is to achieve some sort ofmapping between
the components of the model and the mechanisms at work in the entity being modelled.
Rasmussen &Willshaw (1993) use the linear relationship shown in 4.2 because it makes
the analysis more tractable, but this in itself is not enough to suggest that one formula¬
tion is more realistic than another. The replication of a behaviour by a model is not proof

positive that the behaviour in question is generated along those lines. Where more ex-

periemental evidence is available, and more detailed models can be constructed, aspects
of the mathematical system can be justified more fully, but just how much detail does
one need? As mentioned before, the difficulty is in finding the right level of abstraction.
Given that the possible linear and non-linear degrees of feedback in the model both sat¬

isfy the single innervation requirements it would seem obtuse not to favour the linear

approach, that is until such time as it failed to acccount for some experimental result.
What this issue emphasises is the necessity for continual refinement and testing of such
a biological model in order to assess the relevance of its components.

Bennett & Robinson (1989) do actually justify the inclusion of the positive feedback term,
and they do so by the following means: they note that charged molecules move under
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the influence of an electric field, and that an electric field would be produced by the

synaptic potentials generated by a nerve terminal. Combining these two points they

propose that charged molecules of the postsynaptic resource (B) could be accelerated to¬

wards the nerve terminals through the average electric field it created over time. How¬

ever, this does seem somewhat implausible since it would require a larger terminal to
create a stronger electric field.

Rasmussen & Willshaw felt this element of the DCM was difficult to accept precisely
because the actual mechanism that would favour larger terminals was not clear. The
above reversible reaction and the rate equation describing it have been presented in the
notation of Rasmussen & Willshaw (1993) who reformulated the DCM, addressing is¬
sues such as the forward reaction rate dependency question above. They considered
other issues, including presynaptic resource transportation, and the explicitwithdrawal
of small terminals. The original DCM achieved single innervation in the majority of
cases, as did the reformulated version. The benefit of the upgraded DCM was that it
enabled a perturbation analysis proving that when achieved the single innervation state

would be stable. It also had the advantage of explaining the confusing phenomenon of
intrinsic withdrawal in terms of a maximum number of terminals that each axon was

able to sustain in terms of the ratio between the limited presynaptic and postsynaptic
resources. Despite all this, justification of the forward reaction rate dependencywas still

missing. Beyond that, in order to feel satisfied that the DCM is providing uswith a valid
model of NMJ dynamics it would certainly be a positive step to be more precise about
the biochemical machinery that supported it; not least the identity of those enigmatically
named molecules A, B and C.

4.3.2 The Agrin Hypothesis and the Mystery Molecules

It is possible to make some tentative suggestions as to what the 'mystery molecules' in
the DCM might be. The 'Agrin hypothesis' (McMahan, 1990) proposes that a protein
called agrin is synthesised in the cell bodies of motor neurons and transported down
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their axons to the muscle. Agrin is then bound into the synaptic basal lamina and me¬

diates the nerve induced aggregation of molecules that comprise the postsynaptic ap¬

paratus. Agrin achieves this by interaction with a muscle fiber receptor, the nature of
which is unclear. Nonetheless, this process has very noticeable effects, particularly the

aggregation of acetylcholine receptors (AChRs), as well as the other components of the

postsynaptic apparatus, on the myotube surface in the vicinity of the activated agrin.
The agrin hypothesis is based on a great deal of detailed research, notably that of (Wal¬

lace, 1988), who has managed to provide insights into the mechanism used by agrin to

cause the aggregation of the postsynaptic apparatus.

To begin with, most AChRs on the surface of developing myotubes are present in small

aggregates, composed of 5-25 receptors. Each of these aggregates, or "speckles" is free
to diffuse laterally in the myotube plasma membrane (Axelrod et al., 1976). When agrin
binds to an agrin-specific receptor on the surface of a myotube, AChR speckles in the
immediate vicinity of the agrin-receptor complex are immobilised, thus forming "mi-

croaggregates". This process requires Ca2+ and metabolic energy, suggesting that agrin-
induced AChR aggregation is a more complex process than simple cross-linking of sur¬
face receptors, but the precise molecular details behind this process have yet to be dis¬
covered. The available information suggests that asmore speckles are trapped, microag-

gregates grow and merge causing larger patches to be formed, until a steady state is
reached at which the rate of removal of receptors from the patch, either by internalisa-
tion or diffusion away, equals the rate of addition of new receptors. A large patch will
remain as long as agrin is bound to its receptor and Ca2+ and energy supplies are avail¬
able. Both metabolic energy and Ca2+ appear to facilitate the incorporation of new re¬

ceptors. Indeed, aggregates will disappear more rapidly than the dispersal that occurs
after agrin loss, if it is accompanied by loss of Ca2+ (Bloch & Steinbach, 1981; Wallace,
1988). This indicates that the calcium ions play a role in stabilising aggregates as well as

forming them.

Considering the data outlined above, agrin seems like a good candidate for molecule A,
if we assume that it is available in a limited supply to each motor axon. Motor neurons
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with smaller motor unit sizes would be able to distribute more agrin to each of their ter¬
minals and thus give the a competitive advantage over othermore extensively arborised

opponents. In addition, sincemotor endplates have a large number of voltage-gated cal¬
cium channels associated with the postsynaptic apparatus, depolarisation of the mus¬

cle membrane by acetylcholine activation of AChRs will lead to an influx of Ca2+ into

the postsynaptic cell. Since Ca2+ is required for both the formation and maintenance of
AChR aggregates, this set-up provides a mechanism that effectively implements a feed¬
back loop. The bigger a patch is, themore Ca2+ itwill have available when the receptors
are activated, leading to a greater ability to attract and bind AChRs, increasing the size
of the patch and so on.

We can now see how activity might affect the size of the synaptic apparatus, even if the
nature of molecules B and C are still unclear. It is tempting to posit AChR as molecule
B since it is an important postsynaptic resource. But we know that agrin does not bind

directly to the acetylcholine receptor; perhaps we need a different sort of reaction.

4.4 Combining the DCM and the Agrin Hypothesis

4.4.1 An Alternative Reaction

Pursuing the idea that AChRs are a candidate for molecule B, it is important to note that
one agrinmolecule can attract at least 160 AChRs (Nitkin et al., 1987) and perhaps more.
So the simple reversible reaction of the DCM is out. There is however an alternative:

A + Bf <->• A + Bb (4.3)

where A is an agrin molecule and B is an AChR in either free, Bf, or bound, B& states.
The idea is that bound AChR molecules remain in the terminal area contributing to the
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further build up of the junction, while free receptors are the presynaptic resource over

which the terminals compete. The relationship outlined above is not strictly a chemi¬
cal reaction, but it is still possible to come up with a rate equation for the change in the
number of bound receptors at a nerve terminal over time:

^- = aABf- (3Bb (4.4)

where a and j3 are rate constants. The increase in bound AChRs over time is proportional
to the amount of agrin at a junction (A) and the amount of free receptors in the endplate
area (Bf), while the decrease is proportional to the amount ofbound AChRs (Bh). In this
further reformulation of the DCM there are N motor neurons and M muscle fibres, and

the rate equation (4.4) can be used as a basis of this alternative DCM if four other factors
are considered:

1. Previously in the DCM the presynaptic and postsynaptic resources became bound

up into the complex C. This meant that the conservation equations that allowed
the simulation of the DCM had to take account of the amount of a substance that

was bound up as C. In our 'unmasked' DCM the conservation equation that con¬
cerns the number of available receptors still has to consider the receptors that have
been bound up by the agrin of a particular terminal, but since agrin stays active as

receptors accumulate it does not get 'used up' in the same way, and the resource

conservation equations are configured accordingly:

M N

A® = An + ^ ] Anj Bq = Bmf + ^ j Bimf) (4.5)
j=1 i=1

where the 0 subscript indicates the fixed resource available to each muscle or

neuron, and the lettered subscripts indicate the amount of that substance that is

present in the neurons n, muscles m and terminals nm.
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2. The size of a terminal is assumed proportional to the number of bound AChRs

which, amongst other things, allows the formulation of a rate equation that de¬
scribes changes in the level of agrin at individual terminals (Anm). It is assumed

(after Rasmussen & Willshaw, 1993) that the anterograde flow of agrin molecules
from a motor neuron soma to its terminals is proportional to the number of agrin
molecules in the cell body (An), i.e. the more agrin a motor neuron has, the more

it will have to distribute amongst its terminals. Modelling this flow as evenly di¬
vided between the un terminals of neuron n, the transport equation for agrin be¬
comes:

An Anm
~dT= B^, (46)

where A and 8 are transport rate constants and the retrograde flow away from a

terminal is assumed proportional to the amount of agrin at that terminal (Anm)
and inversely proportional to the size of the terminal (Bnmb, the number of bound
AChRs at terminal nm). This reflects the idea that the more agrin present at a ter¬

minal the faster it will flow away; and the larger the terminal, the more likely it
will be able to hold onto it.

3. Unbound AChRs are free to diffuse laterally across the surface of the muscle so

the forward reaction rate for changes in the amount of AChR bound to a particu¬
lar terminal will be dependent on the aspect the terminal presents to wandering

receptors.

4. The ability of agrin to cause receptor aggregation is proportional to the level of
Ca2+ concentration. This means that the forward reaction rate discussed in point 3
will also be dependent on the efficiency withwhich the terminal can bring calcium
across the membrane. The number of voltage-gated calcium channels is assumed
to be proportional to the surface area of the terminal.

Taking the number of bound receptors Bb to be proportional to the volume of the postsy¬
naptic apparatus at a terminal, the terms considered in points 3 and 4 are proportional to
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B^'' and B2b/3 respectively. The two simplifying assumptions being made here are that
the postsynaptic apparatus is approximately spherical and that the calcium channels ex¬

ist on the surface of this apparatus. It is these assumptions that give us the proportion¬
alities of | and |. Basic geometry tells us that given a sphere with radius r, its diameter
will be 2r, its surface area 47rr2 and its volume ^7rr3. Ignoring the constants it is clear
that if the volume of the postsynaptic apparatus is proportional to the number of bound
AChRs, then the surface area of our hypothetical postsynaptic sphere is proportional to

Bjf', and its diameter is proportional to B\j''. In fact the spherical assumption is not as

rigid as itmight be since by leaving out the constants the same relationships are true for
a number of geometric entities. The essential assumptions are that the junction is at least

approximately three dimensional (due to junctional folds) and that the calcium channels
are not equally dense across this space (present at only the tops of the folds), and these
are not unreasonable premises (J. Lichtman, personal communication).

One final point regarding the geometrical issues above pertains to the likelihood of labile
AChRs intersecting with the junction by chance. A receptor moving in a random direc¬
tion through the plasma membrane will be incorporated into a terminal if its trajectory
intersects with the one dimensional aspect presented by that terminal. In the case of an

approximately spherical junction, the probability of this happening will always be pro¬

portional to the diameter, whatever direction the receptor is approaching from. How¬
ever, in the more realistic case of a largely asymmetrical terminal the presented aspect

will be different depending on the AChR's angle of attack. In this case the effective cir¬
cumference of the body is likely to be of more relevance, but even including these con¬

siderations it is probably safe to assume that the circumference of the terminal is still

roughly proportional to its diameter, or more correctly, the average width of the termi¬
nal.

Based on these simplifications and assumptions, the chances of an AChR speckle inter¬

secting a terminal are relative to the terminal diameter, and the amount of calcium en¬

tering at the junction is relative to the surface area. This gives us the final rate equation:
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- (4.7)

or

—= aAnmBmfBnmb - (3Bnmb (4.8)

In general form this equation is the same as for the original DCM; only now we have
been able to justify the dependence of the forward reaction rate on the size of the ter¬

minal, Bnrnb. Paralysis of motor neurons can be simulated by removing the B^ih term
from the forward reaction rate, and the effect on the model found by simulation. This

particular incarnation of the DCM not only manages to explain the role of activity in
the achievement of single innervation, but it also allows activity dependent and inde¬

pendent competition to be housed under the same roof. Competition relies upon some

kind of positive feedback which is supplied in this model by either electrical activity or

purely the size of the terminal. Ribchester's experiments (Ribchester & Barry, 1994) can
now be interpreted as follows: if the system is paralysed during development then there
is a change in the dependency of the forward reaction rate on the size of an individual
terminal. This then gives the reinnervating terminals a small initial advantage due to

their more competitive diameter to volume ratios. As we shall see in the next section
this allows us to qualitatively replicate Ribchester's results in simulation.

4.4.2 Simulating the Dual Constraint Model

In terms of achieving single innervation the extended DCM performs just as well as the

original, and when subjected to the same perturbation analysis it was demonstrated to
be stable. Rasmussen & Willshaw (1993) simulated a number of systems with as many
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Figure 4.2: Elimination of Polyinnervation in Rat soleus muscle and Simulation. Copy¬
right acknowledged to Rasmussen & Willshaw (1993).

muscle fibres and motor neurons as found in real muscles. This allowed the direct com¬

parison of model findings with experimental data showing that the performance of the
model closely matched experimental results (see fig. 4.2).

Presented in figure 4.3 are nerve dominance histograms of reinnervation in both the rat
lumbrical muscle and its extended DCM simulation. Both compare the results produced
when the system is paralysed from the outset of reinnervation (removal of B^b term
from equation 4.7) to the normal situation. Note that in both the simulation and the ex¬

periment the percentage of fibers singly innervated by the reinnervating sural nerve is
increased in the paralysis case. Reinnervating sural nerve axons have managed to dis¬

place lateral plantar nerve axons in the absence of any action potentials, thus indicating

activity independent competition.
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Figure 4.3: Types of innervation by lateral plantar and sural nerves

4.4.3 Summary

Themodifications made to the Rasmussen&Willshaw formulation of the DCM have not

adversely affected the systems ability to achieve single innervation, reproduce the aver¬

age reduction in motor unit size or provide an explanation for the 'intrinsic withdrawal'

phenomenon. The proposal of candidates for the mystery molecules has enabled all as¬

pects of the rate equations to be justified to the extent that one accepts the simplifying

assumptions involved. It also goes some way towards breaking down the gap between
the mathematics and the biology, and one could begin tomake testable predictions based
on this model. This is important since biological simulations sometimes suffer from the

derogatory label of 'curve-fitting' exercises; the implication being that with a sufficiently

complex model that any phenomenon could be produced, but that this is no proof that
the equations are accurately representing the biological processes themselves.

Explicit predictions could be created by simulating the 'unmasked' DCMwith modifica¬
tions such as blocking the action of agrin, or blocking transmission in parts of the junc¬
tion; as the removal of activity in the simulations above is an example of. The differ¬
ence to the above simulation would be that real experiments, with appropriate manip¬

ulations, would be performed after the simulation in order to check the predictions of
the model. It may be the case that the results so obtained would not match; for exam¬

ple the focal blockade experiments have no explanation under this version of the DCM.
A mismatch is a positive step, potentially providing us with the information to build a
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more accurate model, or even to scrap an existing one in favour of another. If the re¬

sults match, then further experiments should be devised by researchers with access to

the appropriate facilities, and the process can move on from there.

The DCM and its extensions do not apply to the focal blockade experiments mentioned
earlier as the terminals in the DCM are considered indivisible. However, any model of
neuromuscular development purporting to possess biological validity will need to pro¬

vide a reason for these seemingly paradoxical results. Given that competition for the
motor endplate acts at a synaptic level, it would seem necessary to invoke some sort of
distinction procedure, a process of recognition, that allows synapses belonging to the
same terminal to compete with synapses from other terminals, but not each other. In
the DCM this recognition is implicitly achieved by a combination of activity and local¬

ity, the positive feedback effects of terminal size and calcium influx rewarding synapses

in their immediate area. These issues of distinction and others arising from the nature

of the focal blockade results shall be the concern of the second half of this chapter.

4.5 Competition at the Synaptic Level

4.5.1 Mechanisms of Distinction

The results of the focal blockade experiments imply that competition between terminals
takes place at a synaptic level. If synapses compete with each other directly it seems

paradoxical that during the development of single innervation those in the surviving

presynaptic terminal are allowed to coexist, while synapses from other axons are elim¬
inated. Thus the question is raised; how do synapses distinguish between synapses in
their own terminal and those in others? There appear to be two possibilities:

1. Synchronous transmitter release in the synaptic boutons of a motor neuron could
distinguish synapses, allowing them to compete as cartels rather than individuals
(Colman & Lichtman, 1992).
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2. The synapses could be employing selective, recognition mechanisms, such as the
'induced-fit' model (Ribchester & Barry, 1994).

A selective recognitionmechanism implies that all the synapses of a givenmotor neuron
can be identified by amolecular substrate. In the induced-fitmodel eachmotor neuron is
associated with a specific isoform of a cellular adhesion molecule (CAM); the synapses

compete by attempting to induce all the CAMs on the endplate into the conformation
associated with their neuron so they can dominate that particular terminal. This kind of
model can be used to account formuch of the developmental and regenerative processes
of the NMJ, particularly the presence of activity independent competition since it does
not require any synaptic transmission to operate. However, it has difficulty explaining
Balice-Gordon & Lichtman's focal blockade experiments which show competition be¬
tween synapses of the same terminal distinguished purely by the presence of activity. It
seems that a selective recognitionmechanism cannot account for the distinction between

synapses during competition. As we have seen in the first part of this chapter, both ac¬

tivity dependent and independent competition can be explained in terms of the DCM.
So it appears more likely that synaptic competition proceeds according to synchronous
transmitter release, i.e. the presence of activity.

4.5.2 Suppression via Depolarisation

It has been shown that depolarisation of non-junctional regions blocks AChR expression

(Andreose et al., 1995). Other experiments (Lo & Poo, 1991) provide evidence for 'het-

erosynaptic suppression', the process whereby an active terminal will suppress an inac¬
tive one, apparently by means of depolarisation. It has been suggested (Jennings, 1994)
that the explanation for the focal blockade results could be that active AChRs help sta¬
bilise the receptors around them and inhibit those further away. This fits inwith the sta¬
bilisation role of Ca2+ in the DCM model and the suppressive effects of depolarisation,
as well as the physical range suggested by the heterosynaptic suppression experiments
themselves.
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However, recent research indicates that the destabilisation produced by depolarising a

junction is likely to be mediated by nitric oxide (Wang et al., 1995). The various experi¬
mental manipulations performed support a process whereby nitric oxide (NO) acts as a

retrograde messenger; released from the postsynaptic membrane of muscle fibres depo¬
larised by active terminals, the NO diffuses away and comes into contactwith the presy¬

naptic apparatus of all terminals within a certain range. If a presynaptic bouton has not
been releasing transmitter recently the action of the NO will be to suppress the future ef¬
fectiveness of the bouton. Active presynaptic elements appear to be protected from this

suppression, so the terminal that released the NO is protected, as well as any others that
were concurrently active.

IfNO acting as a retrograde messenger is the only pathway throughwhich heterosynap-
tic suppression is mediated, Jennings' explanation for the focal blockade experiments
cannot be completely correct. The focal blockade experiments show that a neurotoxin

applied to a small area of the NMJ will first cause the removal of postsynaptic AChRs
in that vicinity. Jennings suggests that the continued presence of activity in other parts
of the junction would have a suppressive effect on the blocked area. Unfortunately, if it
is the case that this kind of suppression is mediated by a retrograde messenger (NO or

otherwise), then there is noway for it to distinguish between the blocked and unblocked

regions. The toxin used in Ballice-Gordon & Lichtman's experiments only acts postsy-

naptically, and so the presynaptic boutons overlying the blocked region would still be
considered 'active' by any retrograde messenger. This of course does not rule out the

possibility that there may be some other receptor destabilising process that could im¬

plement Jennings' suggestions; but, as we shall see, there are alternatives to thinking of
the focal blockade results in terms of an active repression of synapses.
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4.6 Creating a Focal Blockade Model

4.6.1 Focal Blockade Experiments

In order to achieve the goal of creating a model that will reproduce the focal blockade

findings, wewill require the services of elements of another NMJmodel and their incor¬

poration into the DCM framework. In essence, this will involve a dual role for calcium,

controlling AChR gene transcription in addition to influencing AChR aggregation. This
framework allows us to create a consistent interpretation of the focal blockade experi¬
ments (Balice-Gordon & Lichtman, 1994).

Partial Block Total Block

Loss of receptors in blocked area No loss of receptors

Majority Block

No loss of receptors

HBP Junction blocked with toxin

Unblocked 'normal' junction

■vO6
Muscle fiber

• Motor endplate
• Blocked region

Figure 4.4: Summary of effects of blocking NMJ with neurotoxin. The diagram shows
three types of blockade of the adultmouseNMJ. The partial block leads to a loss of recep¬
tors in the blocked area, while a total block does not affect receptor stability. The confus¬
ing aspect of the focal blockade experiments is that the final condition, a majority block¬
ade of the junction, does not lead to any receptor withdrawal in blocked or unblocked
regions; this indicates a certain proportion of unblocked junction must be present in or¬
der to destabilise a blocked region.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the results obtained from blocking various parts of the mouse NMJ.
The method used was a focal blockade of postsynaptic AChRs by application of a-

bungarotoxin in a small region of the NMJ. The block thus created caused long-lasting

synapse elimination at that site, while blockade of the whole junction did not cause any
elimination of synapses. Furthermore, a small active area was neither eliminated by, nor
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able to eliminate a larger inactive region. These results indicate that a threshold amount
of postsynaptic activation was necessary if neighbouring inactive synapses were to be
eliminated. It is clear that it is the difference in activity that is distinguishingwhich parts
of the junction become unstable, but how can this distinction be made in such a manner

that all results are accounted for?

4.6.2 Modelling Receptor Gene Transcription

As we have already seen, there exist various models (computational or otherwise) that

attempt to explain the effect of electrical activity in synapse elimination. A successful
member of this group, as yet unmentioned, is due to Kerszberg and Changeux (1993).
This framework relies on the idea that the production of AChRs can take place at dif¬
ferent rates in the multiple nuclei present in the developing myotube. Terminals on the
surface of the muscle fiber are able to monopolise the output of a specific nucleus, or a
number of them. Kerszberg & Changeux's model incorporates the assumption that the
AChR gene transcription depends on the presence of a limiting amount of morphogen,

e.g. a transcription factor of the Myo-D family.

In the Kerszberg & Changeux setup, as before in the 'unmasked' DCM, the survival of
a terminal is related directly to the number of AChRs it can accumulate. Each terminal
is assigned a nucleus, and the availability of AChRs for incorporation into the postsy¬

naptic apparatus is tied to the current level of morphogen production at that nucleus.
To a limited degree, morphogen is able to diffuse between the sarcoplasmic nuclei, but
more importantly its production is influenced by two antagonistic factors. On the one

hand it is inhibited by global postsynaptic activity caused by transmitter release at ter¬

minals up and down the fiber; on the other, it is enhanced by local anterograde factors

(such as CGRP) which are released by presynaptically active terminals, but not by in¬
active ones. Thus an active terminal will increase the AChR productivity of the nuclei
associated with it via local activity dependent mechanisms and repress AChR expres¬

sion at inactive terminals via global ones (fig. 4.5). This repression of inactive terminals
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is linked to increases in calcium levels, which is in turn due to active terminals' contri¬

butions to global postsynaptic activity.

Figure 4.5: Kerszberg-Changeux gene transcription model (GTM): see text for details.

Figure 4.5 gives a detailed breakdown of the elements that make up the Kerszberg &

Changeux model. The diagram consists of three nuclei, all in different states; the filled
blocks represent active genes, while unfilled blocks indicate inactive genes. The left
hand nucleus is actively synthesising AChR. The activator gene that codes for the dif¬

fusing morphogen (A), is active, enhancing its own transcription3 and in turn that of
AChR, while repressing that on an inhibitor (I). Neural factors (CGRP) are being released

by the overlying presynaptic terminal, further enhancing AChR transcription. The mid¬
dle nucleus is a non-subsynaptic nucleus, where the inhibitor (I) is being synthesised,

switching off transcription of the morphogen, and thus that of AChR. The nucleus on

the right is a silent subsynaptic nucleus, included to show that neural factors alone are

not able to initiate AChR expression. The jagged arrows beneath all three nuclei repre¬
sent the repressive effects of global postsynaptic activity. As well as reproducing single
innervation, this model also reproduces the presence of transcription waves observed
after denervation (Changeux, 1991).

Kerszberg & Changeux's model involves a mechanism for heteronucleic suppression,
inactive nuclei being suppressed by those actively producing AChRs. This process is of
the correct qualitative format of the kind required to explain the behaviour of the NMJ

ANotice the inclusion here of positive feedback.
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under focal blockade. Unfortunately, however, heteronucleic suppression could not un-

derly the fine grained distinction between terminal regions observed after application
of a blocking agent, since a nucleus effectively serves all the synapses in a terminal. The

important element of this model for our purposes, is that calcium is postulated as medi¬

ating between electrical activity and AChR gene repression. Using this pathway in com¬

bination with the role of activity in the 'unmasked' DCM is the crucial step in creating a

focal blockade model (FBM).

Earlier in this chapter (see also: Joseph and Willshaw, 1996) identities were proposed for
the mystery molecules of the DCM (Rasmussen and Willshaw, 1993). It was proposed
that terminals compete for both the protein agrin, synthesised by motor neurons and

transported down their axons, and AChRs, which are free to move laterally along the
muscle fibers. The key to this competitive process was that as a terminal became larger

(agrin binding to the muscle fibre attracted AChRs) the increase in receptors would lead
to higher levels of depolarisation caused by synaptic activity. This caused the calcium
concentration around the area of the terminal to be raised, increasing terminal stabil¬

ity since calcium is required by agrin to assist in receptor accumulation. Both the DCM
and the gene transcription model (GTM) just described provide molecular mechanisms
for the achievement of single innervation, re-emphasising the notion that biological pro¬
cesses such as NMJ developmentmaywell be implemented by a number of parallel sys¬
tems; and it is through the unification of two of them that the largest subset of neuromus¬
cular morphogenetic behaviours can be explained.

4.7 Uniting the DCM and the GTM

4.7.1 A Dual Role for Calcium

Creating a successful focal blockade model (FBM) does not require the explicitmodelling
of the entire GTM. Given that the DCM and the GTM achieve the same results as re¬

gards innervation, it seems likely that their combination would merely reinforce this be-
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haviour; particularly since they both use AChR number as an indicator of successful ax-
onal innervation, and that both propose local activity as an enhancer of this process. The

operation of both is dependent on the presence of a feedback process (bigger terminals
lead to more AChRs, which lead to bigger terminals), so they exhibit the same behaviour
for the same reason. The key difference between them is the role that calcium ions play.
In the DCM Ca2+ promotes junctional stability, while in the GTM it reduces that same

stability. This would seem paradoxical if itweren't for the fact that Ca2+ operation has a

different site of action in the DCM (action at terminal) and the GTM (action at nucleus).

It is the antagonism of the action of Ca2+ at these different locations that resolves our

existing area of experimental opacity Assuming that the operation of the morphogen
and CGRP in the GTM would only reinforce the existing high level behaviours of the
DCM, a suitable FBM can be thought of as a restructured DCM that now includes terms

representing turnover of AChRs, and the inhibitory effects of global calcium concentra¬
tion. Figure 4.6 is a schematic of the various mechanisms operating at the NMJ which,
with the exception of the CGRP pathway, are incorporated in this focal blockade model
(FBM).

Free AChR TyrP'
Ca 2+

Decrease in AChR

submit production
JUNCTIONAL NUCLEUS

-Bound AChR

MUSCLE FIBRE

Increase in AChR

subunit production

Figure 4.6: Schematic of molecular mechanisms at neuromuscular synapse.
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The FBM does not attempt to reproduce the whole developmental process of the NMJ,
but focusses on the final stable state. As has been well documented earlier, the stable

state usually occurs when a single terminal has successfully innervated a muscle fiber,
and it was this arrangement that was subject to the focal blockade manipulations of
Balice-Gordon & Lichtman. The FBM is described by two first order differential equa¬
tions for the variation of the number of free receptors (Rf) in the muscle and the number
of bound receptors (Rb) in the terminal over time. These equations include terms that

represent the production and destruction of AChRs and so the conservation equations

required by the DCM are no longer applicable. The equations are as follows:

where a, (5, 7 and S are all rate constants. Each of the terms in equation 4.9 represents a

molecular process in the FBM:

• The first term represents the bound receptors that diffuse away from the terminal,

leading to an increase in the number of free receptors, and is proportional to the
size of the terminal, which itself is represented by the number of bound receptors

• The second term represents the production of free receptors in the muscle fibre nu¬

clei and is inversely proportional to the calcium concentration in the muscle fibre
which is in turn proportional to the surface area of the terminal (R2b/3)- This is be¬
cause, in contrast with the GTM, the FBM has only one terminal attached to the
muscle and thus it has overall control of the global, as well as local, calcium con¬

centration.

^ = aRb + f3R^2/3 - 7RbRf - 6Rf (4.9)

(4.10)

(Rb).
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• The third term represents the agrin induced binding of free receptors into aggre¬

gates at the terminal. This term is proportional not only to the number of free re¬

ceptors, but also to the diameter of the terminal (l?,1/3) and the calcium concentra¬

tion around the terminal (R2b'3). This setup corresponds respectively to three ideas:

1. The more free receptors there are, the greater the chance of intersection with
the terminal.

2. The larger the terminal profile, the greater the chance of receptors intersecting
with it.

3. The higher the calcium concentration, the greater the chance of aggregate for¬
mation.

• The fourth term represents the destruction/internalisation of free AChRs by the
muscle fibre and is simply proportional to the number of free receptors (Rf).

The first and second terms on the right hand side of equation 4.10 correspond, respec¬

tively, to third and first terms of equation 4.9. This pair of equations can be manipulated
in analogywith the experimental adjustments made to themouseNMJ in the focal block¬
ade research. In the format displayed above the equations reproduce the standard situ¬
ation with no blocked receptors. The blockade of the whole junction can be represented

by the same equations adjusted as follows:

(4.11)

-J. = 7R,R'/3 - aRt (4.12)

In this case the calcium concentration is not affected by terminal size, so neither the pro¬
duction of AChRs nor the formation of bound AChR aggregates is proportional to the
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surface area of the terminal. The partial blockade of a small portion of the junction is

represented by a similar pair of equations:

dRf _

dt [aRb + /?f?-2/3] - RfhRl13 + 5] (4.13)

= 7RfR\,Z - aRb (4.14)

In this partial blockade case the stabilising effect of calcium on the blocked region of the
terminal is lost, but calcium influx over the unblocked parts of the junction continues to

downregulate the production of AChRs by the muscle fibre nuclei. The distinction be¬
tween these two pairs of equations is the keystone of the focal blockade model. Blocking

any part of the junction removes the support that itwould normally receive from the sta¬

bilising effect of calcium on receptor aggregates. If a significant portion of the junction
is blocked, then the reduction in receptor aggregate stability is accompanied by an in¬
crease in receptor production, caused itself by the decrease in global activity level. This
increase in receptor numbers acts to buffer the destabilising effects of diminished local
calcium levels, and so the junction does not lose cohesion. However, a small block will
not affect the overall downregulatory effect on AChR production by global activity; so
the rest of the terminal can maintain stability and the small blocked area will become
unstable.

4.7.2 Interpreting the FBM Equations

The perturbation analysis performed on the DCM by Rasmussen & Willshaw provided
a range in which the amount of binding complex had to fall for the single innervation
case to remain stable. This range was delimited by the amount of postsynaptic substance
(later assumed to be AChRs) available, specifically that in an unmasked interpretation
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the number of bound receptors must be greater than half the total number of receptors

present in the junction in any form. This had a pleasing ring to it since it suggested
that once a terminal had successfully acquired the majority of the postsynaptic resources
available to it, that it would then achieve stable single innervation. In the FBM, how¬
ever, there are no conservation equations, rather there is a turnover of receptors which
is figured into the rate equations themselves. While one can still perform the perturba¬
tion analysis upon the FBM equations, the resulting conditions for stability do not boil
down to a relationship as straightforward as the one produced by the DCM analysis.
Perturbation analyses performed on the three pairs of equations, representing the three

experimental conditions, provide us with three inequalities describing the relationship
between free and bound receptors. These conditions, dependent as they are on the rate

constants, are the conditions thatmust be fulfilled for junctional stability to be achieved.
The presence of the rate constants in these equations make the results of the analysis
much less conclusive than they would be otherwise.

Figure 4.7 shows the inequalities for rate constants set to unity, over a range of free and
bound receptor quantities. The relationship displayed in the graph is qualitatively cor¬

rect for a range of rate constants4. The plots in figure 4.7 represent the level that the num¬
ber of free receptors must be below for the terminal (or section of it) to be stable. They
show that for a range of terminal sizes (Rb), the unblocked case is more stable than the
blocked case, which in turn is more stable than the partial block. As Rb increases for the

partial block (corresponding to the blocked area becoming larger) its stability require¬
ments become much closer to the total block case. This also follows from an examination

1 Rate constants are implicitly non-negative and non-zero.

Unblocked

Blocked

Partial (4.17)

(4.15)

(4.16)
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of the equations, since in the limit of terminal size the partial and total block cases are

the same; i.e. a sufficiently large partial block should be equivalent to a total block.

Figure 4.7: Stability relations. Unblocked junction (solid), blocked junction (dashed) and
partial block (dot/dash).

4.7.3 Positive & Negative Attributes of the FBM

The lack of the appropriate rate constants, which are as yet undetermined experimen¬

tally, prevent the FBM from having the theoretical weight that it might otherwise pos¬

sess. Strictly, the partial FBM experimental condition should be composed of three dif¬
ferential equations so that the receptors bound directly into the blocked area could be

distinguished from the unblocked region. Trying to solve the three equations together
became analytically intractable and itwas considered that for a small enough level of Rb,
the two equation approach would be a reasonable approximation. This is borne out to
some extent by the fact that in the range of small terminal size, the difference in stability
criteria is most distinct between partial and total block coiaditions. Assuming that this

inadequacy has been regarded as an acceptable flaw, there is another problem, but one
that can perhaps be resolved a little more convincingly.

Finally, in a rigid interpretation of the FBM, as the calcium concentration becomes closer
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and closer to zero, the production of AChRs would go to infinity; not very biologically

plausible. This kind of problem is not uncommon in themodelling ofbiological systems,
since a relationship thatmay hold between variables for a large range of values may well
break down at the extremes. In this particular instance it is clear that there is a limit to
the level at which a muscle fiber's transcriptional processes can operate, at heart they
are not simple mathematical relationships. In the real muscle fibers receptor production
would reach a saturation point, due to the intervention of other factors, be they avail¬

ability of receptor components, or other metabolic processes that would place a limit on
the concentrations of calcium or whatever.

A more important underlying issue is that of the particular mathematical formulation
used in order to represent the downregulatory effect of muscle activity on receptor tran¬

scription. Ideally one would like the mathematical relationship within the model to
match the biological one as closely as possible. Thiswould be possible by either perform¬

ing experiments that measured the transcription rate for a range of [Ca2+}in levels, or by

precisely modelling each step of the molecular mechanism that supported this process.
Research (Fontaine et al., 1987) has provided evidence for a specific molecular pathway

involving Protein Kinase C, but it is unfortunately somewhat speculative. This makes
exact modelling problematic, and detailed experiments required by the former option
have not been performed. In this case the modeller must try and match the qualitative
behaviour of the systemwith a mathematical function. One way of avoiding the infinity

problem would have been modelling the receptor downregulation by a [1 — R\,a] term
rather than the inverse used (J. Hallam, personal communication). This would have pre¬

vented the receptor production from going to infinity at zero calcium concentration, but
suffers from its own problems in that high levels of [Ca2+)in could lead to negative re¬

ceptor production.

Clearly both of the above options can be patched up in simulation, either by placing a

limit on maximum receptor production in the inverse (1/x) case, or setting a limit on the
calcium concentration in the negative (1-x) case. Another alternative would be to stick
with the inverse, but adjust the problem at source using a term so that receptor pro¬
duction couldn't go to infinity, given non-negative [Ca2+]in. In the absence of precise
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knowledge about the relationship being modelled it is difficult to specify which option
to choose; for example, should production drop off sharply or gradually as muscle activ¬

ity increases? Nonetheless, it is possible that the analysis performed would have been

simpler and more productive if the negative (1-x) approach had been used. However,
this had not been realised early enough to be incorporated into the version of the analy¬
sis presented above. In the event, inclusion of a maximum receptor level in a simulation
of the FBM supported the implications of the analysis. The simulation results (over 100
000 timesteps of At = 0.0001, rate constants set to unity) are shown in figure 4.8. These
results, which produced similar results for a range of possible rate constants, showed the

partial block case to be less stable than the others; and this was the case with orwithout
the inclusion of the saturation limit on receptor production.

Figure 4.8: Simulation results. Unblocked junction (solid), blocked junction (dashed)
and partial block (dot/dash).

The feature that crucially distinguishes the FBM from Jennings' hypothesis (Jennings,
1994) is that depolarisation does not act directly on the blocked area of a terminal. The
blocked area suffers a competitive disadvantage due to the absence of activity, rather
than being directly suppressed by the remaining active areas. In the absence of rate con¬

stants, which could be obtained experimentally, the FBM cannot make quantitative pre¬

dictions for information such as the ratio of unblocked to blocked terminal required for
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destabilisation. It can however make some solid, and potentially testable, predictions;

specifically that under paralysis a partial block would not lead to any removal of recep¬

tors, and that further that this result would be replicated if the global postsynaptic cal¬
cium levelwere to beminimised. Both of these experimentalmanipulations remain open
for testing in order to reinforce or refute aspects of the FBM.

4.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter a variety of experimental data regarding the development and plastic¬

ity of the neuromuscular junction has been examined. The point has been made that
in the absence of detailed quantitative results that models of NMJ behaviour must be
assessed on their ability to reproduce both primary and secondary experimental find¬

ings. We have seen how a reinterpretation of the dual constraintmodel that incorporates

specific molecular mechanisms allows this already successful framework to explain ad¬
ditional phenomena, such as the presence of both activity dependent and independent

competition. Despite this reorganisation the results of focal blockade of the NMJ were
still left without explanation. The latter half of this chapter has provided a potential so¬
lution to this quandary by postulating an antagonistic dual role of calcium ions: that of

supporting receptor aggregationwhile also down regulating receptor transcription. The

resulting focal blockade model was unable to make quantitative predictions, but could
make qualitative ones, the future investigation of which would prove highly instructive.



Chapter 5

Growing Features in Neural Nets

5.1 Introduction

The experimental evidence referred to in chapter 3 provides strong support for a rela¬

tionship between the outgrowth/retraction of neural processes and electrical activity in
nerve cells. It seems likely that this relationship ismediated by intracellular calcium con¬

centration. However, other experimentsprovide conflicting evidence about the exact na¬
ture of this interaction, suggesting that the way in which the growth of cells depends on
their activity is subject to a great deal of variation. This chapter will explore the effects of

assuming that the growth of connections in a neural network is in some way dependent
on the average activity of its nodes. The effects of a particular growth-activity relation¬

ship are dependent upon other aspects of network function that affect activity, and so it
is possible to create a variety of growing network types from the same basic platform.

This chapter starts with a description and justification of both the structural and func¬
tional aspects of the feature generationmechanism (FGM) platform. There follows a step

by step example of the response of one particular growing network to a one dimensional

pattern set. Next, a selection of different functional network combinations are examined
with regard to the kind of network architectures they produce and their performance in

114
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learning a slightly more complex two-dimensional pattern set; and the chapter is then
rounded offwith the presentation of some node survival procedures that can promote or
reduce performance in the mature network. The design of the FGM platform presented
in this chapter is intentionally simplistic in order to facilitate a clear understanding of
the processes involved.

5.2 Simple Feature Generation Platform

The growing networks presented in this and the following chapters are different from
most of the constructivist networks discussed in chapter 2 mainly because they em¬

phasise the development of connectivity patterns rather than the creation of additional
nodes. The algorithms covered are referred to as feature generation mechanisms or

FGMs. The use of the term 'feature generation' derives from the Neocognitron frame¬
work (Fukushima &Miyake, 1982). TheNeocognitron is one of the few successfulmulti-

layered unsupervised networks, and performs as well as it does because its architecture
is tailored to the hand-written digit recognition task that it is required to operate upon.

Rather than having to design a network architecture for every different problem domain,
it would be attractive to think that a network could grow the necessary structures to deal
with the data presented. This is the central concept behind the growing neural nets that
will be described in the rest of this thesis: that they should be able to organise their ar¬
chitecture to suit the particular problem they are facing, creating a number and type of
feature detectors specific to a given pattern set. Feature detectors in an FGM network
start small and grow in response to changing activity levels, resulting in a partially con¬

nected network. Existing neural nets often have full connectivity, which does not scale

up well to larger nets. If one starts with a partially connected net in order to overcome

this problem, the main issue becomes what size features should these groups of partial
connections be trying to detect. The FGM platform is an attempt to provide an adaptive

process that can determine the optimal feature size for any data set it is presented with.

The FGM platform (fig. 5.1) in its simplest form consists of an input layer and a primary

layer, each of which are initially composed of the same number of nodes in a one or two-
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Feature Generation Platform

input & primary
nodes

d

Axon of
input node

PRIMARY

LAYER

INPUT

LAYER

Figure 5.1: Basic Feature Generation platform. This diagram shows the initial connec¬
tivity pattern of an FGM network. Each input node can be seen as having a fixed axonal
structure, while each primary node has a modifiable dendritic arbor that can potentially
grow in order to make connections with other input nodes other than the one imme¬
diately below it. Information flows from the input layer to the primary layer, with the
activity of the primary nodes being a function of input node activity and the strengths
of connections between them.

dimensional array. The diagrams that will be used to illustrate FGM networks have the

input layer at the bottom and the primary layer above it, information flowing upwards
from input to primary. Conversely new connections are described as being made by pri¬

mary (or higher) nodes to nodes in the previous layer,mirroring the biological extension
of dendrites. A growing neural net could equally be based purely on axonal extension,
but the artificial equivalent of dendrite extension is used here for three reasons:

• Dendrite extension continues throughout the lifetime of many adult mammals

(Quartz & Sejnowski, in press) suggesting its potential importance for continued

learning.

• In the FGM framework the growth of connections is related in some way to a

node's activity; so, in order for the process to be locally self-limiting, adjustments
need to be made to connections that will actually affect a node's activity.
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• It has the advantage that the results of growth can be interpreted in terms of

changes to receptive field structures particular to a given node.

The activity of a node in the simple FGM platform is represented by a Boolean output of
+1 or -1. The weights associated with the connections in the network are also Boolean
and are referred to as excitatory (+1) or inhibitory (-1). This avoids the necessity ofmore
involved learning rules associated with continuous weights and helps the study of the
FGM platform to focus purely on the effects of growth. It is expedient at this point to
be explicit about the terminology that will be used to describe the particular networks
created upon the FGM platform. The term 'receptive field' is taken to mean the current
connections a node receives from a previous layer. A 'feature' is the set of weights asso¬

ciated with a receptive field, and may consist of any number of weights, up to the size
of the entire input. An 'element' is used to refer to the atomic components of both input

patterns and features; the important thing to remember here is that a feature consists of a
set ofweights (set to ±1) the elements of which are each associated with elements in the

input space. In future, wewill looking at concepts such as the degree to which a feature
is present in an input pattern, and this corresponds to the extent to which the relevant
subset of pattern elements match their counterparts in a particular feature.

Apart from the initial connectivity pattern, the operation of an FGM is defined in terms

of three functional relationships between network parameters. These relationships are

all informed to some degree by biological data.

• The central functional assumption is that the addition or removal of connections
to nodes in a previous layer is dependent on the time averaged activity of a node.

• The output activity of a node is a threshold function of its net input (the weighted
sum of the node outputs it is connected to), and the threshold level may depend
on either a set parameter, the number of connections to the node in question, or a
combination of the two.
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• When new connections are created the value of the weight associated with them
is dependent on the time averaged activity of the node being connected to in the

previous layer.

The first functional relationship is intended to reflect the idea that outgrowth in cells is
controlled by their intracellular calcium concentration ([Ca2+]in). Whenever a biolog¬
ical neuron fires, the change in membrane potential may cause voltage gated calcium
channels to open, leading to an increase in [Ca2+]in. If we assume that the calcium con¬

centration takes some suitable length of time to return to resting levels, then it could be
taken to represent the time-averaged activity of the neuron. There is also the issue of the
nature of the averaging, which would probably be best modelled by a running average;

a variable that on each time step had the current activity added and was simultaneously
reduced by some proportion of its overall total. However in the interests of simplicity
the plain average of the activity over some fixed period will be used.

The output function of the nodes in the network reflects the presence of a threshold in

biological neurons,which if exceeded by the membrane potential leads to the generation
of an action potential, or a series of them. The artificial neuron's ON state (+1 output)
is intended as an abstraction of a biological neuron firing a train of action potentials, as

opposed to being at rest (-1 output1). In a biological neuron the threshold depends on

the size of the cell soma, and various factors including the number and type of channels
in the membrane of the soma (V. Steuber, personal communication). During the general

growth and arborisation of a number of neuronal cell types the size of the soma maywell
increase (Schilling et al., 1991; Wong, 1995), but it is unclear what happens to the number
and type of channels during this change. In the absence of direct experimental evidence
there exists a range of possibilities: the threshold level could remain fixed, or it might
increase in direct proportion to the size of the soma and so hypothetically the extent of

1
Representing the rest state of a neuron by -1 could be seen as less than totally biologically plausible. An

activity of zero when not firing might be thought of as making more sense, but the two are interchangeable,
and the -1 is only used because it is useful to think of the absence of inhibition as information in the same
way that the presence of excitation is. The whole FGM platform could use a one/zero representation, the
only difference would be one of perspective.
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the dendritic arborisation, or even reflect a combination of these two extremes. The sim¬

ple FGM platform allows a node's firing threshold to be a function of both its present
number of connections (assumed to be indicative of soma size) and another arbitrarily
fixed value, thus allowing the threshold to remain static or change during development.

The final functional relationship of importance to the unfolding of development in the

simple FGM platform is the way in which the weights associated with new connections
are set. In biological systems one would assume that the type of receptors expressed by

developing dendrites (in combination with the type of neurotransmitter being released

by the pre-synaptic terminal) will determine the nature of the new connection. There is
evidence (Shaw & Scarth, 1991) to suggest that electrical activity or agonist stimulation
can affect the turnover of receptors expressed in cell membranes. What this suggests is
that the activity (or indeed average activity) of nodes receiving new connections from
the primary layer could be used to determine the type of connection formed.

Besides these functional considerations, the initial connectivity pattern between the lay¬
ers can seriously affect the later development of the network. Obvious possibilities are

that the network could start off fully connected or disconnected. If the network were

fully disconnected, issues start to arise about how connections should be formed in the
absence of any activity in the primary layer. The fully connected start is undesirable
from the perspective that one would like to be building the minimal features necessary.

Clearly there are many possibilities that could be explored, but for explanatory purposes
the simple FGM platform takes the default start position shown in fig. 5.1 where each
primary node is connected to the input node directly beneath it. This ensures that fea¬
tures can potentially be created around any element of the input space, and it also makes
interpreting the features slightlymore straightforward. There are other important issues

regarding the initialweights of these connections, butwe shall deal with those after look¬
ing at the simple pattern set thatwill be used to test the different FGM possibilities.
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5.3 Simple Pattern Set

As mentioned earlier, the idea behind growing neural nets as a function of their average

activity is that the resultant architecture will be tailored to the particular pattern set that

they have been exposed to during development. In terms of testing the ability of dif¬
ferent FGMs, it follows that structured patterns should be used, and that ultimately the

systems should be assessed according to their performance onmultiple pattern sets since
the results for a specific pattern setmay be peculiar to that particular selection of data. In
the chapters that follow FGMs will be subject to more rigorous testing. For the moment,
in order to allow investigation of some general functional properties of the platform, a

'toy' pattern setwill be used.

Simple 2D Pattern Set
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Figure 5.2: Simple Pattern Set.

The 'toy' pattern set (fig. 5.2) consists of ten 7x7 element representations of digits. In¬
cluded in the diagram is a 7x7 pattern that is a superposition of all ten patterns. This
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information will be very useful in understanding the behaviour of the FGMs; already
it allows us to see that nodes accepting connections from certain elements will receive
more input activity than others. As we saw in chapter 2 simple information theory tells
us that a channel outputting each possible symbol with equal frequency will, on aver¬

age, provide the maximum information. This means that elements active exactly five
times out of ten ('pixels' ON in half of the digits) will on average provide a higher rate
of information flow than either the more, or less, active elements. Of course in real data

an element that is ON for fifty per cent of the time could easily be representing nothing
but noise, but more of that later. Suffice to say that this simple pattern set will allow us

to explore a variety of FGM behaviours; and with the exception of a constantly active
element all the other activity possibilities are represented in these 2D digits.

There are a few other things to notice about this pattern set. Firstly the border area is
never active and is thus providing little or no information (although it could be impor¬
tant for location independent feature identification). Some of the patterns are very sim¬

ilar; the '3' and the '8' for example only differ by a single 'pixel', as do the '8' and the '6'.
The patterns also consist of different numbers of active elements, such as the '5' having
three times as many active elements as the 'Y.

5.4 Different Functional Possibilities

There is a range of possibilities for each of the FGM functional aspects mentioned pre¬

viously. As will become clear, the nature of the output function and initial connection

type are as important as the growth function itself since they mediate the way in which

any growthwill affect future network activity, which affects future growth,which affects

activity and so on. To begin with, combinations of a few functional possibilities will be
examined. The initial options for a growth function both have a growth threshold of fifty

per cent activity level.
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Outgrowth Function Possibilities
Outgrowth

A
+1 +1

Growth Threshold Growth Threshold

50% 50%

Average Activity Average Activity

Function A Function B

Figure 5.3: Two possible outgrowth-activity relationships, that are both variations on the
simple step function.

The two simple functions in figure 5.3 are qualitatively representative of two types of

biologically observed outgrowth activity relations; that either high activity causes neu-

rite extension and low activity, retraction, or the inverse. Nodes growing according to

either of these rules will become stable when they are active for exactly fifty per cent of
the time (sum of activity over pattern set equal to zero). In the simple FGM platform the

average activity is taken as themean activity over the presentation of each member of the

pattern set. This is perhaps not as realistic as a running average, but has the advantage
of directly representing the average response of a particular node in the primary layer
to the pattern set. As an aside, it is worth noting that this general relationship between

growth and activity entails the implicit assumption that each member of the pattern set

is equally important (Stephen Joseph, personal communication).

Setting a fifty per cent activity as a stable point is chosen for the information theoretic
reasons discussed earlier. Considered independently, a binary node being active and
inactive for equal periods will on average pass on as much information as possible. It
would however, be just as easy to set the growth threshold (as we shall call it) at some
other level, should the network be desired to be stable at that point. There are a num¬

ber of reasons why this might be advantageous; for example to allow different types of
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processing by additional layers, or to create a sparse coding setup, but these are not our
central concerns at present.

There is also the issue of the node output functions. One range of possibilities can be
characterised by an equation for a primary node output Pi incorporating a set of thresh¬
olds that are a linear function of the node's number of connections:

Pi =
+ 1 if J2Ci Wijlj > a + /3ci,

(5.1)
-1 if Y,Ci Wijlj <a + Pa

where is the number of connections made by primary node i; Ij,j = (1, N) is the

output of an input node and Wij is the value of the weight between an input node Ij
and a primary node Pi, i = (1,..., N), N is the no. of nodes. The threshold constants
a and (3 can be set to determine the degree to which changes in connectivity affect the

output function. By setting (3 to zero we create a 'Set' threshold, and by having a at zero
and (3 equal to one the network will implement 'Full' thresholds where all input lines
must be active for a node to become activated itself. Alternatively we may have a 'Par¬
tial' threshold somewhere between these two extremes. At this point it is instructive to

remark that since the 'Full' threshold requires every input connection to be active, this
can still be achieved even if the node possesses inhibitory connections. This is because
the combination of an inactive element and an inhibitoryweight leads to a positive input
to the node. Thus inactive elements can actively contribute to the net input of a primary
node.

As regards the type of weights that become associated with new connections, there are

two possibilities that are functions of both input node average activity and the growth
threshold. Assuming a particular growth threshold, the rule for deciding the type of a
new connection can be either:
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(5.2)

or

(5.3)

where E[-} is an average over the pattern set. What happens when the average input
node activity is exactly equal to the growth threshold is open to a number of possibili¬
ties, one ofwhich is to set the newweight randomly to either excitatory or inhibitory. We
will assume the use of this random setting to avoid an explosion of possible FGM combi¬
nations requiring assessment. These two connection type rules have a similar form to the

growth rules, and their use in combination with particular growth rules implements ei¬
ther a Hebbian or anti-Hebbian creation of connections. Equation 5.2 is described by the
term 'Majority active' and equation 5.3 by the term 'Minority active', since their use has
the effect of ensuring that the primary node receives an impulse with greater or lesser

frequency respectively. Of perhaps equal importance is how to set the weights of the
initial one-to-one connections between primary and input layers. The way in which this
is done will determine which nodes manage to remain connected within the network.
In order to make these issues a little clearer, we shall examine the effects of a particular
combination of functions on a trivially simple one dimensional pattern set.

5.5 Example FGM on ID Pattern set

This step-by-step example of an FGM responding to a one dimensional input pattern
uses growth function A (GFA, high activity equals outgrowth), an output function with
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a Full threshold (i.e. a = 0, = 1) and what in this case is a Hebbian Majority active
format (MAJ). The term Hebbian is used because in this setup highly active nodes form

excitatory connectionswith other nodes that are more active than not. This type of FGM
can be abbreviated as a GFA FULLMAJ functional combination. The network's starting

configuration finds each primary node attached to its corresponding input node via an

excitatory connection. This forces the output of the primary layer to exactly mirror the

patterns being displayed on the input layer. In order to implement the growth function
each node stores a time average of its activity, a sum of its outputs over a timescale t.

For the reasons of simplicity discussed earlier, t is equal to the number of patterns (P)

being presented to the network. After cycling through one presentation of our simple
ID pattern set (see fig 5.4, pattern set) the time averaged output of the primary nodes
indicate the relative frequencies of individual elements within the pattern set (fig. 5.4,
initial network).

At the end of each pattern presentation cycle, a growth phase takes place and the growth
function is applied to all the nodes in the primary layer. This leads to the creation and re¬

moval of connections, andwhen removing connections the last onemade is deleted. This
means that in the initial one to one setup, primary nodes that are active for less than fifty

per cent of the timewill have their only connection removed and thus become function¬

ally disconnected from the network (see fig 5.4, disconnection). This is not necessarily
undesirable since fewer primary layer nodes may lead to a more efficient representation
of the input patterns2 . However a number of possibilities are now raised and one can

perhaps see how particular initial connection settings can have great influence over the

development that follows. To be specific, if the initial weights were all negative then the
nodes disconnected in the above example would remain connected, and we would lose
those thatwere retained previously. One could just as easily set the connections to ensure
all the nodes remained by employing amixture of excitatory and inhibitory connections.
It follows that which nodes survive would also depend on the growth function; growth
function Awill cause inactive nodes to be initially disconnected, while growth function

2 If one was looking for a biological equivalent, many neural structures do lose a great deal of their initial
complement of neurons in early development (Oppenheim, 1991); although this usually happens before
there is much activity in the system.
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Figure 5.4: This figure shows the early developmental stages of a network growing un¬
der a GFA FULL MAJ FGM while being presented with a one-dimensional pattern set.
The pattern set is shown along with three snapshots of the network. Activity sums over
the previous growth phase are shown above or below the appropriate nodes. The two
smaller nets are the initial and disconnection stages, while the larger network shows the
rearrangement of connections that has taken place after one complete growth phase. See
text for further details.
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B would remove more active nodes. For themoment at least, positive initial connections
will be used as the default.

During the growth phase, those nodes with a time averaged activity greater than the

growth threshold remain functionally connected to the network, and form an additional
connection to the input layer. The choice of input node to connect to is made by assign¬

ing a probability to each node in the input layer. If a connection already exists from the

primary node to an input node, or the time averaged activity of an input node is at the
maximum or minimum possible, then the probability of connection is zero (to avoid re¬

dundant connections). Having taken these two factors into account other nodes are as¬

signed probabilities according to a Gaussian centred on the input node immediately be¬
low the primary node in question; it is assumed that the distance between adjacent nodes
is the same in both layers. The Gaussian bias can be adjusted so that the features created
are generally local, which is useful in cases where one can assume that correlations in
the pattern set are mainly short range. The default Gaussian width in the following net¬
works will be ten per cent of the network size.

So, a single connection is made on the basis described above and if the time average of
the input node is less than or equal to the growth threshold, then this connection will
be inhibitory; if it is greater than the threshold it will be excitatory. This procedure is

repeated for all the primary nodes and produces new receptive field structures for the
network. As can be seen in the example (see fig 5.4, main figure) the time averaged out¬

puts of all the primary nodes are now closer to zero. This is the reason for pairing growth
function A with the Majority active connection selector. The use of the Majority active
function means that any new connection will provide input to its primary node more

than fifty per cent of the time. Any decorrelation between a new input and an existing
onewill lead the primary node to be active for slightly less time than either of the inputs.
This is because our output function requires a primary node to receive a positive input
from all its connections to become activated.

To summarise this particular example: primary nodes that remain connected will start
off active more than fifty per cent of the time, and each new connection made is guaran¬
teed not to increase this activity level, the growth finishing when fifty per cent activity
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is achieved. If a new connection causes the activity to drop below threshold it is auto¬

matically removed.

Developing Network Structure
one complete growth phase two complete growth phases

( N/A 0 N/A +2 N/A 0 ) (N/A 0 N/A -2 N/A 0 )
four complete growth phases

(N/A 0 N/A 0 N/A 0~)
Output
Layer

Input
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Figure 5.5: Further development of the network according to the growth rule. The
diagrams at the top show the changing network connectivity patterns, while the dia¬
gram below each individual network indicates how the responses to the pattern set are
changed as a result. This development follows on from the previous figure, and thus
shows Node 4's further attempts to try and find a receptive field that will give a time
average of zero.

The growth process halts when every node in the primary layer that is still connected
responds to a feature that is present in exactly half the input patterns. In the example
given (see fig 5.5) this leads to a feature code that describes each pattern uniquely. Un¬
fortunately this will not always be the case. The distribution of acquired features may
be such that some patterns are described by the same set of features, or that several ac¬
tivate no features at all. It would be desirable (in order to encode all the input patterns)
to find some way of ensuring a more appropriate distribution of features to patterns.
There are two possible approaches to this problem: the first is to redistribute the exist-
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ing featureswith another network layer, the second is to force nodes (and thus features)
to compete with each other during development. The latter solution requires a rework¬

ing of the simple FGM platform whichwill be dealt with in chapter 7, the former is more
of a quick fix, but allows the simple FGMs to be assessed using straightforward pattern

recognition protocols.

The issue of evenly distributing features over patterns is tied upwith the idea brought up
in Chapter 2 that the information provided by a network is related to the unpredictabil¬

ity of its output. The more uneven the distribution of features over patterns is, the more

statistically dependent the primary node outputs are on each other, i.e. they are more

likely to be co-active or co-inactive. The greater the statistical dependency, the larger the

redundancy and predictability of the network output, which in turn leads to a reduced

average information flow. This reasoning holds only in the absence of noise; when noise
is present, some redundancy between nodesmay be desirable in order to make sure that
variation is actually providing information about the signal, as opposed to information
about the noise. What is not clear is whether correlation (i.e. redundancy) between ele¬
ments within an individual feature tell us that the variation it is representing is not just
noise. The GFA FULL MAJ FGM operates in such a fashion that features are necessarily

composed of correlated pattern elements, and it is not transparent how this affects the

way we should deal with the suggestion that inter-node redundancy is useful in high
noise environments. For the moment let us concentrate on the creation of an evenly dis¬
tributed feature code that will allow evaluation of the network's ability to reproduce par¬
ticular outputs in response to degraded versions of the original patterns.

5.6 Secondary Layer of Lateral Inhibition

A redundant encoding of a set of input patterns can be improved by a little feature redis¬
tribution. In order to see how this works let us stick for the moment with the functional

combination from the example in the previous section (GFA FULL MAJ FGM), but move
on to the more complex 2D pattern set. The FGM can be modified by the addition of a
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secondary layer that uses lateral inhibition to re-interpret the features produced by the

primary layer (fig. 5.6). The secondary layer starts with single connections from over¬

lying nodes to the primary layer. The secondary layer is nominally subject to the same

growth rules and procedures as the primary layer. However, growth of the secondary

layer begins after development of the primary layer has ended and this should lead to

all the nodes in the secondary layer starting off stable with respect to the growth rule.
Lateral inhibition is received by a given node from nodes in the secondary layer that are
within a certain radius, which is the same as the radius of the Gaussian for the laying
down of connections in the primary layer. The idea is that nodes within this radius are

likely to have overlapping receptive fields and thus have the potential for the high cor¬

relation that prevents an even distribution of features over patterns.
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9 O
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LAYER

These connections
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PRIMARY
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Figure 5.6: One dimensional example of laterally inhibitive secondary layer.

A node will receive an inhibitory signal each time it is concurrently active with another
node in its laterally inhibitive radius. This inhibition does not affect the output activities
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of the nodes, but leads to a time averaged level of inhibition that may cause a destabil¬

ising operation on a single secondary layer node. During the growth phase the level
of inhibition of any stable node is compared with a threshold. This threshold is a func¬
tion of the number of nodes included in the radius of lateral inhibition, the number of

nodes still connected in the network and the optimal activity level that corresponds to
the growth rule's stable state. It is set so as to ensure that each pattern activates a sim¬
ilar number of features. If a stable node's inhibitory level is above threshold it will be
destabilised, which causes its single connection to flip from excitatory to inhibitory or

vice versa. The idea is that after flipping connection type, the node will respond to the
inverse of the set of patterns that activate the corresponding node in the primary layer.

Secondary nodes representing features contained in similar sets of patterns will inhibit
each other more strongly, making an inversion of their response more likely, and thus

forcing them to respond to different groups of patterns.

The result of all this can be seen by application of our first example FGM to the 2D 'toy'

digit pattern set described earlier. Figure 5.7 shows a comparison between the responses
of the primary and secondary layers, aswell as the primary features created by this FGM

growing in response to the input patterns. In this particular FGM the nature of the Full
threshold output function requires all elements of a feature to be present in an input pat¬
tern for the corresponding node to be activated. The output of a primary node is equiv¬
alent to a logical AND of the pattern elements making up a feature. As can be seen in

figure 5.7, some patterns activate very few of the nodes in the primary layer. Pattern '1'
for example actually fails to activate any features at all.

This original skewed distribution of features to patterns is overcome through the re-

interpretation performed by the secondary layer. Lateral inhibition causes nodes 9, tl,
25 and 38 to flip their initial excitatory connectionswith the feature nodes in the primary

layer to inhibitory. This causes them to respond instead to the absence of those features
the primary nodes represent (equivalent to a NAND operation on the inputs). The result
is that pattern 1 can now be recognised by the activation of these nodes in the secondary

layer, and in fact the secondary layer distribution of features to patterns is much more

uniform. The secondary layer has produced a re-encoding of our input patterns in terms
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Primary Layer Receptive Fields
Node 9 Node 10 Node 11 Node 15 Node 19 Node 24

Node 25 Node 29 Node 33 Node 38 Node 39

Primary layer response to patterns Secondary layer response to patterns

Pattern Nodes activated by pattern ) Pattern Nodes activated by pattern )
0 11,29 0 9, 25, 29, 38
I 1 9, 11, 25, 38
2 9, 10, 11, 15, 19 2 10, 15, 19, 25, 38
3 9, 10, 11, 15, 19, 24, 25, 29, 33, 37, 38, 39 3 10, 15, 19.24, 29, 33, 37, 39
4 29 4 9, 11,25, 29.38
5 24, 25, 33, 37, 38, 39 5 9, 11,24,33,37,39
6 9, 10, 15, 24, 25, 29, 33, 37, 38, 39 6 10, 11, 15,24, 29,33,37,39
7 19 7 9, 11, 19, 25, 38
8 9, 10, 11, 15, 19, 24, 25, 29, 33, 37, 38, 39 8 10, 15, 19, 24, 29,33,37,39
9 9, 10, 11, 15,24, 25, 33,37, 38,39 9 10, 15, 19,24, 33,37,39

Figure 5.7: Use of laterally inhibitive secondary layer to improve distribution of features
over patterns of 2D data set. Black circles correspond to inhibitory connections, white to
excitatory and grey to the absence of a connection. Simulation used a GFA FULL MAJ
FGMwith a Gaussian width of 10 percent of the network width for connection selection,
and both the primary and secondary layers underwent development until they achieved
stability at 137 and 24 epochs respectively.

of the absence or presence of certain features selected for their ability to distinguish in¬
dividuals within the pattern set.

5.7 Simulation of Alternate FGMs

Use of the secondary layer tends to have the result that the majority of input patternswill
be encoded by a roughly equal number of features. In order to evaluate the utility of the
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features created by a particular FGM, the response of the network to degraded versions
of the input patterns can be compared with the encodings elicited by the originals. One
can think of the FGM network as trying to extract those features that most effectively

underly the pattern set, features which can then be used to identify corrupted patterns.
In this section the different FGM functional combinations will be compared in terms of
the kind of features they produce and the stability of the architecture they create. Each
FGM is identified by three functional components:

1. Growth function - Function A (GFA) or Function B (GFB)

2. Output function - Full (FULL), Set (SET) or Partial threshold (PARTIAL)

3. New Connection function - Majority active (MAJ) or Minority active (MIN)

All possible functional combinations were simulated and descriptions of the results are

presented in the following sections. Those FGMs that produced functional networks had
their performance tested on digit patterns degraded by having a variable number of bits

flipped at random. Figure 5.8 summarises the average feature sizes and times to stability
of theMajority active FGMs that produced feature codes suitable for this further evalu¬
ation. As we shall see, networks using theMinority active function were not stable, but

description of their development is included since this type of connection function will
become important in chapter 7.

FGM Type RF Size(nodes) s.d. Stability(epochs) s.d.

GFA FULL 4.90 0.012 86.08 3.32

GFA PARTIAL 8.88 0.046 296.63 4.02

GFB SET 2.49 0.060 n/a n/a
GFB PARTIAL 3.43 0.015 n/a n/a

Figure 5.8: Comparison of the receptive field sizes and time to stability for various FGM
Majority active functional combinations that produce usable feature encodings. All net¬
works were given 3600 epochs in order to achieve stability, and used a Gaussian width
of 10 percent of the network width for connection selection. The threshold settings for
each FGM are given in the relevant subsection of the text (GFB SET a = 2.0).
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5.7.1 General description of Majority Active FGMs

GFA FULL

A combination of Majority active connections, growth function A and a full threshold
make up the FGM used in the examples presented so far. This FGM generates primary

layer features of an average size of approximately 4.9 nodes and examples of these fea¬
ture types can be seen in figure 5.7. Stability is achieved after an average of 86.08 epochs

(passes through pattern set) for the primary layer and 12.82 epochs for the secondary

layer. The full threshold means that the primary nodes are performing a logical AND
function on the elements of their feature, i.e. they will only respond if all the elements
of an input pattern correspond exactly with the weights associated with their feature.

Effectively, the primary nodes are comparing a portion of an input pattern vector with
their feature vector, and will become activated only if these two vectors are identical.

GFA SET

If the Set threshold is combined with growth function A, it must take the parameter set¬

ting a = 1, or this functional combination will lead to the complete disconnection of the
network. This is because a higher threshold will not permit primary nodes to become
active with just one connection, causing their withdrawal. The average connectivity of
the features generated when the threshold is fixed at one is approximately 18 nodes, but
network stability cannot really be achieved. This is because the addition of new connec¬

tions does not necessarily reduce the activity of the primary nodes, leaving the majority
of them constantly trying to add new connections. Figure 5.9 shows the receptive field
of a primary node that is trying to achieve full connectivity (compare with the super¬

position of patterns in fig. 5.2), and also the features associated with two nodes that do
achieve stability. However, nodes managing to find a stable solution are the exception
rather than the rule.
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Examples of Primary Layer Receptive Fields
{Growth Function A, Set threshold and Majority active connections)
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Figure 5.9: Examples of receptive field structures for Growth Function A, Set thresh¬
old and Majority active connections. Black circles correspond to inhibitory connections,
white to excitatory and grey to the absence of a connection.

GFA PARTIAL

As was clear from testing the Set threshold with growth function A above, the output
function that is chosen must allow some nodes to be activated more than fifty per cent
of the time in the first epoch, or the network will disconnect itself. This also applies to the
use of the Partial threshold, specifically that the sum of a and f3 must be equal to or less
than one for the network to maintain itself. It would be possible to implement a variety
of Partial thresholds subject to this constraint, placing more emphasis on either the fixed
or growing aspect of the output function. However, in the interests of space only the

simple solution of a — (3 = 0.5 is presented. For this case the majority of nodes reach

stability after an average 296.63 epochs for the primary layer and 91.3 epochs for the

secondary layer. The average size of the features produced is 8.88 nodes, in between the
sizes of the equivalent FGMs with Set or Full thresholds. This is mirrored by the result
that the GFA PARTIAL time to stability also falls between the times of these alternate
threshold types.

What seems to be happening is that the aspect of the Partial threshold that increases as

the receptive fields grows puts the brakes on further growth. For a = (3 — 0.5 the out¬

put of the primary nodes is a logical AND of the feature elements until the feature size
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reaches 5 nodes. At this point the rigidity of this condition relaxes, in that one element
in the pattern may not match the elements of the feature and the node will still be acti¬
vated. For higher values of /3 this constraint relaxation happens at larger and larger fea¬
ture sizes, leading to behaviour much like the growth function A & Full threshold com¬

bination. Higher values of a and lower values of j3 will have the opposite effect, mov¬

ing the network behaviour towards that of an FGM with a set threshold output. As one

might expect, the features produced (fig. 5.10) by this Partial threshold also fall some¬
where in between the Full and Set threshold extremes.

Examples of Primary Layer Receptive Fields
{Growth Function A, Partial threshold and Majority active connections]
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Figure 5.10: Examples of receptive field structures for Growth Function A, Partial thresh¬
old and Majority active connections. Black circles correspond to inhibitory connections,
white to excitatory and grey to the absence of a connection.

GFB FULL

The GFB FULL FGM fails to produce a feature code as use ofMajority active connections
forces the primary nodes into what is now the retraction part of the growth function.
This results in the complete functional disconnection of the network before any further

growth can take place. As regards FGMs involving growth function B it is worth noting a

slight terminological tangle; specifically, that the Majority active initial connection func¬
tion described as Hebbian with respect to growth function A is effectively anti-Hebbian
when applied to an FGM using growth function B. This is because growth function B
causes outgrowth of nodes that are more inactive than not, but the Majority active con-
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nection procedure gives them negative connections with other relatively inactive nodes
- essentially anti-Hebbian in spirit. The thing to remember is that the Hebbian or anti-
Hebbian nature of the FGM functionality arises through an interaction between the con¬

nection type formation procedure and the growth function.

GFB SET

The performance of this FGM is crucially dependent on the level at which the set thresh¬
old is fixed. A threshold of one (a = 1, (3 = 0) puts the initial nodes in the retraction

part of the growth function and causes complete disconnection. If, on the other hand
the threshold is raised to two, the creation of some stable features with an average size
of 2.49 nodes is possible. However, a significant proportion of the remaining nodes seem
unable to reach a stable receptive field configuration. The features of the unstable nodes

get stuck at sizes of one or three nodes. It seems that trying to add connections to recep¬

tive fields of these sizes has a high chance of pushing a node over its growth threshold,
and if the node in question is at the edges of the pattern (which the stuck nodes are) then

they may find it difficult to connect to nodes that will allow them to carry on growing
without automatically losing their new connections. Examples of both stable and unsta¬
ble features are shown in figure 5.11.

Examples of Primary Layer Receptive Fields
{Growth Function B, Set threshold and Majority active connections]
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Figure 5.11: Examples of receptive field structures for Growth Function B, Set thresh¬
old and Majority active connections. Black circles correspond to inhibitory connections,
white to excitatory and grey to the absence of a connection.
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THRESH RFSIZE s.d.
a = 2 2.49 0.006

a = 3 4.60 0.010
a = 4 5.95 0.009
a = 5 7.75 0.010

Figure 5.12: Effect of different set thresholds on receptive field size. All networks were
given 3600 epochs in order to achieve stability, and used a Gaussian width of 10 percent
of the network width for connection selection.

Increasing the value of the Set threshold (see figure 5.12) does not increase the ability
of this FGM to achieve stability. It does, however, cause an enlargement of the features
that do lead to stable nodes. When this FGM is in its initial connectivity state none of
the nodes can possibly become activated until its number of connections equals the Set
thresholds (it just can't get enough input before this point), so increasing the threshold
forces a node's receptive fields to grow at least up to a certain size before they can become
stable. As we shall discuss shortly, the increase in feature size leads to a decrease in recall

performance.

GFB PARTIAL

Replacing the Set threshold with a Partial threshold (a = 0.7, (3 = 0.4) does increase the

ability of this FGM to achieve stable feature configurations, but there is still the tendency
for one or two nodes at the edges to remain stuck, preventing total stability. The stable
features have an average size of 3.43 nodes and examples are shown in figure 5.13.

In part the Partial threshold acts in a similar fashion to the Set threshold by allowing
a node to become activated by a slightly mismatched set of feature elements, but only
above a certain receptive field size. At the same time it differs from the Set threshold
in that it allows nodes to become active much earlier during growth for a comparable

degree of leniency in how many matched elements are required for activation, and thus
reach stable solutionswith greater ease. All this only applies as long as the sum of a and
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Examples of Primary Layer Receptive Fields
{Growth Function A, Partial threshold and Majority active connections}
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Figure 5.13: Examples of receptive field structures for Growth Function B, Partial thresh¬
old and Majority active connections. Black circles correspond to inhibitory connections,
white to excitatory and grey to the absence of a connection.

/3 is greater than one. If this is not the case then the FGM will perform just as if it had a

Full threshold, disconnecting the network after the first epoch.

5.7.2 General description of Minority active FGMs

GFA (All Threshold Types)

All functional combinations of growth functionA andMinority active connection initial¬
isation imply an essentially anti-Hebbian behaviour on the part of the FGM. The growth
is anti-Hebbian in asmuch as highly active nodesmake positive connections to relatively
inactive nodes. This leads to complete functional disconnection, because the Minority
active approach sets the initial one-to-one connections such that the starting activity of
the primary layer nodes is less than the growth threshold, similar in effect to what hap¬
pens in the GFB FULL FGM.

GFB (All Threshold Types)

In this group of FGM functional combinations, the Minority active connection creation
is effectively Hebbian. In combination with growth function B, it keeps the initial nodes
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from disconnecting themselves, and allows growth to start. Unfortunately it also has the
effect of preventing any of the new connections from increasing the average activity level
of the developing nodes, forcing them to repeatedly attempt to add new connections.
The result is in fact even less stable than the combination of growth function A with a

Set threshold, creating a largely non-functional network (i.e hardly any primary nodes

respond to any patterns at all). The general problemwith theMinority active connection
creation procedure is that the chances of getting a significant overlap between two ele¬
ments of a feature decreases as more connections are added rather than increasing (as it
would with theMajority active approach), so growth ends up moving nodes away from
their stable states. However, Minority active connection formation does become viable

following suitable modification to the Set threshold as will be described in chapter 7.

5.8 Recall Assessment of FGMs

As has become clear, the implementation of some combinations of functions on the FGM

platform leads to the creation of a re-encoding of the input patterns. This re-encoding

comprises a fixed number of features represented by the nodes that remain connected in
the network's primary layer. The features themselves consist of weights that connect to
a subset of pattern elements. The presence of a given feature in a particular input pattern
is generally registered if the vector composed of the subset of pattern elements matches
the weight vector within some limited margin of error. Thus, after growth, each input

pattern is encoded by the presence or absence of a limited number of features. In neural
network terms, this is called an any-of-N code, in that each pattern can be represented

by a variable sized set of N features.

The FGMs described above grew in response to a pattern set of limited size S (10 for 2D
data set), that was uncorrupted by any noise. By presenting each of these original pat¬
terns to a stable (or fairly stable) FGM their feature code can be extracted. It is then possi¬
ble to supply the networkwith a corrupted version of one of these patterns as input and
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assess its response by comparing itwith the appropriate feature code of the original pat¬
tern. This assessment can be iterated over all patterns and over a variety of noise levels
to produce a performance curve for the FGMs handling of 'test data' noise. This differs
from 'training data' noise, which implies that the growth of an FGM network has been
in response to noisy data. 'Training data' noisewill be dealt with in the next chapter; for
the moment we restrict ourselves to networks grown in the absence of noise.

The performance of each FGM functional combination was assessed on a thousand sep¬

arately grown networks (parameter NT in figure captions). This produced an average

performance for each FGM at a variety of noise levels. The noise ran from a value of 0 up
to 24 (half the input dimension size, or number of nodes in the input layer), where these
values represent the number of bits flipped in the original input pattern, before it was

presented to the network. Each network processed twenty different corrupted versions
of each pattern at each noise level (parameter NLT in figure captions). After present¬

ing the corrupted input, the encoding produced was compared with all of the original

pattern encodings and the code closest in terms ofHamming distance was taken to indi¬
cate the network's classification. The performance itself is measured on a scale of 0 to 1,
where 1 represents all 200 corrupted patterns classified correctly and 0, none of them. All
networks used a Gaussian width of 10 percent of the network width for connection se¬

lection (parameter G in figure captions), and were allowed 3600 epochs (passes through

pattern set) in order to achieve stability (parameter E in figure captions).

Figure 5.14 shows the performance curves for four types of FGM functional combination.
GFB FGMs outperform GFA FGMs by approximately 0.1 across all noise levels, which
translates into the recognition of an additional twenty corrupted patterns, or one orig¬
inal digit. Clearly the twenty additional incorrect classifications could be spread over

a number of original patterns; however, examination of the network structures implies
otherwise. The absence of a particular connection making it seem likely that GFA FGMs
are unable to distinguish two of the basic patterns. It was commented upon earlier that
the difference between some of the input patterns is not very great, particularly the '8'
and the '3' which are only distinguished by the state of node 23. Since node 23 is active in

only four patterns ('5','6','8','9'), the overlying primary node will be removed if growth
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Alternate FGMs

Figure 5.14: Performance curves for several alternate FGMs. All networks were given
3600 epochs (E = 3600) in order to achieve stability, and used a Gaussian width of 10 per¬
cent (G = 0.1) of the network width for connection selection. The threshold parameters
are those given in the text for the particular variants (i.e. FULL/SET etc.), however the
GFB SET used a - 2.0; all means and standard deviations (error bars) are for a thousand
networks tested (NT = 1000) twenty times at each noise level (NLT = 20).

function A is used, but not if the network is being controlled by growth function B. For a
network to be capable of distinguishing patterns '3' and '8' it must have a connection to
node 23, and although one may be made from another nearby primary node during the
course of development, this is not guaranteed. Thus, on average, FGMs using growth
function A are unable to separate these two patterns, resulting in the observed reduc¬
tion in performance when compared to FGMs using growth function B.

The performance of FGMs using growth function B is not much different whether a Set
threshold (a = 2.0, j3 = 0.0) or a Partial threshold (a — 0.7, (3 = 0.4) is used, pre¬

sumably because over small feature sizes they produce qualitatively similar constraints
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on node output. This is not the case for larger features, but the majority of the receptive
fields for these two networks happen to be relatively small. A change of output function
has a much bigger effect on the performance of FGMs using growth function A. The full
threshold output function (a = 0.0, (3 — 1.0) appears to reduce the network's ability to

cope robustly with noisy input patterns. This is understandable in light of the fact that
the Full threshold requires a precise matching of input to feature. A single incorrect pat¬
tern element will always prevent feature recognition. This leads to the creation of brittle
features that are overly affected by noisy inputs. The partial threshold, on the other hand

(a = 0.5, (3 = 0.5), allows nodes with receptive fields of size four or greater to recognise
features when they are not exactly matched in a pattern, which seems to translate into a

performance advantage when the network attempts classification of noisy patterns.

Effect of Set Thresholds

Figure 5.15: Performance curves for FGMs using growth function B in combinationwith
different levels of Set threshold. Simulation parameters were E = 3600, G = 0.1, NT =
1000, NLT = 20. Refer to fig. 5.14 for details of notation.
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Figure 5.15 provides a more detailed look at the possibilities for a GFB SET FGM. As was
noted earlier, increasing the value of the Set threshold of this FGM type is matched by
a concomitant rise in the average receptive field size. The performance curves indicate
that a larger set threshold acts detrimentally upon the network's ability to assess the na¬

ture of distorted input patterns. It is seems likely that this is a result of the fact that as
the value of a rises, the number of connections required to allow a node to even have a

chance of being activated goes up as well. Imagine a set threshold of five for example, in
which case the first three additional connections are made without any regard for their

suitability or effect upon the final feature. Perhapsmore importantly, any feature created
under the conditions of this example is at least five nodes in size and almost as brittle as

those created under a Full threshold. It is likely then, that the reduction in performance
is due to a combination of poorly formed and inflexible features.

5.9 Getting the Best from your FGM

As we have just seen, the use of an FGM involving growth function A allows a network
to attain stability relatively quickly, but can lead to the absence of certain important con¬
nections necessary to make full pattern discrimination. The use of growth function B
makes all the appropriate contacts but takes a very long time to achieve a stable state, if
it reaches one at all.

The failure of some FGMs to make all the necessary connections is bound up with the
functional disconnection of some nodes from the network at the beginning of the de¬

velopmental process. As was mentioned earlier, the problem for an FGM using growth
function A is that naturally it leads to the disconnection of certain primary nodes; specif¬

ically, thosewhich lie above input nodeswhose average activity is less than fifty per cent,
and this happens to be the case for node 23 (active in patterns '5', '6', '8', & '9'). Since
the only way to ensure that an input node will be contacted by the primary layer is for
the overlying node to maintain its initial connection, many of the networks created in
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this manner may well ignore node 23 (although other primary nodes may attempt con¬
nectionswith node 23 during the course of development). Unfortunately for our pattern
discrimination goal, node 23 is the only input element that distinguishes pattern '8' from

pattern '3', so growth function A is likely to be handicapped when it comes to telling
these two digits apart.

A simple solution to this problem is to adjust the subset of primary nodes that remains
connected within the network. This can even be fitted into a biologically justifiable
framework (if so desired) bymaking all initial connections dependent on the input nodes
time averaged activities (giving full connectivity according to a GFA), and then suggest¬

ing that the survival of nodes during the initial period is reduced by excessive (or per¬

haps minimal) activity, in accordance with the homeostatic calcium levels of the cells in¬
volved. Given the range of possible relationships between growth, survival and activity
in biological systems, it is difficult to statewhich functional relationships are biologically

plausible, and which are not. For our purposes, a number of possibilities are proposed
that could determine which nodes remain connected in a developing network.

FGM Survival Possibilities

Node Status

Maintained

Removed

Mid Range Survival

T A
25% 50% 75% 100%

Average Activity

Extreme Range Survival
Node Status

Maintained

Removed —-

50% remain
30% remain
70% remain

I A
25% 50% 75% 100%

Average Activity

Figure 5.16: Different possible survival patterns for nodes in FGM networks.

The graphs in figure 5.16 indicate the effects of some different possible survival regimes
on FGM networks. The abscissa axis of the graphs represents the initial time averaged
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activity of the input nodes, and the ordinate axis indicates whether or not the corre¬

sponding primary node will survive. In order to implement these symmetrical proce¬
dures all initial connections are set in a majority active fashion, so that primary nodes

responding to the prototype patternswill all be active more than 50 per cent of the time.
Then either the nodes with activity closest to maximum, or closer to the fifty per cent

mark can be removed, creating the symmetrical arrangement shown in figure 5.16. Al¬

lowing themost active nodes to be removed produces themid range survival setup, and

intuitively this is a positive approach as it allows the initial network to be composed of
nodes that output the most information (on average). The alternative is to remove these

high information nodes, giving us the extreme range survival setup,which has the prop¬

erty of producing a network with slightly larger features than usual. This is due to the
fact that the nodes will start further away from the growth stability point (50%) and thus
on average will need to add more connections in order to reach it. These extreme sur¬

vival approaches may be more appropriate for data with high levels of noise.

Alternate Survival Regimes

Figure 5.17: Performance of GFA Partial
FGM for varying node survival levels.
Simulation parameters were E = 3600, G
= 0.1, NT = 1000, NLT = 20. Refer to fig.
5.14 for details of notation.

Figure 5.18: Performance of GFA Full
FGM for varying node survival levels.
Simulation parameters were E = 3600, G
= 0.1, NT = 1000, NLT = 20. Refer to fig.
5.14 for details of notation.
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mid 70

10 15

Noise Level

Alternate Survival Regimes

For this particular pattern set the use of amid range survival regime ensures that the im¬
probably important node 23 (average activity of 40%) will be able to influence the output
of the primary layer. This means that the FGM networks developed under growth func-
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tionAwill be able to distinguish betweenpatterns '3' and '8' and brings them up roughly
level with the performance of the networks that use growth function B; see figures 5.17
& 5.18. Notice also in these graphs that while reducing the number of startup nodes re¬

duces performance, an increase does not have the inverse effect (more on this later). So

now, since the GFA FGMs have the advantage of reaching stability earlier than the GFB
FGMs, and their recall abilities are equal, the GFA FGMs are a more tempting proposi¬
tion. There is an underlying problem however, in that when a single input node makes
the distinction between two patterns there is no guarantee that it will fall in a particular

average activity range. The extreme range survival options would miss node 23 in this

case, but for another pattern set they might be the best choice. This reasoning reveals
an essential problem with using this method of maximising information flow in order
to achieve pattern discrimination; success in increasing the former does not necessarily
mean boosting the latter.

There are in fact a number of demands being made on these networks. Pattern recogni¬
tion and discrimination are the standards by which these systems are being measured,
butminimising their use of resources in achieving this goal is almost as important. Seek¬

ingmaximally informative features in the first level of the FGM platform does not ensure
that these demands will be entirely fulfilled. Classical fully connected networks do not
suffer from the problems described above, and the FGM platform could avoid them by

incorporating some sort of 'avidity' on the part of the input nodes (after Adelsberger-

Mangan & Levy, 1992). This avidity would act so that the input node's probability of re¬

ceiving connections was inversely proportional to the sum of the weights of its current
connections, thus reducing the likelihood that any of themwould be unable to contribute
to the primary layer activity. There are other potential solutions that are more appealing
for certain reasons, but we shall come to them in chapter 7. There are also other issues
to be resolved that are intricately tied upwith this problem of which connections to start
with; specifically the reaction of these networks to training data noise and real data sets.

These variable node survival procedures could easily be criticised for their lack of ro¬
bustness. A far more desirable solution to the problem of not knowing which pattern

elements are going to be particularly important as regards pattern discriminationwould
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be an adaptive creation of nodes. This is tied up with a presumed trade off between

performance and use of resources. Clearly one could get near perfect performance if
one were to provide for as many primary nodes as input nodes. This would not be a

very interesting solution, since our representation of the data need not have undergone

any compression. On the assumption that the majority of data will have been produced

non-idiosyncratically3 , it seems likely that there will be an optimal tradeoff between re¬

sources and performance, i.e some degree of compression into a feature code will be pos¬
sible. In terms of the FGM platform, this would correspond to some percentage of node
survival, which could presumably be determined by trial and error. In our hypotheti¬
cal incremental adaption of the number of nodes, potentially this would be the point at
which addition of nodeswould stop. Unfortunately, due to limitations of both space and
time, this kind of systemwill have to wait for the sequel to this particular thesis.

5.10 Chapter Summary

Experimenting with the simple FGM platform has demonstrated that stable partially
connected networks can be grown by using certain combinations of functions. Selection
of new connection weights by the Minority active function seems intrinsically flawed
in that it leads to a reduced chances of overlap between feature elements. A fair sized

overlap is generally desirable in order to carve out a suitable output frequency, and its
absence makes stability is difficult to achieve. The Majority active function goes well
with all other functional combinations, but the different growth functions have oppos¬

ing advantages and disadvantages. Growth function A allows an FGM to reach stability

quickly, but can suffer as a result ofmissing important connections. This problem can be

patched up, if not resolved entirely, by adjusting the groups of nodes that remain con¬

nected within the network. Growth function B avoids these connection problems, but
finds stability difficult to attain. Growth function A is more suited to a Full threshold,
while growth function B works better with Set thresholds. The Partial threshold occu¬

pies themiddle ground giving good results for both growth functions. This suggests that
3The idea that patterns are not generated individually, but are made up of generic components.
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a combination of a Majority active connection selector and a Partial threshold is a good

proposition, leaving us with a choice over growth functions depending on whether sta¬

bility or performance is more important. In the next chapter we shall see how the FGM

platform compares with other types of unsupervised learning, over a range of more re¬

alistic data sets.



Chapter 6

More Demanding Data

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter it was demonstrated that coupling the outgrowth/retraction of
connections to average activity in an artificial neural network can lead to the creation
of a functional Feature Generation Mechanism (FGM). It also became clear that the per¬

formance of the network was dependent not only on the nature of this activity-growth

relationship, but also on other functional aspects of the network that affect activity. The
FGM platform and its range of possible functions was specified in order to place a limit
on the potentially very large number of growing network alternatives that could be com¬

pared. Simulation of these different FGMs demonstrated immediately that some func¬
tional blends caused networks to fully disconnect themselves or to continue growing

indefinitely. Others managed to achieve a degree of self-limiting stability and were able
to recognise noisy versions of the patterns they had been exposed to during their devel¬

opment.

The FGM performance assessment in the preceding chapter looked at the network's abil¬

ity to copewith noise in the 'testing data'. Amuch more demanding measure of network
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recall ability is provided by corrupting the patterns that are presented to the FGM dur¬

ing its development. The network thus created can then be tested as before, but now it

is said to have been affected by 'training data' noise, i.e. noise was injected during train¬

ing. This chapter compares the ability of the some FGMs (under different initial con¬

ditions) with other unsupervised learning schemes for a range of noise levels affecting
both the testing and training patterns. This is accompanied by a look at some of the is¬
sues surrounding the evaluation of neural network performance, and an attempt ismade
to assess the various networks in this chaptermore rigorously by employing data drawn
from real world sources.

6.2 Assessing Network Performance

It is important to assess an artificial neural network or indeed any learning algorithm.
However, a recent study of several leading neural network journals (Prechelt, 1996) sug¬

gests that the subject of assessment does not receive enough attention. Prechelt sets a

standard for the experimental evaluation of neural network learning algorithms:

"An algorithm evaluation is called acceptable if it uses aminimum oftzvo real or realistic problems
and compares the results to those ofat least one alternative algorithm."

This standard was only met by 22% of the articles taken from four leading neural net¬
work (NN) journals over a two year period. One might question the merits of this or

any standard for algorithm evaluation, but as it stands this benchmark is able to provide
us with at least minimal information about the improvement that use of a new network

gives over a previously existing design. It also satisfies the minimum requirement for
providing insight into the range of problems to which this approach should be applied,
i.e. by being tested on more than one. On reflection then, this standard could be argued
to be a good minimum level of evaluation. It seems likely that the frequent absence of
this degree of assessment is due in part to the time it takes to perform the evaluation.
Obtaining realistic data sets is not difficult, but it can take a lot of effort to prepare the
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data before it can be used. This in itself may be seen as a relatively trivial endeavour
when set against the time it takes to implement several other types of network for de¬
tailed comparisons. Of course this is not an excuse for failing to perform a proper sci¬
entific evaluation of an algorithm, but it does at least allow some understanding of the
current state of affairs.

Prechelt's standard uses concepts derived from a particular classification of learning

problems:

• Artificial Problems; involve data that is generated synthetically from simple logic
or arithmetic formula, e.g. encoder/decoder, parity, sine wave, etc.

• Realistic Problems; consist of synthetic data, but are generated by a model with

properties similar to those found in the real world. Prechelt further suggests that

only the following three types of data generation procedures should be considered
realistic:

1. A complex and realistic mathematical model of a physical system such as a

cart/pole system or robot kinematics.

2. Chaotic mathematical processes, such as the Mackay-Glass equation, or non-
trivial differential equations.

3. Stochastic process such as mixtures of Gaussian random variables.

• Real Problems; are composed of data that represents actual observations of phe¬
nomena in the physical world. Such data tends to contain some degree of noise
and, in contrast to realistic artificial data, it usually has characteristics that are not

completely known.

This taxonomy provides us with a useful framework for discussing the evaluation of
neural networks, and from here on Prechelt's terminology will be employed. Cer¬

tainly there are some less than straightforward matters of interpretation arising from this
framework, primarily where the 'toy' problems used so far fall into this categorisation.
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The author submits that the digit pattern set with test noise falls into the artificial prob¬
lem category, but that the same data subject to training noise can be described as a real¬
istic problem. Both test noise and training noise used are of uniform distribution in that
for a given noise level every element of the input space has an equal chance of being se¬

lected for 'bit flipping'. This is obviously not how variation in hand written numerals
is created, but this process is unpredictable nonetheless. Whatever category one feels
best describes the digits 'plus' training noise, it is an important evaluatory procedure in

characterising the performance of an FGM.

The advantage of using this artificially constructed, but realistic, learning problem rather
than leaping directly to a real problem is that it allows us to retain knowledge of the 'pro¬

totypes' that underly the corrupted data. The prototypes are the original undegraded

digits, and presumably real data sets could be described as some set of prototypes that
have been influenced by noise from a variety of sources. This description could be

judged a trifle contentious, particularly as one starts to address questions about whether
there exists a hypothetical perfect '0' or 'V that all writers of digits aspire to, which be¬
come distorted through a multitude of influences (or noise). For our purposes it should
be clear that having knowledge of the prototype patterns allows us to assess how well
the network has done in extracting those prototypes, given that we know they are the
basis for our manufactured learning problem. The assumption is that firstly these pro¬

totypes in someway best represent the taskwe want the network to learn, and secondly
that if a net can extract the prototype in this situation,wemight not be overstretching our

imagination to believe that it will extract information about the entities that underly the
noise and errors in a real learning problem. The main difference will be the type of noise
the system has to cope with. The 'toy' problem uses additive noise, while real problems
usually incorporate much more complex types of distorting noise.

6.3 Competitive Learning

Prechelt's standard for network evaluation means that an alternative algorithm is re¬

quired, againstwhich the FGM approach can be tested. To this end a number of compet-
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itive network variants will be described. Beforemoving on to a comparative assessment

in the face of training data noise, the test data noise performance of all the competitive
networks will be compared with the pattern recognition ability of a network created by
an FGM using growth function A (GFA) a Full threshold (FULL), majority active con¬

nections (MAJ) and a middle 50% initial node survival procedure, or GFA FULL MAJ
Mid50, for brevity.

6.3.1 Use of Resources

The essence of competitive learning (Rumelhart & Zipser, 1985) is that the units in the

output layer of the network competewith each other overwhich of them gets to be active
in response to a particular input pattern. In order to perform a comparison on an even

footing with the FGM variants, the competitive learning scheme described in chapter
2 has been simplified. The main departure from the Rumelhart & Zipser model is that
the weights are Boolean, just like those in the FGM platform. Comparing a competitive

learning schemewith continuous weights to an FGMwith Boolean connection strengths
would be giving a large information storage advantage to the competitive net. Besides,
the continuous competitive netwill be compared with amore complex FGM in the chap¬
ter 7.

An issue not brought up in Prechelt's (1996) evaluation framework is the fairness of a

learning problem comparison in terms of the resources, or computational expenditure,
of alternate network algorithms. This is obviously important information since a higher
level of performance, or generalisation, at the expense of some huge amount of storage
or computational resources is not the advantage it might be if it were obtained through
less costly means. That is not to say that any new learning method should be judged
purely on its consumption of resources, and in fact a network that achieves some com¬

pletely new behaviour is of value independentlyofwhat it takes to be implemented. The
point is that a small quantitative improvement in performance should not be judged sep¬

arately from the effort it takes to achieve it.
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That said, any comparison we perform is going to be biased to some degree. For ex¬

ample, the FGM platform uses up additional resources by storing information about
the time averaged activity of the primary and secondary layer nodes. The competitive
framework demands that extra computation be expended in calculating the winning

output node or nodes. The precise assessment of the expense of implementation is an

important issue, but not one to dwell on. Suffice to say that there are inequalities, but that
some of this imbalance is redressed by the fact that all nodes and connections in both the

simple FGM and simple competitive learning platforms are restricted to Boolean values.

6.3.2 Competitive Networks with Boolean Weights

The use of Boolean weights in a competitive network simplifies the learning procedure
somewhat. A weight chosen for update because it is attached to an active output node,
need only be set to the value of the input node it contacts. Each time an input pattern
is presented, the net input to each output node is equal to the number of bits the input
vector has in common with the weight vector. The output node with the highest net in¬

put is the winner and becomes activated (so called winner-take-all), leading to a weight

update, and so on. Equation 6.1 gives the details of how a winner is selected. Output
unit Yj will be switched on if and only if its net input is greater than all output units Yj...

where Wjj is the weight connecting output unit j and input unit i, and X, is the activity
of input unit i for some input pattern. In the absence of any other factors this procedure

(assuming weights are initially set randomly) generally leads to one output node dom¬
inating all the others and responding to all the input patterns; not a particularly useful
property if we are trying to distinguish different patterns.

0 otherwise.

+1 iff WijXi > ^2i WikXi for all k ^ j,
(6.1)
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6.3.3 Leaky Learning

Rumelhart & Zipser (1985) suggest two possible solutions to the problem of single unit
domination of network output. The first of these is called leaky learning. Equation 6.2

gives a possible implementation of leaky learning in a competitive networkwith Boolean

weights.

N is the number of input units, a > b, and s represents a number of randomly chosen

input unit indices, e.g. s = {1,4,5}. In a network with continuous weights leaky learn¬

ing would be implemented by updating the weights of the losing units, and by using
a smaller learning rate than applied to the winning unit weights. The use of Boolean

weights does not permit the graded adjustment that is required for the smaller learning
rate to have an effect. Thus, in order to achieve leaky learning in tandem with Boolean

weights an alternative is required. The option described above is to update a random
subset of the weights associated with any unit, and to make that subset smaller for los¬

ing units (see fig. 6.1).

Y Y
As winner, YI has a subset of its weights
updated (say two of them) and Y2, as a loser,
updates fewer weights (say one)

Weight associated with winner
Weight (winner) receiving update
Weight associated with loser
Weight (loser) receiving update

XI X2 XN

Figure 6.1: Implementation of leaky learning in a competitive network with Boolean
weights.
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Figure 6.2 shows how the recall ability of a twelve output unit1 leaky learning compet¬

itive network (LLC) with Boolean weights responds to the presence of test data noise.
All LLC networks presented in this thesis have parameters a = 2 and b = 1. The com¬

petitive networks are assessed using the same approach used for the various FGMs in
the previous chapter; the response of the network to a corrupted pattern is compared
with the possible responses to the original patterns and the closest match taken to be the
network's suggestion as to the pattern's true identity. Also shown in the diagram is the

performance of an FGM developed under growth function A, full threshold and major¬

ity active connections (GFA FULL MAJ with pure excitatory connection start as shown
in fig. 5.14). As is clear from the graph, leaky learning is outperformed by the FGM at
all error levels up to approximately 50 per cent test data noise, which corresponds to
half of input pattern bits flipped before presentation to the network for identification.
Also shown are the recall performances of 'optimal' and 'random' networks, intended
to show the limits of performance in this Boolean setup. The optimal network is created

by taking a ten output unit network and setting each weight vector in turn to a prototype
vector (original digit). The random network is created by randomising all the weight
vectors. The output of the networks is then calculated according to the same winner-
take-all used in the Rumelhart & Zipser competitive nets.

6.3.4 Adjustable Threshold Learning

Another procedure for dealing with domination by a single output unit in the unmod¬
ified competitive learning setup is to use adjustable thresholds, sometimes described
as learning with a conscience. The procedure has the same overall effect as the ad¬
justment of weight modification thresholds in the BCM framework (Bienenstock et al.,
1982). Learning with a conscience consists of more frequently active units increasing
their thresholds so that they reduce their likelihood of firing in future, and conversely in¬
active units lowering their thresholds in order to achieve the reverse effect. Rumelhart &
Zipser (1985) are not specific about how the output node thresholds should be adjusted,

112 units chosen because that number of nodes remains connected in the FGM also shown in fig. 6.2.
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FGM vs LLC

Figure 6.2: Comparing LLC performance over various levels of test set error againstGFA
FULL FGM, networkwith prototype vectors as weights (optimal) and networkwith ran¬
dom weights (random). Simulation parameters shared by FGM and LLC were E = 3600,
NT = 1000, NLT = 20; FGM G = 0.1 and LLC a = 2, b = 1. Refer to fig. 5.14 for details of
notation.

but a straightforward approach is to start with zero thresholds and then at each pattern

presentation increase or reduce them by one, depending respectively on whether that
node was active or inactive. The net input of any output unit is calculated as before, but
the value of that node's threshold is subtracted from the net input before it is used to

calculate which node is the winner. Once the winner has been decided, all of the com¬

ponents of its weight vector are set to the elements of the current input vector.

The recall performance of a twelve output node, adjustable threshold competitive net¬
work (ATC) with Booleanweights is displayed in figure 6.3. The ATC approach is much
more effective than the LLC technique in this Boolean framework, and possesses bet¬
ter recall than the GFA FULL FGM across all noise levels shown. The adjustable thresh-
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ATC vs FGM

Figure 6.3: Comparing ATC performance over various levels of test set error againstGFA
FULL FGM, networkwith prototype vectors asweights (optimal) and networkwith ran¬
dom weights (random). Simulation parameters shared by FGM and ATC were E = 3600,
NT = 1000, NLT = 20; FGM G = 0.1. Refer to fig. 5.14 for details of notation.

old takes the network performance close to optimal performance and examination of the
ATC weight vectors make it plain why this is the case. The Boolean learning framework
allows the winning unit to set its weight vector precisely to the input vector presented
(the original prototype in this test data noise case), and the adjustable threshold makes
sure that each output node gets exposure to a prototype at some point. Thus between
the twelve output nodes all ten original patterns are encoded in the weights. There are

occasional slips due to variations in weight initialisation etc., but by and large the end
product of the ATC is not far off achieving the optimal case performance.
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6.3.5 Multiple Winners

On the basis of the results presented above itwould appear that the use of an adjustable
threshold is a much better choice if one is trying to achieve good network recall, and
indeed that is the case within this simplistic setup. However there are further consider¬
ations (besides the influence of training data noise that we shall come to in a moment).
Both of the competitive learning schemes above rely on the winner-take-all function to

produce their outputs. It is possible to force some fixed number, K, out ofN output units
to remain active, thus constructing a K-of-N output representation. This is useful in that
this kind of output can be subject to further processing and in fact a greater number of

patterns can be described by such a representation (Hecht-Nielsen, 1993).

Multi-Unit LLCs

Figure 6.4: Performance of LLC for different values of K. Simulation parameters were E
= 3600, NT = 1000, NLT = 20. Refer to fig. 5.14 for details of notation.

Figure 6.4 illustrates the changes that multiple winners can induce in the recall perfor-
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mance of a twelve output node competitive net trained via leaky learning. The multiple
winner format allows for a more distributed representation of the input patterns, and
this reduces the chances of different input patterns being encoded by the same output

representation. As can be seen in figure 6.5 the receptive fields (RFs) created by LLC

learning are composites of different pattern prototypes, and the units associated with
these RFs are likely to respond maximally to a number of patterns. Thus, when only one

winning unit is allowed (K=l) it is highly improbable that each output node will repre¬
sent a separate pattern. However in themultiple winner case (e.g. K=6) each distributed

response is much more likely to be distinguishable from the others. Interestingly, the

improvement in performance, which increases as the number of winning units goes up,

appears to reach an asymptote when K is exactly half of N (six units in this case), when
it almost reaches the GFA FULL FGM level. Allowing for additional winners above this

point fails to elicit any further improvement in recall. This would seem to correspond to
the notion that the maximum information flow from a node is achieved when the prob¬
abilities of it being in any of its possible output states are equal.

LLC (K = 6) LLC (K = 1)
Node 4 Node 5 Node 6 Node 4 Node 5 Node 6

asa :r":s
••••• • ••••••• ••#¥•0# #QQQ¥Q# • ••• • •

a:«a
Responses to Input Patterns Responses to Input Patterns
Pattern Nodes activated by pattern) Pattern Nodes activated by pattern)

0 1,2,4,5,9, 10 0 5

1 2,3,5,6, 7,8 1 2

2 0,4, 5, 7, 8, 9 2 1 1

3 1,2, 3,4,5,9 3 1

4 0, 1,2,3,6,8 4

5 1,4,5,7,9, 11 5 0

6 1,2,4,6,9, 11 6 1

7 0, 2,3,4,5,7 7

8 1,2,4. 5,9, 11 8 1

9 1.4,5,6,9, 11 9 1

Figure 6.5: Receptive fields and pattern representation generated by one winner and six
winner LLCs.
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So, leaky learning can be extended to a multiple winner output case, and thus take ad¬

vantage of the properties inherent in the representation this produces. The adjustable
threshold procedure on the other hand does not reactwell to an increase in the number of
units that can be active at one time. Allowing formultiple winners apparently blocks the

adjustable threshold's ability to equally divide up responsibility for the input patterns
between the output nodes. In any case, as has already been commented upon, the recep¬

tive fields created in an ATC network are exact matches to the original prototypes and
do not really lend themselves to incorporation into a distributed representation. A more

flexible and more robust approach would have been to update a random subset of the

weights associated with a winning node. However this was not realised early enough
to be included in this thesis.

6.4 Training Data Noise

Having described some alternative network learning approaches, we can now move on

to the next step in the assessment process. This involves taking a 'realistic' problem and
testing both the competitive and FGMnetworks. The realistic problem involves the same

'toy' data, but will now incorporate 'training data' noise. The training data noise is of
the same format as the noise used to corrupt the test patterns previously. To reiterate, a

given noise level corresponds to flipping a set number of bits of the input pattern. It is
the degraded toy digit so produced that is then presented to the network during growth
or training. This section covers recall assessment of the GFA FULL MAJ Mid50 FGM,
the ATC and the LLC(K=6) networks whose development has been in response to train¬

ing data affected by varying degrees of noise. The assessments involve investigating a

network's ability to recall test data, itself subject to a range of noise levels.

Introducing training data noise alters the playing field slightly. The important difference
is that variation in activity levels in the input layer may now represent either signal or
noise, whereas in the test data noise setup we could be sure that during training it rep¬
resented useful information. In chapter 2 it was suggested that increases in this kind of
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noise should be countered by increasing the level of correlation between output nodes.
The FGM approach does not at the moment support this process, and it is not clear how
the growth of connections should be modified in the light of this understanding. Maxi¬
mum information flow still relies on the absence of correlation, and for the moment we

can perhaps rely on the implicit correlation between FGM feature elements to provide us

with a favourable signal to noise ratio. This issue will be discussed in more detail later.

6.4.1 How Different Nets Cope with Training Noise

Figure 6.6 shows the performance curves of four adjustable threshold competitive net¬

works that have organised themselves under the conditions of four different training
noise levels. The curves illustrate the recall ability of each network across a range of test
data noise levels as in previous figures. The effect of training data noise on the ATC net¬
work is clear, the increasing training noise being accompanied by a drop in performance
across all degrees of test noise. Extending the trend to 100 per cent training noise it fol¬
lows that the performance of the ATC networkwould reach a lower bound equivalent to
the recall ability of the untrained randomly initialised network displayed in figure 6.2.
More specifically, one hundred per cent training noise would correspond to presenting
the networkwith random patterns, leading to randomweight vectors, and however long

training lasted we would end up with a network identical to one with a random set of

weight vectors.

The effect of a larger sample of training noise levels can be seen in figure 6.7, confirm¬

ing the trend indicated by the smaller sample in figure 6.6. This second graph does not
show the recall performance of the network in as much detail as its partner, sacrificing

quality for quantity. The values shown are the average performance over the range of

testing noise levels (NR = 24), which is the reason for the large standard deviations. It is

important to remember that this second type of graph does not provide us with a defini¬
tive assessment of a particular network's abilities. Relying purely on this measure could
lead to overlooking the fact that a network had very good performance over some par¬

ticular test noise range, but the performance was obscured by poorer discrimination at
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ATC Performance Curves ATC Training Noise Curve
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Figure 6.6: ATC Networks subject to
training noise over range of test noise.
Simulation parameters were E = 3600,
NT = 1000, NLT = 20. Refer to fig. 5.14
for details of notation.

Train Noise Level

Figure 6.7: Average ATC performance
over range of training noise. Simulation
parameters as on left. Each data point
represents an average over a range of
test noise levels (NR = 24).

other levels. Onemight be tempted to questionwhat use a network would be if itmainly

performed badly, but solving problems is always likely to require the use of tools with

specific as well as broad application. We shall see an example of a network that only op¬

erates well within a specific range in the assessment of the LLC(K=6) network, and thus
illustratewhy these graphs averaging over test noise levels should always be considered

along with the appropriate individual performance curves.

On the surface the LLC(K=6) network seems to stand up to the negative effects of the

training data noise slightly better than the ATC network. Figure 6.8 shows that the re¬

duction in recall ability at low test noise levels is not as severe for the leaky learning ap¬

proach as it is for the adjustable threshold technique. And it is true that the LLC network
does not experience such a large drop in average performance over increasing training
noise as its competitive learning alternative (as can be seen in fig. 6.9). However, it is
more than a little likely that this is due to a floor effect created by the relatively poor per¬
formance of the LLC network for the majority of test noise levels. To be fair it would
seem that the distributed nature of the LLC output representation does prevent its per¬

formance from dropping off as quickly, but it is clear when both graphs are taken into
consideration that the LLC network only really challenges the superiority of the ATC
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network over a small range of low test noise levels. The K-of-N LLC representationmay

provide a slightly greater degree of robustness in the face of training data noise, or pro¬
vide uswith amore efficient encoding of the input data, but these qualities seem to come

at quite a high cost in the average level of network performance.

LLC(K=6) Performance Curves LLC Training Noise Curve
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Figure 6.8: LLC networks subject to
training noise over range of test noise. E
= 3600, NT = 1000, NLT = 20, a = 2, b = 1.

Train Noise Level

Figure 6.9: Average LLC performance
over range of training noise. Simulation
parameters as on left and NR = 24.

The injection of noise into the training data of the FGM network (GFA FULL FGM

Mid50) elicits an unconventional reaction when compared with the behaviour of the pre¬

vious two unsupervised algorithms. Figure 6.11 indicates that the initial jump from zero

training noise to one flipped bit per pattern reduces the overall FGM performance as in
the previous two examples, but after this point the similarity ends. Further increases in

training noise level actually leads to an improvement in the FGM network's recall abil¬

ity. Figure 6.10 suggests that this behaviour is replicated across all test data noise levels
with the exception of the zero noise level (original prototypes as test data). Although one

might expect that increases in training data noise would confound pattern discrimina¬

tion, the nature of the FGM is such that this higher noise level acts on the final network
architecture to actually improve performance.

Figure 6.12 shows us in general terms how the architecture of an FGM network is affected

by the changing makeup of its training data. Perhaps the bestway to understand what is

happening is to imagine the development of an FGM network in the face of 100 per cent
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GFA Full FGM Perf. Curves
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Figure 6.10: FGM networks subject to
training noise over range of test noise. E
= 3600, NT = 1000, NLT = 20, G = 0.1.
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Figure 6.11: Average FGM performance
over range of training noise. Simulation
parameters as on left and NR = 24.

training noise. In this situation every training pattern is effectively a random assortment
of pixels which, over a large enough sample, leads to an input pattern set containing el¬
ements active fifty percent of the time with no correlation between them. This kind of
pure random noise is, of course, maximally informative. As was mentioned in chapter 2
the concept of 'information' does not take into account the usefulness of any data, merely
its probability distribution. So, an FGM network (with appropriate stability criteria) will
be unable to maximise the information flow in any way other than remaining in its ini¬
tial state, each primary node connected by a single connection (of whatever type) to the
underlying input node.

What all this means for our developing FGM network is that the greater the level of noise
in the training data themore itwill tend towards a final state reminiscent of its initial con¬
nectivity pattern. Thus, as we see in figure 6.12, the larger the training noise the greater
the number of primary nodes that remain functionally connected to the network, and
the smaller the size of those node's receptive fields. In the case of 100% training data
noise the network's representation of the input patterns will be the prototype patterns

themselves, the primary layer exactly mirroring the input layer. The performance of this
network would be exactly the same as the optimal network shown in figure 6.2, because
the optimal network is identifying patterns by finding the prototype pattern that is clos¬
est to a corrupted example; assessment of the FGM representation is performed by the
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same method, comparing prototype response with corrupted response.

Architectural Change in Response to Noise
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Figure 6.12: Average number of primary nodes remaining connected and connections
they make with input layer. Data comes from simulation displayed in fig. 6.11.

One might be tempted to make the (correct) suggestion that in the 100 percent training
noise case, the network so produced is not in fact doing any information processing. This
is certainly the case, but there is no way to perform further processing on the pure in¬
formation the network is receiving. In the range of noise levels below 100% the FGM

approach tries to achieve a more compact representation of the input data through the
creation of more complex features, to the extent that it is able given the level of noise it
is facing. This would certainly seem to be a desirable adaptive quality on the part of a
neural network attempting pattern recognition. Two additional points need to be made;

firstly that the trend of training data noise reducing feature sizes is bucked at a noise
level of one, where figure 6.12 shows a slight increase. This is matched by a correspond¬

ing decrease in recall performance. The very low level of noise seems to critically desta¬
bilise the developing features without conferring any of the benefits discussed above. As
noise levels increase the outgrowth tendency is reduced and the features become smaller
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again, improving the network performance; particularly for the GFA FULL FGM, which
as mentioned earlier suffers when using large features due to its strict output criteria. It
would be interesting to perform similar tests involving training data noise for other func¬
tional variants of the FGM, but since space is limited comparisons using real as opposed
to just realistic data will be described.

6.5 Real Data Sets

Good, or at least improved, performance on real data is the ultimate goal of any new
neural network algorithm. Real data relies on a non-artificial source, and the first real
data set examined in this section is certainly subject to a great deal of noise and variation,
a collection of handwritten digits.

6.5.1 Handwritten Digits

Recognising images of digits or letters (handwritten or otherwise) is a good example of
a field in which neural networks can be applied successfully because the areas of this

application are clear, the results are quite tangible and the data set easily interpretable

by humans. The handwritten digits in this data set are a subset taken from the CEDAR
(Centre of Excellence for Document Analysis and Recognition) CD-ROM number 1, pro¬
duced by the United States Postal Service Office of Advanced Technology, adjusted so

that they are of the same size (8x8) with an equal number of examples of each digit2 .

Representative samples are shown in figure 6.13.

The superposition of the training set, displayed in Figure 6.14, shows a general slant to
the patterns implying that the average stroke type is from top right hand corner diago¬
nally across to the bottom left. Many of the patterns included in this data set are heavily

2Formatted versions of data provided by Peter Dayan.
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Examples of Handwritten Digits
mnrrr

..

□□□□□□□■

jnr
□□□
□□□
□□□

■■■□□□□□

■■□□■■■■

■■■■■□□■

□□□□□□■■

■■■■■□□□
■bbbuuub
■■■□□□■■
!■□□□■■!
BannriBi
■□□□■■■■
□□□BBI
□□BBBBBB

■■□□■■■■
■□□□■■■I
■□□■■■■■
□□□BBCBB
nnannnnn
□□□□□■□□
□□□□□□□□
■□□□□□□■

aannnnaa
■B ■ Bl
BBBBBDBH
IBBB Bl
■■□□□■■I
B ] BBBB
□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□

aannnnnn
□□□□aann
□□■■□□□■
■■■■□□■■
■■■□□■■■
BB BBB
BBI BBBB
■□□■■■■■

■□□□□
IBBBB
IBBB
IB□□□

□□□
□□□
~nn

lI
□□
□□

B Bl
□□Bl
□□□□□□□I

□□□□□□□□
□□■■■□□□
■□□■■□□□
BannnriBB
■□□□□■■■
■□□■□□■B
I II JBB: I Bl
annnriBBB

■■■■■□□□
■■■■■□□■
B~l IBl II B

' IB' il B
□□□■□□□□
□□□□□□□□
BBBBmBB
BBBB BB

Bannnnnn
I ] i IBB 11:
□□□□□□□□
BBBBB B
■BBBZZBB
■BBZBBB
B BBBB
■□□BBBBB

Figure 6.13: Samples of handwritten digits taken from US postal service database.

Average Over 7000 Handwritten Digits

Hi : ;

illpiiji

,

:

§Sil |i| illJillIII
?!tii

111111

Figure 6.14: Average over handwritten digits formatted by Peter Dayan.

distorted and a high level of performance is unlikely to be obtained with networks us¬

ing Boolean weights and what are effectively single layer operations. An appropriate
benchmark comparison is a competitive network with continuously valued weights, in
which the weight vectors of each nodewere set to a different prototype. The prototype is
an average over all the patterns of a single type. A network created in this fashion corre¬

sponds to a single layer supervised learning procedure, and gives us an idea of just how
distinguishable the patterns are from each otherwhenwe are clear aboutwhich category
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each instance of the pattern set is in. Employing this procedure allows 74.1% of the data
to be correctly classified. It would be possible to achieve a higher discrimination level,
but this would require multiple layers of processing that took into account higher level
statistics of the pattern set.

Assessing the performance of a network constructed according to FGM principles is not
as straightforward now as was the case when the training data was provided by the toy

digit set. The toy digit set gave us knowledge of the prototype patterns, even when all
the network got to see was the corrupted versions, and thus itwas possible to get a repre¬
sentation of a prototype by feeding an uncorrupted pattern into the network. The ability
of a network to classify another (maybe noisy) test pattern was then achieved by com¬

paring the network's response to that pattern to the range of prototype responses. The
network's decision as to the pattern's identity would be the pattern whose prototype

response was closest in terms of Hamming distance to the test pattern response. It is

important to distinguish here between a prototype pattern and a prototype response. A

prototype response is the output of a networkwhen presented with a prototype pattern.
And in the absence of prototype patterns to create prototype responses it is not clear how
to interpret the distributed responses of a network.

As has been indicated before, this prototype response comparison is in fact equiv¬
alent to an extra layer of processing, similar in some ways to the "hybrid" super¬

vised/unsupervised architectures that exist (Hertz et al., 1991). Knowledge of the pro¬

totypes allows direct evaluation of an unsupervised procedure without having toworry
about potential variation introduced by a further supervised layer. Unfortunately real
world data does not come with handy prototypes of the different pattern classes, and

may even come without categories at all. This problem can be overcome as follows: in
the following real data sets (which do include pre-specified categories) it is possible to
create a hypothetical prototype response to a category by taking the average network
response over all the patterns in a single category. A set of prototype responses can thus
be created, and used as a reference with which to interpret the output of the network
to other, previously unseen patterns. The prototype responses are therefore vectors of
continuously valued variables the same size as the network primary layer.
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Our previous assessments have relied upon the random nature of the corrupted patterns
to differentiate training and test data. In the real handwritten digit data set used here
there are 7000 training patterns and a further 2000 test patterns which do not appear in
the training set. The performance of a network when trying to classify the test data is
seen as an indication of the network's generalisation ability; whether or not it has man¬

aged to extract the appropriate elements from the training data such that its operation
can be applied to previously unseen patterns. All the unsupervised networks presented
here perform at a level lower than that of the supervised procedure described above,
which is in line with general expectations about the difference between supervised and

unsupervised approaches.

Figure 6.15 indicates the relative performance of two FGM constructed networks and a

Boolean ATC network. All the nets were grown or trained for a thousand epochs. A

single pass through the pattern set now involves 7000 pattern presentations, and thus
if one wishes to test a suitable random sample of networks, this will be at the expense

of time allocated to development. The results shown in figure 6.15 are for fifty different
networks starting from different random initial weights in the case of the ATC network
and random selection of growth patterns for the FGM network. Two levels of node sur¬

vival were assessed: middle range 30% and 50% procedures. The results indicate that
on average the mid 50% survival procedure was more effective, and lead to a network
with 24 nodes in the primary layer as opposed to 13 for the mid 30% alternative. Both

types of FGM networks produced feature sizes that on average were less than two, indi¬

cating that a fair proportion of features were of size one, i.e. no growth to speak of. The

performance of the ATC network is a good deal lower than that of the FGM networks
and this is mainly because this version of the ATC does nothing to incorporate different

aspects of the various patterns in the same category; the weight vectors it produces are

matched to a single pattern. A more worthy opponent for the FGM would be an ATC
that only adjusted a subset of its weights in any update, but as usual time is a greater

enemy. A more challenging comparison will be made in the next chapter in the form of
an ATC network with continuous weights.

As was discussed previously the reaction of the FGM growth strategy to a highly noisy
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Network Digits Perf. s.d. RFSize(Nodes) s.d.
FGM Mid30 45.9% 0.5% 1.580 0.016
FGM Mid50 51.9% 0.5% 1.723 0.016
Boolean ATC 28.1% 0.4% n/a n/a

Figure 6.15: Comparison of the receptive field sizes and the percentage of test patterns
correctly identified after training on handwritten digit data set, for FGM GFA FULL net¬
works with differing node survival levels and ATC network with Booleanweights. Sim¬
ulation parameters for FGM and BATC were E = 100, NT = 50; FGM G = 0.1 in both sur¬
vival types; BATC a = 2, b = 1.

data set is to increase the number of nodes retained and to reduce feature sizes, since

to some extent when there is a high level of noise it is difficult to improve the informa¬
tion content of a representation. This would seem to be how the FGM networks react to
the handwritten digits. Not all of the features are size one of course, and where they are

larger this indicates that the growth procedure has been able to find pixels that are cor¬

related over a number of patterns; and it is the presence of correlations such as these that

suggests the presence of information that is signal rather than noise. Figure 6.16 gives
some examples of the larger receptive fields created by the FGM from the handwritten

digits. The larger receptive fields tend to be at the edges of the grid where the frequency
of pixel activation tends to be further away from the 50% level. Closer to the center the

pattern elements are close to optimal activation frequency to begin with so less growth
is required.

Examples of Primary Layer Receptive Fields
{Growth Function A, Full threshold and Majority active connections}

mooooi

9
999999
ooommm
QQO

QOQOQQOQ
QQOGOOOG
OOOOOOOO
oooooooo

Figure 6.16: Examples of features generated by FGM in response to handwritten digit
set.
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6.5.2 DNA Nucleotide Sequences

A DNA nucleotide sequence data set was chosen as an alternative data set since it was

easy to produce a binary encoding. Figure 6.17 shows a superposition over a training set

ofDNA nucleotide sequences taken from the Proben data set (Prechelt, 1994). The data is
in the format of a 1 dimensional sequence of sixtyDNA base elements, each represented

by two bits. The sequence starts in the top left hand corner of figure 6.17 and has been
broken up into ten strips for display purposes. The task for the network is to categorise
the patterns according to whether the intron/exon boundary (splice junction) between
the 30th and 31st nucleotides is an intron/exon boundary (a donor), or an exon/intron

boundary (an acceptor), or neither. The data set is composed of 25% donors, 25% accep¬

tors, & 50% neither, and examination of the gestalt pattern shows that there is a good
deal of variation in average activation frequency around the potential splice junction; as

opposed to the rest of the nucleotide positions which are all fairly close to the 50% acti¬
vation level. The splice junction training set consists of 1588 examples, while the test set
is of size 1587.

Average over 1588 DNA Nucleotide Sequences

2 4 6 8 10 12

Figure 6.17: Average overDNA nucleotide sequences consisting of 60 sequence elements
(each represented by two bits) around potential intron/exon boundary from Proben data
set.
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An average prototype model manages to achieve a discrimination level of 59.7%, and
for this data set the FGM network is only 10% worse as indicated by the results shown
in figure 6.18, the FGM Mid50 also manages to outperform the ATC network. Both net¬
works were trained or grown for a thousand epochs, and fifty networks were tested to

get the averages shown. The FGM network retained 106 nodes in its primary layer, ar¬

ranged in a one dimensional array, reflecting the fact that a great deal of the gene ele¬
ments' average activity was very close to the optimal fifty per cent level. The receptive
fields created are again on the small side, a great deal of the nodes sticking with their

single initial connections. These simulations did not place restrictions on the range of
new connections and examination of the larger receptive fields shows that a number of
nodes became connected to nucleotide positions close to the boundary. In the absence
of detailed knowledge these features (unlike those created in response to digits) are not

easily interpretable. Flowever, this is an indication of an advantageous additional role
for the whole FGM framework, specifically the discovery of useful structures for pattern
classification. The features produced by an FGM could themselves be studied in order
to give insight into data's underlying structure, especially in a pattern set that was not

extensively studied or understood. Part of the idea that underlies the FGM is that the
architectures it creates should not be the kind of black box that many neural networks
are considered to be. However a great deal of work is required before this goal can be
realised.

Network Gene Perf. s.d. RFSize(Nodes) s.d.

FGM Mid50 49.7% 0.6% 1.36 0.003

Boolean ATC 38.9% 0.4% n/a n/a

Figure 6.18: Comparison of the receptive field sizes and the percentage of test patterns
correctly identified after training on gene data set, for FGM GFA FULL networks with
differing node and ATC networkwith Booleanweights. Simulation parameters for FGM
and BATC were E = 100, NT = 50; FGM G = 0.1, BATC a = 2, b = 1.

There remains the important question of just how much work the FGM networks can

be doing when a large proportion of their features are only single pattern elements, one

possible directionmight be to try and force all features to reach at least size two, ensuring
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they are responding to variation that has some correlated basis. A related point is the im¬

pression that the operation of growth procedure is of lesser importance than producing
an even distribution of features over patterns, which is a task performed by the initial
survival procedures and secondary layers of these FGM networks. One might also have
doubts about the assessment of these networks wherein the average response to a set

of patterns is used to create the prototype againstwhich test pattern responses are com¬

pared. These are valid doubts and somewill be answered in the next chapter; while oth¬
ers will remain unresolved. In the long run the usefulness of these FGM networks will

only be ascertained by comparing their performance against other unsupervised proce¬

dures, all set within complete hybrid architectures.

6.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter has raised issues regarding the fair and rigorous assessment of neural net¬
work performance. It was suggested that a decent evaluation could only be performed

by comparing the ability of a particular network with those created by other strategies
and repeating this for a number of realistic or real data sets. To this end various other
network learning strategies were introduced, or re-introduced, and two real data sets
were presented. The FGM platform was tested against the performance of an ATC net¬
work with Boolean weights on a 'realistic version' of the 'toy' data set and on two real
data sets. The results of these tests indicated that the GFA FULL FGM network with

Mid50 survival outperformed the ATC, but that a much more demanding comparison
could have been performed. This inadequacy was a result of the type of learning rule
used in the ATC, and is a problem that will be rectified in the next chapter. It also be¬
came clear that noisy real data sets force FGM networks towards high levels of primary
node survival and low feature sizes. In some ways this is a positive step in terms of per¬
formance, but it may also indicate that the growth procedure itself does not contribute a

great deal to the network performance within this particular platform. A much greater
role seems to be played by the initialisation of the network structure and the actions of
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the secondary layer. These are issues that will be dealt with in finer detail in the next

chapter.



Chapter 7

Beyond the FGM Frontier

7.1 Introduction

This chapter tries to deal with some of the inadequacies of the simple FGM framework
described in the last two chapters. Two important implementional issues are addressed
first, one concerning the initial distribution of features over patterns and another relat¬

ing to the operation of the Set threshold. Beyond these points, the key issue that this

chapter tries to deal with is the nature of the FGM's additional lateral inhibition layer,
which gives the impression of being a shoring up rather than a resolving of the excess-

correlation-between-features problem. An extension to the existing system called the
FGMGrid allows the disparate functions of the simple FGM's two layers to be combined,
and its performance is compared with that of a more advanced ATC network using con¬

tinuous weights. Running through this chapter is a dynamical systems interpretation of
the FGM growth process, which provides insight into the successes and failures of the
various developing networks.

177
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7.2 Problems with the existing FGM Framework

A couple of problems with the existing FGM setup emerge from trying to combine the
functions of the primary and secondary layers. Attempts to achieve this functional com¬
bination involved an examination of the distribution of features over patterns as it de¬

veloped during network growth. This investigation raised two significant problems:

• The initial distribution of features over patterns is highly non-uniform

• The implementation of the set threshold produces an erratic relationship between

growth and activity

Ways around these obstacles are described in the sections that follow. However it is

important to note beforehand that these adjustments represent basic changes required
to make the FGM platform more stable. The operation of the FGM Grid system, pre¬
sented later in this chapter, relies on these changes having been incorporated into the
FGM framework.

7.2.1 Initial Distributions

There was a reason why the services of the secondary layer were so much in demand
within the original FGM framework; a reason that becomes clear if one examines the
distribution of features over patterns that is created by the simple FGM starting condi¬
tions. The problem is highlighted by figure 7.1 which shows the responses of an initial
one-to-one network adjusted so that the start-up connections are completely minority
active or completely majority active. All previous successful FGMs started with major¬

ity active connections, meaning that their initial response distributions were as shown
on the right hand side of figure 7.1, clearly a non-uniform spread; but this is not neces¬

sarily so terrible considering that this setup will be adjusted by the ensuing growth that
the FGM imposes on the network. All of the nodes in the Majority active distribution are
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currently over the 50% activity threshold and as a result they will add connections in or¬

der to reduce their average activity (assuming the FGM incorporates growth function

A). It has already been shown that, if possible, this will eventually stabilise the activity
of the individual nodes to the growth threshold. The question is now: what effect will

growth of new connections have on the final distribution?

Initial Response with single
Minority active connections

Pattern Nodes activated by pattern

0 22 24

1 15 19 29 31 33 39

2 29 33 36

3

4 15 19 22 24 31 39

5 19 22 23 29 36

6 19 23

7 15 24 29 31 33 39

8 23

9 23 29 36

Initial Response with single
Majority active connections

Pattern Nodes activated by pattern

0 15 19 23 29 31 33 36 39

1 22 23 24 36

2 15 19 22 23 24 31 39

3 15 19 22 23 24 29 31 33 36 39

4 23 29 33 36

5 15 24 31 33 39

6 15 22 24 29 31 33 36 39

7 19 22 23 36

8 15 19 22 23 24 29 31 33 36 39

9 15 19 22 24 31 33 39

Figure 7.1: The starting distribution of one element features over nodes under Majority
or Minority active connection regimes.

All of theworking FGMs not only started withmajority active connections, but also used
a majority active procedure when they formed a new linkwith the input layer. This was

necessary when using growth function A and a Full threshold so that new connections
would reduce the current time averaged activity without dropping below the growth
threshold and thus avoid being removed in the the next round of growth. This means

that, on average, additional connections will only serve to reinforce the existing non-

uniformity of the initial distribution of features shown on the right of figure 7.1. The
reason for this skewed distribution is that some patterns have more components in com¬

mon than others. The patterns '3' and '8' for example have many elements in common

with other patterns, while '1', '4' and '7' do not. One can think of the Majority and Mi¬
nority active distributions as indicating to what extent a pattern is similar to others in
that data set. Patterns that elicit a response from a larger number of nodes with only

Majority active single connections ('3' & '8') carry the most common traits of that family
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of data, and those that get a large Minority active response ('1', '4' & '7') are the 'black

sheep'.

The upshot of this is that although fortuitous connections may do something to balance
the distribution of features over patterns, in general this is unlikely to be the case, fur¬
ther Majority active connections generally contributing towards features composed of
elements that appear in the majority of patterns. Perhaps the best way to picture this is
to look at theMajority active distribution in figure 7.1 and imagine the number of nodes
activated by each pattern being steadily eroded (every new connection reduces the num¬
ber of times a node is activated) with the longer rows beingmore resistant to this erosion
than others. Given the random nature of connection choice the final distribution is un¬

likely to be flat, even in the extreme.

This then is the reasonwhy the original FGM required a secondary layer, because the fea¬
tures generated were biased towards being highly correlated. One way of avoiding this

informationally sub-optimal state of affairs is to make both the initial and subsequent
connections between the input and primary layer a mixture of minority and majority
active types. As we shall see in the next section the reworked Set threshold now allows
individual nodes to operate under a functional combination of growth function B, Set
threshold andMinority active connection type. This creates the possibility of specifying
two possible types of primary node:

• Type 1 Nodes that use the functional combination of growth function A, Full
threshold, and Majority active connections (GFA FULL MAJ)

• Type 2 Nodes that use the functional combination of growth function B, Set thresh¬
old, and Minority active connections (GFB SET MIN)

Allowing a combination of type 1 & 2 nodes in the primary layer of a network means

that both common and rare features will be represented. As for deciding the type of each
node, this can be handled by starting an FGM network in the usual one-to-one configura¬
tion, but with random weights instead of all positive ones. The type of a primary node
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is then determined by its initial activity level1 . Thus overactive nodes (above growth

threshold) become type 1 (GFA FULL MAJ) and underactive nodes type 2 (GFB SET

MIN). This arrangement ensures the initial distribution of nodes over patterns will on

average be fairly even, and further connectionswill not be biased towards disturbing or

maintaining this situation.

7.2.2 Reworking the Set Threshold

Observation of the changing relationship between growth and activity in networks em¬

ploying Set thresholds reveals that this functional aspect of the original FGM can pro¬

duce erratic behaviour. If the same sort of adjustment (say addition of a connection)
leads to a qualitatively different change from one situation to the next then achieving

stability can become an increasingly elusive goal. It is themaintenance of the same quali¬
tative behaviour throughout development that makes the original FGM with full thresh¬
old so robust; when a connection is added the activity level of the node will always drop,
and if it drops too far the responsible connectionwill always be removed. Detailed anal¬

ysis of changes in distribution during growth indicate that this is not the case for nodes
with Set thresholds. The key problem is that the original Set threshold allows a node to

become active when its net input is above a certain level. The result is shown in figure
7.2.

RF SIZE SET 1 SET 2 SET 3
1 1 n/a n/a
2 2 2 n/a
3 2 3 3

4 3 3 4

5 3 4 4

Figure 7.2: The number of feature elements that have to match in order for a node, with
a particular Set threshold and number of connections, to become active.

1 This procedure takes inspiration from biology in that initially identical neurons can be made to behave
as if they had different growth functions via the adjustment of calcium homeostasis levels.
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Take for example a Set threshold of one; if a node has one connection, its weights will
have to match the element of the current input pattern to activate the node. If another
connection is added, of whatever type, the activity level of the node over the pattern set

will be reduced or stay the same because both feature elements will have to be matched
in order for the set threshold to be reached; the response of the node being dependent on
the conjunction of the two pattern elements. Just one correct elementwill not be enough,
because the unmatched onewill contribute negatively to the node's net input. So the first
connectionmay cause a drop in activity but no increase; however, this is not the case for a
further connection. A receptive field size of three allows the node to be active evenwhen
one of the feature elements is notmatched by a pixel of the input pattern. Increasing the
number of connections to three forces the average activity of the node to either increase
or stay the same. These varying reactions to the same qualitative change pose problems
which carry over to other sizes of receptive field and set thresholds. To be specific, the
effect of adding or removing a connection to a nodewith a set threshold will have a dif¬
ferent effect on the average activity level depending on its current size. This is the reason

why networks in the simple FGM framework took much longer to stabilise when using
set or partial thresholds. The partial threshold relies to some extent on operations similar
to a set threshold, and thus suffers from the same variability.

The reason that this variability is undesirable is thatwe are using changes in connectivity
to adjust the frequency of features and their distribution over the pattern set, and this
Set threshold problem prevents nodes from taking appropriate actions to organise their
affairs. The solution is quite straightforward: the Set threshold should correspond to the
number of impulses a node is required to receive before becoming active. An impulse is
received by a node when a single feature ismatched by a single pattern element; it could
also be thought of as the number of input lines to a node that are active. The point is that
an impulse driven node with a Set threshold will ignore the negative contribution made
by mismatches, and it will be active when the number of matches between its feature
vector and its input equals the value of its Set threshold, irrespective of the receptive field
size, thus allowing changes in connectivity to have a consistent effect. More importantly

perhaps, the impulse driven Set threshold allows the use ofMinority active connections
required to solve the distribution bias problem presented in the previous section.
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It is awareness of how network functionality affects the direction of growth and the
achievement of stability that are essential to designing a successful FGM. Having dealt
with the implementational issues of initial distribution and the Set threshold above, it
is now time to consider some concepts from dynamical systems theory that will be use¬

ful in understanding the operation of extended versions of the FGM. One might even be

tempted to see FGM design as a sort of dynamical systems coercion.

7.3 Dynamical System Coercion

A dynamical system (DS) is any systemwhose behaviour at one point in time depends in
some way on its state at an earlier point in time. Although this is not strictly the case for
the outputs of a neural net, which are not directly dependent on their previous states in
the absence of recurrent connections, their future activations will be affected by changes
made during learning or growth, which in turn may be functions of current network ac¬

tivity. The same is true of the network structure itself since, through shaping the pattern
of future activity, any existing architectural state will affect the structural changes that
follow. In this sense wemay consider an FGM to be a dynamic system, and thus describe
it in terms of attractors, limit cycles and other DS phenomena.

A dynamical systems perspective suggests that we imagine a space of possible network
architectures. Let us restrict this space to contain only the possible structures of an FGM
framework where a certain specific number of primary (and secondary) layer nodes are
retained. So, given a fixed number of nodes, this results in our hypothetical architec¬
ture space being constrained by the number of possible arrangements of excitatory and

inhibitory connections that might conceivably connect the layers of the network, each

possible network thus occupying a single point in the space. This may include architec¬
tural states that are unreachable by a particular FGM, but this is of no consequence;what
matters is that all the imaginable network designs are represented. A specific FGM will
start at some point in this space, and the architectural operations it performs will move it
from point to point until (hopefully) it reaches a stable configuration and stops growing.
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In dynamical systems terminology this stable configuration is called a "fixed point",
which arises from setting the system parameters so that they lead to no further change,
as long as those parameters remain the same. In designing an FGM the crucial decision
to make is selecting the system objective (i.e. at what point will growth stop) and this
can be thought of as a fixed point; in the previous chapters this has been an informa¬
tion theoretical goal. More specifically, for the primary layer, all nodes should spend an

equal amount of time in either of their two output states. When all the output nodes are
in this state, no further growth will occur and the network will have achieved a stable
architecture. In effect, the specification of the FGM is tantamount to a manipulation of
the way the architecture space can be traversed, in this instance the creation of a fixed

point; and given an unchanging data set, a network structure that supports these final

output conditions will not change again.

Hypothetical Architecture State Space

Figure 7.3: An example of a hypothetical architecture space, and various dynamical sys¬
tems phenomena. Designing an operational FGM corresponds to aligning the arrows so
that all routeswill lead to the desired network configuration.

Creating a fixed point is by no means the end of the story, or indeed the analogy. As¬

suming for themoment thatwe have not engendered any spurious stable stateswith our
stability criterion, there is also the issue of the transition of the initial network to its final,
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stable, design. In DS theory fixed points are classified as either "repelling" or "attract¬

ing". An attracting fixed point or "attractor" tends to be converged upon by the system.
If there are multiple attractors the state space can be divided up into regions dominated

by individual stable points. Starting anywhere in a particular region will result in the

system ending up at a region's respective attracting fixed point.

Small perturbations thatmove a system away from an attractorwill always result in the
fixed point being regained, as long as the system is not moved out of the region dom¬
inated by the attractor in question. Conversely, a repelling fixed point is stable while
the system parameters match that of the fixed point exactly, but when this condition is
not fulfilled the system will tend to diverge away from the fixed point (see fig. 7.3). It
is clearly desirable to ensure that the fixed point created by an FGM is an attractor, and
that, given the range of possible starting points, a network so controlled will be drawn

inexorably to its final stable architecture.

An FGM is composed of a number of components that will affect the course of a net¬

work's progress through the hypothetical architecture space. By specifying that growth
will cease under certain conditions, one creates fixed points; and by choosing particular

growth operations, one creates rules that determine the transition from one architecture
to another. Certain FGMs are successful then because they constitute an appropriate ma¬

nipulation of the way in which the system is able to traverse the architecture space. Oth¬
ers fail to ensure that the network will be drawn towards a stable architecture from all

others, or that the desired fixed points are actually attainable in the first place.

In the simple FGM framework primary node stability is achieved independently for each
node. This means that adjusting the state space is relatively straightforward. In more

complex nets convoluting the passageways through the architecture space is a good deal
trickier, particularly if stability is a function of more than one factor. Spurious stable
states then become a much more serious hazard, as does the possibility of limit cycles.

Spurious stable states are fixed points created unintentionally, and this can often happen
when one tries to combine multiple objectives. Limit cycles are a more complex kind of
fixed point, a succession of states that a system will pass through repeatedly in a loop.
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These pitfalls can be avoided as long as one has an unambiguous picture of how growth
rules and conditions affect a system's ability to navigate the architecture space. How¬
ever, the problem can become particularly acute if one tries to integrate multiple objec¬
tives within the same system, such as when one tries to combine the primary and sec¬

ondary layers of an FGM network.

7.4 Combining Primary and Secondary Layers

In the simple FGM framework primary nodes struggle independently in order to achieve
their desired activation frequencies. Due to the solitary nature of their efforts, the fruits
of their labour maywell be a representation that ismaximally informative with respect to
each individual node, but it usually results in redundancy between nodes. This redun¬

dancy can be a serious problem that leads to the under-representation of some patterns,
which in turn increases the likelihood of errors during recall. As we saw in chapter 5,
this inadequacy can be overcome by the introduction of a secondary layer which incor¬

porates lateral inhibition. The adjustment of connections to this additional layer allows
the features created by the primary layer to be mixed and matched in order to achieve
a more even distribution of features over patterns. To remove the need for a secondary

layer and effectively combine the roles of the two layers into the primary layer, it is cru¬

cial to understand the type of redundancy that each layer is dealing with.

7.4.1 Types of Redundancy in a Network

Both inter-node and intra-node redundancy play an equal role in causing representa¬
tional inefficiency. In the simple FGM the primary layer tried to minimise intra-node

redundancy, and the secondary layer attempted to reduce inter-node redundancy. The
problem is that one is left with the concern that the features created by the independently
operating primary nodes may not be ones that will combine well into an evenly dis¬
tributed representation. A more elegant solution would be a growth process operating

upon a single layer that took both types of information inefficiency into account.
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Dealing with Redundancy
Hypothetical Response to Toy Digit Set

Pattern Node (Output) Row Total

0 I5(+l), 19(1), 22(-l), 23(41), 24(-l), 29(41), 31(41), 33(1), 36(41), 39(41), 42

1 15(-1), 19(1), 22(+1), 23(-l), 24(-l), 29(41). 31(1), 33(41), 36(41), 39(-l), -2

2 1S(-1), 19(4-1), 22(-l), 23(41), 24(41), 29(-l), 3K-1), 33(41), 36(-l), 39(41), 0

3 15(-1), 19(4-1), 15(-I), 23(41), 24(1), 29(41), 31 (-1), 33(41), 36(-l), 39(-l), _2

4 15<+1), 19(4-1), 22(+1), 23(41), 24(41), 29(41), 31(41), 33(1), 36(1). 39(41), 46

5 I5(+I), I9(-1), 22(41), 23(-l), 24(41), 29(41), 31(41), 33(41), 36(41), 39(-1), 44

6 15(4-1). 19(1), 22(41). 23(-l), 24(-l), 29(41), 31(41), 33(41), 36(-1), 39(-l), 0

7 15(1). 19(-1), 22(41), 23(-l), 24(-l), 29(41), 31(-1). 33(-l), 36(-1), 39(41). _2

8 15(4-1). 19(+1), 22(-l), 23(-l), 24(41), 29(-l), 31(-1), 33(-l), 36(41), 39(41). 42

9 15(-1), 19(4-1), 22(41), 23(41), 24(41), 29(41), 31(-1), 33(1), 36(-l), 39(41). 42

Column
Total 0 0 42 42 0 46 -2 0 _2 42

Figure 7.4: Trying to resolve inter-node and intra-node redundancy simultaneously, the
further a column or row total is from zero the greater degree of redundancy present.

In order to achieve this goal it is useful to consider the problem in dynamic systems

terms. The first requirement is a specification of the final desired state; a state which
when reached will cause the network to refrain from any further growth. Figure 7.4
shows an example response to the 2D digit pattern set used in previous chapters. The

primary layer has retained ten nodes, those whose time averaged activity was in the mid
50% of the range when connected solely to the immediately underlying node in the in¬

put layer. The example arrangement shown has been created by some period of growth
(the type is unimportant here) and the thing to notice is the column and row node output
totals. The column totals are proportional to the current time averaged activity of their

respective nodes (as one would expect) and it is these that the simple FGM attempts to

change to zero. Anything other than a zero for a column total represents the presence

of some intra-node redundancy. Conversely, the row totals represent inter-node redun¬

dancy for specific instances of the pattern set. A stable state that addresses both types
of redundancy would be composed of conditions that required both column totals and
row totals to equal zero.
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7.4.2 Lateral Inhibition in the Primary Layer

Row totals correspond to a non-local measure of network behaviour. Local solutions are

the trademarks of neural networks, and it would seem inadvisable to lose the locality of
the FGM growth rules at this point. In this case the only way to get some indication of
row totals is to look at the inhibition that would be present if all the nodes in the primary

layer had lateral connections like those of the original FGM's secondary layer. Struc¬

turally this arrangement would look something like figure 7.5, and an initial attempt to
create an appropriate stability criteria called the FGM Lite used this architecture. The
FGM Lite stability criteria involved trying to adjust the network connectivity such that
all nodeswere active fifty per cent of the time and that they received inhibition from their

neighbours for fifty per cent of this period. The nodes in the primary layer of the FGM
Lite maintained lateral inhibition sums similar to those of the original FGM's secondary

layer, one unit of inhibition received whenever a node and its neighbour were concur¬

rently active. The FGM Lite's stable pointwould be achieved when the lateral inhibition
sum over the pattern set was equal to twenty five percent of the number of lateral con¬
nections a node possesses.

The FGM Lite was subject to a number of problems that are illustrative of the difficul¬
ties inherent in trying to manipulate a dynamical system. A network would be stable
at the zero redundancy level which the FGM Lite stability criterion was intended to en¬

courage. However, the problem was that many other network arrangements were also
stable and there was no guarantee that a net would not get stuck in an undesired fixed

point. Annealing procedures introduced to alleviate this problem had the unwanted ef¬
fect of creating equally undesirable limit cycles.

The central flaw in this setup was that the FGM Lite relied on the information provided

by lateral inhibition sums that were averaged over multiple patterns. This allowed a

node to achieve stability while receiving very high inhibition at one time step and very
low inhibition at another. Thus the row totals of our grid (fig. 7.4) could be non-zero,

but the FGM Lite stability criterion would still be satisfied. What the failure of the FGM
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Slimming Down the Feature Generation Mechanism

15 M9J
22. |«2 3j |*24
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The grid on the left is a bird's eye view of the primary
layer of a network that has been set up to respond
to input from the 2D digit data set. The nodes with
bold outlines and numbers are those that would be

retained by the mid 50% survival procedure, and
the black connections between them show the

lateral inhibition connections that would be made

by setting the lateral range to 20% of the input
layer size. Below is a more detailed example of a
ID net using primary layer inhibition. It is important
to note that in none of these networks is the lateral

inhibition affecting the output frequency directly.

PRIMARY
LAYER

INPUT
LAYER

Figure 7.5: The lateral connectivity pattern generated in the primary layer of a network
withMid50 survival and a lateral contact range of 20% of the input layer width. Node 22,
for example, has 3 lateral connections and thus it would have a stability sum of 7.5. As
with the secondary layer in the previous networks only one node per laterally connected
group is updated in a given growth phase.

Lite emphasises is the need for a clear understanding of what a dynamic system's stable

points actually entail, how changes in system variables alter the attractiveness or achiev-

ability of these fixed points, and how in turn the degree of interaction between parts of
the system affect these properties. All of these problems can be solved by a careful re¬
thinking of the exact nature of the desired end state and what steps need to be taken to
achieve it. The answer to the problems of the FGM Lite is the FGM Grid.
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7.5 The FGM Grid

7.5.1 Designing a Stable Point for the FGM Grid

Something that has been hinted at quite strongly in our discussion of a hypothetical ar¬
chitecture state space and the operation of the FGM Lite is the importance of creating
the right fixed points or stable architectures. The FGM Grid described in this section at¬

tempts to create attractor states that embody the optimal information state of the output

grid (see fig. 7.4) more effectively than the FGM Lite. As noted above, the problem with
the lateral inhibition sums used in the FGM Lite and coincidentally in the original FGM

secondary layer is that a node could have a rather unbalanced inhibitory pedigree, very

high at some points and very low at others, and still look stable when it came to decid¬

ing if remedial reconstruction was required. In the secondary layer of the original FGM
this was not such a problem since all the nodes were supposed to have reached their fre¬

quency targets before the lateral inhibition had any effect. In the FGM Lite, starting as

it did with unpredictable frequencies of activation, inefficient architectures were much
more likely to be stable. The FGM Grid deals with this by responding to the lateral in¬
hibition experienced by a node immediately, focussing as it were on individual rows of
the grid.

The FGM Grid maintains the same growth phase set up as the original FGM, and uses the
node typecasting procedure described earlier in this chapter, where nodes are assigned
their growth functions on the basis of their initial activity average. The changes that take

place during the growth phase of the FGM Grid serve merely to optimise the frequency
of the nodes' responses as in the simple FGM; the effect of lateral inhibition is dealt with
in between growth phases. A connection made during a growth phase may be removed
after the presentation of any pattern that causes an unacceptable level of inhibition. The
overall procedure is summarised by the flowchart in figure 7.6.

In essence the FGMGrid grows and removes new connections just like the original FGM,
but with the exception that any new contacts between the primary and input layer will
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Distribution after survival procedure

Pattern Nodes activated by pattern

0 15 19 22 29 33 39

1 24 31

2 15 19 24 36 39

3 15 19 24 29 33 39

4 22 29 31 33

5 15 22 23 24 33 36 39

6 15 23 24 29 33 39
7 19 31

8 15 19 23 24 29 33 39

9 15 19 23 24 33 36 39

Distribution after lateral inhib of origin;

Pattern Nodes activated hy pattern

0 19 22 29 33 39

1 15 24 31

2 19 24 36 39
3 19 24 29 33 39

4 15 22 29 31 33

5 22 23 24 33 36 39

6 23 24 29 33 39

7 15 19 31

8 19 23 24 29 33 39

9 19 23 24 33 36 39

Distribution after network stabilises

Pattern Ncxles activated hy pattern

0 15 22 29 31 33
1 15 22 31 36

2 15 19 24 36

3 19 24293339

4 15 22 29 31

5 22 23 31 36 39

6 22 23 24 29 33 39

7 15 19 23 31 36

8 19 23 24 29 33 39

9 19 23 24 33 36 39

b

Figure 7.6: Flowchart summary of FGM Grid growth procedure. Feature distribution is
shown for a number of points in the developmental process.
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be removed immediately if they lead to an unacceptable increase in inhibition. The trick
is that they are removed in between growth phases; on a biological level one would at¬

tribute this to some kind of synaptic efficacy adjustment taking place on a much shorter
timescale than growth generally. Synapses would be eroded whenever the node they

belonged to was concurrently active with too many of its neighbours, removing them
before damage was done to longer term development. This was a central problem for
the FGM Lite; a connectivity change that had an unwanted effect could remain for quite
some time and lead to various unwanted restructuring. In the FGM Grid the offending
nodes have their most recent connection removed if any pattern elicits excessive lateral
inhibition, and this is followed by another pass through the pattern set to ensure that
the next phase of growth will take place in response to the appropriate average activity
levels.

The threshold for an unacceptable level of lateral inhibition is equal to half a primary
node's number of lateral connections; the idea being that a primary node should not be
correlated withmore than half its neighbours for any pattern. In the case of an odd num¬

ber of lateral contacts the threshold is rounded up, allowing a little leniency in enforc¬

ing minimal inter-node redundancy. In order to increase the prospect of global network
stability the FGM Grid keeps track of the maturity of connections between the primary
and input layers (see fig. 7.6), i.e. how recently they were created. When a node re¬

ceives more inhibition from its neighbours than its threshold level it will lose its most
recent connection if it has a zero maturity rating. This has the effect of preventing nodes
that have already stopped growing from being destabilised by the potentially erratic at¬

tempts of other nodes trying to achieve their own stable points.

Thus the FGM Grid growth rules provide a guarantee that any connection failing to ei¬
ther move a node closer to optimal frequency of activation or causing it to become over-
correlated with its neighbours will be removed. This makes the end state of row and
column totals equal to zero stable and attractive. The two objectives of appropriate inter-
node and intra-node redundancy are effectively achieved by two independent processes,
rather than by the optimisation of some combined function of the two. There is still room
for a little slack in the FGM Grid; without lateral connections between every node the
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row totals are not guaranteed to reach exactly zero in all cases, but in practice they get
near enough. Overall stability is sometimes not achieved because a single node be the
last unstable entity and none of the input layer nodes can provide just the right level
of appropriately correlated activity. This kind of node normally has only a few connec¬

tions as this system tends to force nodes with smaller receptive fields to take remedial
action when sometimes a better plan would be for another node to be adjusted. Nodes
with single connections on the other hand get off a bit easily due to the way lateral inhi¬
bition is calculated. Critically though, these problems are not serious because the FGM
Grid stability criterion cannot be achieved without making serious concession towards
the desired zero totals for both rows and columns of the grid.

In summary then, the FGM Grid framework operates on a network with an input layer
and a single primary layer. The primary layer contains lateral connections extending
across a certain range, allowing calculation of inhibitory sums after the presentation
of each pattern. Other differences from the original FGM platform are that a record
of connection maturity is maintained and this is used to assess whether lateral inhibi¬
tion should be able to effect the withdrawal of connections in-between growth phases,
node typecasting is also used, but other than that development proceeds according to
the same format and stability conditions as the original FGM.

7.6 Performance of the FGM Grid

Networks created by application of FGM Grid growth procedures were assessed along
the same lines as networks in previous chapters. Growth was allowed to continue for
5000 epochs (passes through the pattern set) in order to achieve stability. A thousand
networks of each type were tested in order to gain an average measure of pattern recog¬

nition ability. Figure 7.7 shows the performance of two FGM Grid setups, one allowing

primary nodes to connect anywhere within the input layer (Grid 1.0) and another plac¬
ing a local bias (Grid 0.2) so that potential input nodes contacts are selected with a like¬
lihood based on a Gaussian equal to 20% the size of the input layer. The ability of these
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two FGM Grid approaches to distinguish the members of the 2D digit data set is pretty

similar, suggesting that, for this data set at least, performance is not overly affected by
the potential range from which feature elements can be drawn.
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Figure 7.7: Performance on toy digit set of networks developed under FGM Grid proce¬
dures. The FGM results shown here are the same as those presented in chapter 5. The
FGM Grid simulations used parameters E = 3600, NT = 1000, NLT = 20.

The performance of the Grid networks in the face of test data noise is approximately
the same as that of an original FGM using all type 1 nodes (GFA FULL MAJ), and thus
somewhat lower than a system that employs all type 2 nodes (GFB SET MIN). Since the
FGMGrid employs amixture of node typeswemight have expected that its performance
would fit somewhere in the middle of the two comparison networks. Its matching of the
lower ability GFA FULL FGM suggests that the type 1 nodes used in the FGM Grid may

be having a much greater effect in reducing the ability of the system to distinguish mem¬

bers of the training set. It is not clear at this stage why this should be the case. Exam¬
ination of other relevant statistics does not provide much more insight into the matter.

Figure 7.8 provides means and standard deviations for receptive field sizes and times
to stability for all systems presented in the above comparison. The lack of restriction

Alternate FGMs
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on range of connections seems to lead to a reduction in the time to stability, suggesting
thatwhile local connectivitymay not affect end performance itmay reduce the efficiency
with which nodes are able to find the right connections to satisfy their individual con¬
straints.

FGM Type RF Size(nodes) s.d. Time to Stability(epochs) s.d.
Grid 1.0 3.54 0.019 301.5 6.6

Grid 0.2 3.48 0.017 331.0 6.4

GFA FULL 3.46 0.014 194.3 7.3

GFB SET 2.49 0.005 n/a n/a

Figure 7.8: Comparison of the receptive field sizes and time to stability for FGM Grid
and other FGM growth procedures. This data is taken from simulations displayed in
fig. 7.7.

The networks developed under FGM Grid supervision produce receptive fields of ap¬

proximately the same size as networks with type 1 nodes, although they take somewhat

longer to stabilise. The features produced by purely type 2 nodes are the smallest of the
four systems and this is perhaps in line with their inability to achieve stability on any

regular basis (the GFB SET results are still affected by the original erratic Set threshold

arrangement). It also follows a general trend throughout FGM assessment that smaller
features are more robust when it comes to withstanding the effects of noise. Figures 7.9
and 7.10 show some examples of stable features created by both node types for global
and local versions of the FGM Grid respectively. Notice that even in the case of the lat¬
ter, the features tend to be a little more spread out than those we have seen in previous

chapters,which probably reflects themore complex demands imposed by the FGMGrid
and the implied necessity to look a little further afield for input nodes that will satisfy
the necessary constraints.

Examination of the FGM Grid network's ability to cope with training data noise shows
that imposing restriction on the range of connections leads to a slight increase in average

performance, although just how significant this increase is cannot be ascertained with¬
out further statistical tests. In this situation confirming a slight improvement in perfor¬
mance is not of overriding importance; showing that the FGM Grid can operate as well
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Examples of Primary Layer Receptive Fields
{FGM Grid using 100% input node selection width)
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Figure 7.9: FGM Grid features created with no restrictions on long range connections.

Examples of Primary Layer Receptive Fields
{FGM Grid using 20% input node selection width)
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Figure 7.10: FGM Grid features created with restrictions on range of connections.

as its predecessors is enough for now since the emphasis here is on the reduction of re¬
source consumption, i.e. removal of the secondary layer. Performance curves for a se¬

lection of specific training noise levels are shown in figures 7.11 and 7.13, while figures
7.12 and 7.14 display the average network performance across a range of training data
noise levels. The average performance graphs are qualitatively similar to their original
FGM counterparts (see fig 6.11), including the slight drop in pattern recognition ability
at very low noise levels. It is still not completely clear what causes this phenomenon,

although it is possible that a training noise level of one is not enough to produce an in¬
crease in node survival which can improve performance, but is enough to detrimentally
affect feature formation.

Networks developed under both of the above FGM Grid variants appear not to suffer
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FGM Grid 0.2 Performance Curves FGM Grid 0.2 Training Noise
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Figure 7.11: FGMGrid 0.2 networks sub¬
ject to training noise over range of test
noise. E = 3600, NT = 1000, NLT = 20.

FGM Grid 1.0 Performance Curves
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Figure 7.13: FGMGrid 1.0 networks sub¬
ject to training noise over range of test
noise. E = 3600, NT = 1000, NLT = 20.
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Figure 7.12: Average FGM Grid 0.2 per¬
formance over range of training noise.
Parameters as on left and NR = 24.

FGM Grid 1.0 Training Noise

Train Noise Level

Figure 7.14: Average FGM Grid 1.0 per¬
formance over range of training noise.
Parameters as on left and NR = 24.

such a large initial drop in average performance as previous incarnations of the FGM,
regaining any lost ground by a training noise level of two. This is reflected in their con¬
tinuing higher average ability to distinguish patterns across the range of test and train¬
ing noise levels. At the 50% training noise level the FGM Grid 0.2 appears to allow the
recognition of at least one additional pattern over the number achieved by the GFA Full
FGM tested in chapter 6. However, given the high standard deviation level, more de¬
tailed statistical tests are required to ascertain the validity of this improvement. If this
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greater robustness in the face of noise were to be borne out then it is possible that this
enhancement is due to the creation of on average even smaller features by the FGM Grid
as a result of its tougher restrictions on connection formation.

Examination of figure 7.15 indicates that the FGM Grid does produce on average a

smaller feature than its forbear, as well as creating a network structure with fewer pri¬

mary nodes. At first this may seem a little paradoxical since the node survival levels
are the same for the FGM Grid as they were for earlier versions. What is happening is
that in the presence of noise, typecasting of nodes may be adversely affected; a node
with the wrong underlying frequency being given an inappropriate growth function,
which may then lead to functional disconnection. This phenomenon could easily be ad¬

justed for, butwas only detected at a late stage in the simulations when time was running
out. Nonetheless, the FGM Grid still seems to do as well or better than the GFA FULL

FGM, despite a reduction in resource capacity of something close to 30%. Figure 7.15
also shows that for the FGM Grid low noise levels do produce an initial increase in the

receptive field size. This would appear to be in stepwith the idea that low training noise
levels can destabilise growing nodes and lead to overall less efficient network structures.

7.7 Comparison with Continuous ATC

In the previous chapter the achievements of the FGM networkswere contrasted with the

pattern discrimination ability of other unsupervised networks. It was indicated that the
ATC networks with Boolean weights were handicapped when it came to dealing with

multiple noisy patterns since the particular learning style employed did not allow them
to integrate aspects of those different patterns. This problem could be solved by adjust¬

ing the Boolean ATCs learning procedure, and indeed it would be interesting to see the
result of a Boolean ATC that incorporated parts of the leaky learning strategy it would

require to overcome this weakness. However, versions of the ATC or LLC with continu¬
ousweights aremuchmore common, and are thusmore likely to be received as a suitable
benchmark against which FGM network performance can be judged. The intention had
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Architectural Change in Response to Noise
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Figure 7.15: Average number of primary nodes remaining connected and connections
they make with input layer. Data comes from simulation displayed in 7.12.

been to try and compare the performance of an ATC with continuous weights (CATC
for brevity) and a continuous FGM. Unfortunately, time constraints have meant that the

only the CATC could be implemented in time for inclusion. This is not such a disaster
as we shall see because the FGM Grid is quite capable of giving a CATC network a run

for its money, despite only having Boolean weights. The implication is that a continuous
FGM would be even more powerful, but that is a topic for chapter 8.

The CATC network tested in this section is based on a qualitative description by Rumel-
hart & Zipser (1985) and takes more direct inspiration from an implementation by Mac-

Gregor (1997) that follows up the work of Willshaw et al. (1997). This is helpful because
MacGregor's implementation involves a comparison between the R&Z algorithm and
an alternative approach specified by Willshaw and colleagues, which they derive from
the work ofMarr (1970) concerning a theory of the neocortex. Both of these competitive

Primary Layer Nodes
No. of Conns
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learning alternatives are evaluated here via their ability to distinguish handwritten dig¬
its drawn from the same real data set as those used in chapter 6. The CATC network cre¬

ated for comparative purposes in this instance follows the specifications of MacGregor

(1997) fairly closely. This involves a set-up similar to the Boolean ATC (BATC) described
in the chapter 6 but with a number of changes. Firstly that the weights and thresholds
are now continuous variables and start at small positive random values. The output of
the units are still Boolean, but they take the values 0/1 rather than +1/-1, which is im¬

portant to note since this choice does affect the type of learning rule necessary. The input

patterns are presented to the network in a random order and at each step all weights and
thresholds are updated according to the following rules:

where 0; and Pi are respectively, the threshold and output of primary node i. WVJ is the

weight between primary node i and input node j. The activity of an input node is rep¬

resented by If, Wmax is set to one and gives the approximate maximum value that the
weights can reach; Qmax is in turn the approximatemaximum value of the primary node
thresholds and is set to 1.5; r] is the learning rate and fixed at 0.01. All the parameters are
set on the basis that they are the ones recommended by MacGregor, and that they give

good results. The outputs of the primary nodes in this ATC network follow the stan¬
dard competitive rule that all the nodes in the primary layer will be off (Pr - 0) with the
exception of the node with the largest net input (Y,j Wflj), which will be on (P, = 1).
Examination of the learning rules above shows that only those weights attached to the
active primary nodewill be adjusted; increased if the corresponding input node is active
and decreased otherwise (a Hebbian learning procedure). The thresholds of all primary

AWij = riiWmaJj - Wij)Pi (7.1)

AQi — li@maxPi @i) (7.2)
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nodes are adjusted at each pattern presentation, rising if the node is active, falling oth¬
erwise. This forces primary nodes that are not responding to any patterns to eventually
be activated by some, and decreases the activity of patterns that are responding to too

many. The intended result is that all nodes share the representational workload equally.

Continuous vs. Boolean

Figure 7.16: Performance of CATC network against optimal, worst and BATC network
alternatives. Boolean ATC, Optimal and Random results are all taken from fig. 6.3. Con¬
tinuous ATC uses simulation parameters E = 3600, NT = 1000, NLT = 20; while all other
parameters are specified in text following equation 7.2.

Figure 7.16 details a comparison between the ability of the Boolean and continuous ATCs
when faced with patterns corrupted by test noise. The continuous ATC does reasonably
well but is outperformed by its Boolean counterpart, which is probably due to the fact
that the BATC network is particularly well suited to this problem. The CATC is able to

copewith the rigours of training noisemuchmore effectively than the BATC network, as
is shown in figures 7.17 and 7.18. The breakdown of the CATC response to training noise
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reveals a curious phenomenon as yet unrepresented in this thesis. In a manner reminis¬
cent of an FGM network an increase in training noise actually leads to an improvement
in pattern recognition ability. This improvement does not continue indefinitely however,
and increases of training noise above the 20% level appear to have a detrimental effect
of the CATC network, producing an inverted 'U' shape in figure 7.18. Figure 7.17 shows
us that the initial rise in performance is due to increased ability at the higher test noise

levels, the combination of low test noise and greater levels of training noise always being

accompanied by a drop in ability. Nonetheless, compared with the previous BATC net¬

works, the CATC algorithm is a more skilled discriminator of patterns across the major¬

ity of training noise levels examined. Of course the more important test of ability comes
when a network has to try and cope with data from the real world.

Figure 7.17: Continuous ATC networks
subject to training noise over range of
test noise. E = 3600, NT = 1000, NLT =

20; while all other parameters are speci¬
fied in text following equation 7.2.
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Figure 7.18: Continuous ATC perfor¬
mance over range of training noise. Sim¬
ulation Parameters as on left and NR =

24.
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Before we move on to some performance evaluation on real data, let us first contrast the

way the FGM Grid and the CATC algorithms respond to the increasing degradation of
the training data they are presented with (see figs. 7.14 & 7.18). Their responses are re¬

ally quite different. While a low training noise level can have a detrimental effect on
FGM performance generally, this is prettymuch the reverse for a CATC network, where
low noise is probably helping the spread of representational workload over the different
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nodes. In contrast, the formation of stable features in the FGM seems to suffer under the

same conditions. As training noise gets larger the reactions of the two systems are differ¬
ent again. Increasing noise causes the FGM to retain more primary nodes and reduce its
feature size, improving its performance. The CATC algorithm on the other hand, grad¬

ually loses the advantage it gained at low noise levels until its performance drops back
below its starting point and presumably deteriorates further as the training noise maxes

out. In conclusion the various results suggest that at training noise levels below 10%,
CATC is the approach of choice, but for the rest of the time the FGM Grid is the more

effective system.

7.8 Performance on Real Data

It would have been highly desirable to perform the evaluatory procedures that are used
in this section on both FGM Grid and CATC frameworks for a wider spread of param¬
eters and on a larger number of real data sets. The results displayed in figure 7.19 are

tantalising and still not quite enough to satisfy one's appetite for a thorough evaluation
of the growing algorithm's abilities. A little aid is at hand in the study of MacGregor
(1997) in which his version of the continuous ATC performs at the same level as the one

presented here. MacGregor's study evaluates network performance over an even larger
data set than the 7000 patterns used here. One might be tempted to take the fact that the
CATC network performs at a similar level on both the larger sample and the one used
in this thesis to indicate that this smaller data set was somewhat representative of the

larger one, but really the FGM Grid needs to be tested more extensively. These results

suggest that for this restricted set of patterns the FGM Grid appears to be performing

slightly better than the CATC algorithm. Both systems are trained for the same no. of
pattern presentations (700,000), making E = 100. Both systems are tested over fifty differ¬
ent nets each (NT = 50) and the CATC uses the parameters specified in the text following

equation 7.2.

Examination of the features generated by the FGM Grid show that among the eighteen
nodes retained single element features are widespread, and are even more numerous
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Network Digits Perf. s.d. RFSize(Nodes) s.d.
FGM Grid 1.0 53.8% 0.4% 1.24 0.003
Cont. ATC 47.8% 0.2% n/a n/a

Figure 7.19: Comparison of the receptive field sizes and the percentage of test patterns
correctly identified after training on handwritten digit data set, for FGM Grid network
and ATC network with continuous weights. Simulation parameters for FGM and CATC
were E = 100 and NT = 50. Other CATC parameters can be found in the text following
equation 7.2.

than those created by the operation of previous FGM incarnations operating on this same

pattern set. This would appear to be in line with the idea that the FGM Grid imposes
much tougher restrictions on the increase of feature extents. In fact it is probably too

tough; consideration of these tests revealing that when there is more than one training

pattern per category, the FGM Grid will penalise not only inter-class redundancy, but
also intra-class redundancy, i.e. itwill try and create representations that have zero cor¬

relations for all the patterns in the training set. This being the case, it is surprising that
features above size one were generated at all. The other thing to consider is that the
transformations applied to create noise in the toy pattern set were purely additive op¬

erations. Generally in real data a much greater variation of transformations are likely
to have affected the patterns: rotation, distortion, resizing, skewing and mirroring to
name a few. Both the ATC and FGM approaches are relying on detecting location de¬

pendent features and thus it is not surprising that when they are presented with data
distorted in this manner their performance drops. In order to combat this kind of noise

effectively, these neural systems require support for other types of invariance, which for
ATCs comes in the shape of the Neocognitron (Fukushima, 1982). Just how one would
construct, say, a location independent FGM network is a subject for future research.

7.9 Chapter Summary

In this chapterwe have seen how a feed-forward neural net subject to growth or learning
operations can be viewed as a dynamical system. Under the influence of this perspective
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it becomes clear that a good understanding of theway growth rules affect the ability of a
network to traverse the space of possible architectures is invaluable as a tool for achiev¬

ing a given objective by self-organisation (as opposed to just designing something that

way). A closer look at the nature of the problem faced by FGM networks revealed that

they were being hindered in obtaining some of their goals because of the initial distri¬
bution of features over patterns. This problem was rectified by typecasting, a system for

assigning specific growth functions to a node depending on its frequency of activation;
and this was made possible by reworking the Set threshold proposed in chapter 5. The
ciifficulties of trying to combine objectives (in the FGM Lite) was commented upon and
it was suggested that these problems could be overcome by a clear understanding the
effects of structural changes.

Centrally, this chapter dealt with how the FGM Grid manages to condense the function
of the previous two layered FGMs into a single layer. The FGM Grid achieves this by
employing two decoupled but simultaneous processes to combat the two forms of rep¬
resentational redundancy. The performance of the FGM Grid was compared with an

adjustable threshold competitive network with continuous weights (CATC), and it was
shown that the FGM Grid is better able to discriminate the instances of a handwritten

digit pattern set. It does this with approximately 20 boolean and 180 continuous main¬
tained parameters, while the CATC achieves a slightly lower standard of performance
with 650 continuous maintained parameters. To be explicit, it seems that the FGM Grid

manages a higher standard of pattern discrimination than the CATC with under a third
of the storage resources.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 The Story So Far

This thesis has attempted to bring together information spread over a number of com¬

plementary, but distinct, areas of study. Two problems have been addressed, the first of
which was an attempt to understand how developing organic nervous systems achieve
their final connectivity. The second problem involved the question of how to get an ar¬

tificial neural system to perform pattern recognition and adaptive categorisation. Each
of these problems warrants serious investigation in their own right, and clearly in order
to examine both some compromises have been made. These compromises were deemed

acceptable because of theway that the parallel investigation of these two areas was imag¬
ined to be reciprocally beneficial. To this end, details of a great deal of experimental
evidence, and a large number of neural models have been recounted. This provided
the background for a model of neuromuscular development and a platform that allows
ANNs to modify their patterns of connectivity. The more biologically plausible model
of the NMJ provides us with hypothetical explanations of various experimental results;
the FGM platform shows how micro-features can be extracted from integrated patterns,
and that they can be used to perform pattern recognitionwith fewer resources than some
other ANN approaches.

206
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8.2 Matters Arising

8.2.1 The Role of Biological Data

One of the key points made in chapter 1 was that different types of neural model have
different relationships with experimental evidence. Both the models presented in this
thesis are essentiallymathematical abstractions derived from biological ontogenesis, but
this is largely the extent of their similarity with each other. When considering the valid¬

ity of the DCM extension, the central considerations are whether the details of biologi¬
cal experiments are reproduced, and whether the model's componentry can be reliably

mapped to molecular pathways in the NMJ. Conversely, although one might feel that

biological plausibility would improve the FGM, this latter system stands or falls on its

ability to perform information processing effectively.

Despite these differences, both of these models suffer from a lack of available biologi¬
cal evidence. It would be desirable to know a good deal more about the mechanism via
which agrin causes AChR aggregation in order to properly assess the assumptions of
the extended DCM. Since rate constant independent analysis evades the focal blockade
model (FBM), additional biological data would add weight to the results of its simula¬
tion 1 . While the FGM is not required to mirror biology in the same way as the DCM or

FBM, there exists a plethora of functional possibilities that could be incorporated into
this ANN framework. Pruning down these possibilities would be helped by biologi¬
cal data; specifically, information regarding the relationship between the threshold and
size of biological neurons would be very useful in choosing a path for investigation, and
could still guide future work.

In fact there are many ways in which biology could influence further work on the FGM

systems. One idea that was considered while the FGM was being developed was that
some kind of competitive process could take place between connections that were from

1Some, but not all, of the rate constants required, such as the production rate of AChR subunits are
available.
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different primary nodes, but attached to a single input node. This was one of a number
of possibilities available to try and overcome the uneven distribution of features in the

simple one layer FGM, and bore some relationship to the 'avidity' rule designed by Levy
(1991).

Levy's avidity rule acted so that input nodes receiving a small total of connection weight

magnitudes would increase their chances of being connected to by primary nodes. This
rule was based on experimental data from the NMJ and the inclusion of something like
it into the FGM platform would have established a stronger link between different parts
of this thesis than currently exists. However, at the time, it was not clear that this kind
of processwould necessarily solve the feature distribution problem because it could po¬

tentially have interacted with other FGM functions in unforeseen ways. Anyway, the
decision was made to include lateral inhibition in the FGM platform in order to produce
a system capable of being tested on pattern recognition problems as as soon as possible.

Although this was borne out by the success of various FGM functional combinations,
it now seems that a continuous FGM could benefit from the equivalent of some kind of

competition between synaptic terminals (see future work section for more details). Ev¬

idently, 20:20 hindsight is a wonderful thing.

8.2.2 Representation & Assessment

As regards the FGM framework that was produced, there are a number of outstanding
issues. The first is the nature of the optimal representation that the growth of the network
tries to achieve. The central tenet of the FGM is that the gradual construction of features
should halt at some optimal point, and the FGM platform presented in this thesis tries
to incorporate a information theoretical optimum. Analysis of linear networks suggests
that as the degree of noise in the data increases, the desired representation should be¬
come more redundant. Putting aside questions about how we work out this noise level,
the importance of redundancy between unrelated features is supported by the IMAX

approach (see chap. 2), but what this means for the FGM remains opaque. FGM fea¬
ture may share subsets of elements, or be completely independent. Is it necessary then
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to introduce correlation on the basis of feature element overlap? Are the correlations
between elements of an individual feature, necessary for a feature's growth, enough to

indicate that more than noise is being represented; or must there be redundancy at the
inter-node level? These questions are further complicated by the possibility that pattern

recognition may actually be better subserved by a completely different type of represen¬
tation, of a particular sparseness, or one that models the data's underlying probability
distribution.

This gaggle of unresolved issues brings into focus the nature of the assessment that the
FGM is subjected to. Resolution could perhaps be achieved by being as precise as possi¬
ble about the tests that an FGM network needed to pass, and thus one might formulate
an optimal representation in terms of those tests. This kind of approach would be sup¬

ported by looking at amuchwider range of data sets than this thesis managed. However,
before performing more tests, there are still benefits to be gained from the further use of

toy pattern sets, provided that they themselves are a suitable abstraction of the larger

problems.

The artificial 2D digit set used in this thesis failed in some respects because it only con¬

tained one instance of each category, a failing that undermined the degree of success of
the FGM Grid in handling the handwritten digits. The problem was that the anti-feature
correlation procedure that the FGM Grid was applying ended up trying to produce rep¬

resentations that were maximally distinguishable within categories as well as between

categories. This is part of the inherent problemwhen one does not incorporate data label
information, but the problemwas not recognised as early as it should have been because
the toy data set did not have sufficient complexity to bring this issue to the fore.

Toy data sets are useful because of the impracticality of following responses to a large
pattern set in detail. In this light it seems that an artificial pattern set, perhaps created
by combining sets of predesigned features, withmultiple instances for a given category
would have made the FGM implementation issues clearer. Of course this links back
to the representation question; categories do not exist intrinsically within any data set.

They can be created as a result of the application of some assumptions, or by imposing
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them from on high. The point is that a set of assumptions about probability or informa¬
tion will not necessarily lead to the categories that one, perhaps intuitively, desires.

8.2.3 Advantages of Feature Generation

The FGM platform contains a number of inadequacies, but it also has some potential

advantages over existing ANN approaches. Firstly, it produces microfeatures, which
in themselves are useful in order to increase the penetrability of distributed represen¬

tations. The feature generation mechanism keystone is the specification of some stable

point, and the growth of features until that point is reached. This approach in isolation
is suitable for use with many types of optima, a correlation driven growth procedure is
one possibility. Perhaps most advantageous are the benefits of an FGM approach to the

problems of scaling up ANNs, and the Curse of Dimensionality.

The curse of dimensionality is that as the input dimension of a network increases, data

points become increasingly sparsely spread over the input space. As a result, they repre¬
sent the underlying distribution less effectively and larger training sets are required for
data sampling to be effective. The FGM should be able to avoid this problem by main¬

taining its partial connectivity, and particularly by focussing its resources on only one

dimension at a time. What this potentially allows is for the FGM network to assess data

density for a particular input line, taking on the problem incrementally. This is balanced
on the other hand by the repeated presentations required as growth takes place, but the

potential advantages are clear.

The scaling problem is simply that, if two same size layers of an ANN are fully con¬

nected, then the number of connections will increase quadratically with the number of
nodes. If the two layers are connected by a partial connectivity of average fixed size, such
as that created in FGM networks, then a similar increase in nodes leads only to a linear
increase in connections. This is beneficial especially given that in solving a problem it is

important to take account of the resources required by that solution.
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8.3 Future work possibilities

• Consolidating the NMJ models: The NMJ models presented in this thesis would

probably benefit from a consolidation within a more encompassing mathematical
framework, such as that proposed by Van Ooyen & Willshaw (1997). This kind
of framework would involve reworking the competition for resource notion that
underlies the NMJ models, into a system that covers competition in general such
as that used in population biology.

• Further Experiments: There are also a number of predictions made by the 'un¬
masked' DCM and the FBM that could be tested; one straightforward experiment
would be to see if the effects of calcium buffering during focal blockade would
match the suggestion of the FBM that this would prevent withdrawal. Greatly il¬

luminating for the DCM would be further understanding of the action of agrin.

Something that could be done in tandem in model and experiment might be the
artificial adjustment of agrin levels at different terminals during development, to
see if the behaviour of simulation and organic system matched each other.

• Adaptive Node Addition: The ART3 system is an example of how it can be diffi¬
cult to incorporate new nodes into an existing distributed representation. Itwould
be desirable for the FGM to be more directly addressing the question of node num¬
ber as well as connection number. Other systems, such as the resource allocation
network (RAN; Piatt, 1991) and the growing cell structures (GCS; Fritzke, 1994),
add nodes so patterns that are significantly different from those previously en¬

countered can be represented, but they do not intrinsically provide a point atwhich

growth should stop. For the FGM the question is what is the optimum number of

component features that should be used to describe a given pattern set, and how
can we assess that in parallel with discovery of the features themselves? A poten¬
tial solution might be formulated in terms of the input nodes demanding certain

degrees of representation in the primary layer.

• Multilayer FGM networks: One of the advantages with the production of a dis¬
tributed encoding in an unsupervised ANN is that further layers can be added.
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This is desirable because some transformations cannot be performed by a single

layer. One possibility would be to set successive layers of a multi-layer FGM dif¬
ferent growth thresholds such that, for example, activity became gradually sparser
until the final layer produced a 1-of-N representation. This is not dissimilar to the
form of theNeocognitron, and one of the driving forces behind the FGM was that it

might be able to automatically specify the sizes of the receptive fields for a Neocog¬
nitron type device. It would be interesting to see if the Neocognitron and FGM
frameworks could be combined more fully, with the FGM operating such that it
was looking for position independent features. There exists the open question as

to what subset of possible transformations a feature should be recognisable under
for a given problem, i.e. should we be applying translation invariant procedures

only after some mechanism has determined its applicability within a pattern set?

• Continuous FGM: An FGM with nodes that could handle continuous outputs has
fewer unanswered questions than the two above possibilities, and is perhaps the
most tempting future work option. Earlier in the conclusion it was hinted that the
FGM setup could benefit from competition at what might be called the "terminal"
level. It might be possible to have primary nodes operating with sigmoid func¬
tions gradually adding single connections, the weights of which would be modi¬
fied tomove the middle of the sigmoid onto a high density area of the particular in¬

put nodes output distribution. This would have the effect of producing (relatively)
smooth output distributions, given certain premises, and their gradual combina¬
tion could move a particular node closer to an 'ideal' information theoretical state.
Various issues would need resolving: The input nodes would need to demand a

number of connections equal to the number of 'bumps' in their output distribu¬
tion, and this would need to be assessed at some level of granularity. Multiple con¬

nections from primary nodes would then compete to move their weights to cor¬

respond to particular 'bumps'. One would need to assess the skewedness of the
primary node's output distribution and grow connections as in the Boolean FGM
on the basis that a givenmodification had taken one nearer or further from the de¬
sired optimal distribution. Such a system would have a much wider applicability
than the existing Boolean FGM.
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• Recurrent Features An interesting piece of further research could be the creation
of a recurrent FGM. Modification of decay rates in such systems as the Elman net

could be seen as feature generators, changing the extent of a temporal receptive
field of a given node. Dealing with temporal data is desirable because any system
embedded in an environment will need to cope with problems of a temporal na¬
ture. Challenging issues arise about the effect of combining variable decay rates
and spatial connectivity adjustment. Particularly interesting would be to see the
kind of features that a recurrent FGM came up with in response to linguistic in¬

put.

8.4 In a Final Analysis

This thesis has focussed on trying to develop theories of adaptive neural growth. It
has been inspired by the belief that biological neural systems are successful in negoti¬
ating the environment because they extract its statistical regularities for incorporation
into their own structure. The NMJ and FGM frameworks go some way towards im¬

proving our understanding of the operation and function of systems produced through
experience-dependent ontogenesis, but as is often the case one finds that what appears
to be the end, is merely the beginning.
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Appendix A

A Neural Network Markup

Language

All of the neural networks simulated in this thesis were constructed using a neural net¬
workmarkup language (NNML). This NNML was designed specifically for the purpose
of allowingmulti-component, multi-layer, networks to be implemented without the user

having to be concernedwith the variousmemory allocation and reference issues that one
must deal with when implementing neural nets in a language like C++1. The NNML

produced is not as completely flexible as it might be, but does facilitate the simulation
of networks that change their architecture over time. A network constructed using the
NNML can have its architecture modified at any time in response to network activity,
and all appropriate connectivitywill be updated accordingly. The full markup language
is not given here for reasons of space, but will appear in a later document. This appendix
contains the details of those NNML commands that specify the network structure in or¬

der to suggest the flavour of theNNML rather than provide an exhaustive specification.
'Enormous thanks must go to Paolo Farinelli for the ideas that lead to the NNML and his help in the

creation of my progrmming skills
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A.l Command Syntax

The NNML specification of a network and its developmental processes are placed in a

script file, which is then parsed by the NNML code. This includes checking the network

specification for syntactical and structural errors, and results in the creation and devel¬

opmental initialisation of the network itself. The NNML specification in the script file
is based around a number of root commands, which are the only commands that can

appear outside a given context. For example, the GROW command takes arguments
that control the developmental process it also initiates, and subcommands may be used
within the curly brackets that delimit the GROW command, but they may not appear
outside this context. At present there are approximately twenty root commands, but
the most essential is the LAYER command which is detailed below. The LAYER com¬

mand like many other root directives provides a context (indicated by curly brackets)
within which various subcommands can operate. LAYER and its subcommands take ar¬

guments which describe the initial structure of a single layer in a given network, which

may be connected in a variety of ways to other layers, similarly specified.

Use of the LAYER command leads to the creation of a layer object, and this sits at the

top of a hierarchy of objects; including planes, nodes, weights and receptive fields. The
combination of these entities makes possible the creation of a variety of global network
structures. Below are details of the syntactical structure of LAYER and its subcommands,
and the possible relationships between the available network entities are described as

part of this specification.
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A.1.1 Command Specification Conventions:

$$ Sections of commands bracketed by $ signs are optional.
Where a command or subcommand has a _# suffix the # should be

replaced by a number when the command is used in a script file.
Words in italics represent parameters that can be specified by the
user.

Text that is slanted indicates the contextwithin which a command is

used.

Words inbold indicate regionswhere sub commands are used to fur¬
ther specify a structure or process.

#

Italics

Slanted

Bold

A.1.2 LAYER

The LAYER command specifies the structure of an individual layer. A layer is the largest

entity that can be incorporated into the architecture of a net. All elements of a net must
be specified as belonging to a layer. A layer is instantiated in a network by use of the
LAYER command under the following syntax:

$ input_$layer "name" [no. ofplanes]

The optional prefix $INPUT_$ designates a layer as an input layer. The LAYER com¬

mand itself is followed by its name in quotes and the number of planes it will contain

(see PLANE command). The name of the layer is important because it is used to specify

incoming connections from other network elements. The name of the layer is also used
as the stem for the labelling of all the entities it contains. The layer name given will be
checked against all existing layer names to make sure that reference ambiguitieswill not

{
Internal Layer Structure
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be possible. In this version of the NNML the number of planes is specified in advance
because they are stored as an array rather than a list; a consequence of the NNMLs ini¬
tial use as a Neocognitron descriptor. The number of planes parameter is followed by the
details of the layer's internal structure, all of which is encapsulated in curly brackets.

Possible subcommands internal to LAYER command:

• [SHARED] is used to specify elements of plane structure that will be shared by all

planes in this layer.

• [PLANE-#] is used to detail information pertaining to the planes in the layer. The
command incorporates the planes identity as a number (# in the preceding head¬

ing) that runs from zero to one less than the no. of planes in this layer.

The layer's internal structure is specified by the subcommands detailed above and it is
important to note that the SHARED subcommand needs to come before any PLANE_#
subcommands, if the following planes are to receive the appropriate shared data. The
number of planes specified should be the same as the number indicated by the LAYER
no. of planes parameter, as any that are not specified will contain a mixture of default
and shared information (if any).

Example:

LAYER "U1" [2]

{
[SHARED]

{
shared data

}
[PLANE_0]
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{
plane zero data

}
[ PLANE.l ]

{

plane one data

}

}

Additional data held by Layers:

• CNodes: Pointer to an array of no. of connected nodes in layer (assuming single

plane).

• AvCons: Pointer to array of average no. of connections per node (assuming single

plane)

• StableTime: Pointer to an array of times layer took to reach stability (see later)

Reference (ob_nnml.cc):

Net_t::DecodeLayer(ifstream & File)

Layer_t::DecodeLayer(ifstream & File, int InputL, Net_t * Net)

A.1.3 PLANE_# (LAYER subcommand)

The PLANE_# subcommand does not take any arguments itself, apart from the plane
number which is incorporated into the command itself. The PLANE.# command is used
to delimit a set of properties that a plane may have. These properties are designated by
the use of further subcommands that may be placed within the curly brackets that follow
the PLANE.# subcommand. A plane can be instantiated as internal to a layer according
to the following syntax:
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LAYER

{
[ PLANE_# ]

{
internal plane structure

}

}

The PLANE.# subcommand must appear within square brackets, and the same plane
should not be specified more than once; the plane being identified by the integer num¬
ber that replaces # in the script file, which runs from zero to one less than the no. of

planes in the layer. While a plane has a fixed number of properties and contains the
nodes which are the atomic network objects, not all properties need be specified for a

given plane. Various subcommands are used to set the planes properties, but any sub¬
set of these may be specified within a particular plane and in any order, although they
should not be repeated. The exception is the SIZE subcommand which must be given.
One of these properties is the NODE-LIST subcommand, which specifies the nodes con¬
tained within the plane and if absent will be created automatically according to a default

plan (see NODE-LIST subcommand). All plane property subcommands are bounded

by square brackets and the subcommands themselves should be placed within the curly
brackets that follow the PLANE.# subcommand.

Possible subcommands internal to the PLANE.# subcommand:

• [SIZE] Sets the number and dimension of the nodes contained within the plane,

currently limited to two dimensions.

• [PARAMS] Specifies a parameter object that contains parameters for use in the op¬

eration of a plane. They have specific names (NetFraction,WeightRange,NoLocal-
Connections), but can be used to store any information pertinent to this structural
level
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• [RECEPTIVETFIELDS] Indicates the objects (planes or nodes) from which the
current plane will receive connections. It also incorporates connectivity initialisa¬
tion parameters, and where the connection is to another plane, parameters that de¬
scribe the type of connectivity pattern desired.

• [OFFSET} Allows the setting of the planes position relative to others and the

spacing between its nodes, allowing the base assumption of topographic similarity

throughout the network to be modified.

• [NODE-LIST] The absence of other plane properties will simply lead to the cre¬

ation of a plane without those properties, but a list of nodeswill be created whether
the NODE LIST subcommand is used or not. The command itself allows individ¬

ual nodes to be specified within it via the NODE subcommand. In this manner

the specific details of the network may be hand tailored. Frequently however, the
NODEJLIST command will be absent allowing the NNML to do the tedious work
of specifying the details of many similar nodes.

Example:

LAYER "Ul" [1]

{
[ PLANE-0 ]

{
[SIZE] size data

[PARAMS] parameter data

[RECEPTIVE_FIELDS ]

{
RF data

}
[NODEJLIST]

{
node list data
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}

}

}

Additional data held by planes:

• AverageActivity: Average output of all nodes in plane

• TimeAverageActivity: Average output of all nodes in plane over a time interval

• Train: Pointer to training data object, used to store data for CTRAIN & GROW
commands

• Growl: Pointer to growth object containing growth functions

• Grow2: Pointer to growth object containing alternate growth functions

Reference (ob_nnml.cc):

Planed: :ReadPlaneData(ifstream & File, int PI, Layer_t * L, Net_t * Net)

A.1.4 SHARED (LAYER subcommand)

The SHARED subcommand is subject to almost exactly the same syntactical constraints
as the PLANE_# command with the exception of the plane # inclusion. The only other
difference is that NODE_LIST subcommand may not be used within the shared struc¬

ture. Otherwise, any other plane property subcommands may be placed within a shared
declaration according to the syntax:
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LAYER

{
[SHARED]

{
internal shared structure

}

}

Any plane properties placed within the internal shared structure area, as delimited by
the curly bracketswill be processed just as if this were a normal plane declaration. These
specifications will be used as a template fromwhich all the other planes in this layer will
be created.

Example:

LAYER "Ul" [2]

{
[SHARED]

{

[SIZE] size data

}
[ PLANE_0 ]

{
[OFFSET]

{
offset data

}
other plane zero data

}
[ PLANE.l ]
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{
[OFFSET]

{
offset data

}
other plane one data

}

}

The above example details the declaration of a layer called Ul, which possesses two

planes. Both of these planes are the same size as indicated by the SHARED subcom¬

mand, but have different offsets, the nature of which is specific to each individual
PLANE subcommand.

The shared structure is able to hold all the same additional data as the plane structure.

Reference (ob_nnml.cc):

Plane_t::ReadSharedData(ifstream & File, Layer.t * L, Net.t * Net)

A.1.5 SIZE (PLANE subcommand)

The SIZE subcommand is used to specify the no. of nodes that a given plane will con¬
tain, and the shape of the two-dimensional array that these nodes will take. The SIZE
subcommand does not take any subcommands itself, and the two variables X dimension
and Y dimension are given directly after the subcommand in what is termed a point for¬
mat. The point format is simply two integer variables encapsulated by normal brackets
and separated by a comma, as can be seen in the following syntactical construction:
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[PLANE.#]

{
[SIZE] (X dimension, Y dimension)

other plane # data

}

239

The variables X dimension and Y dimensionmust be integers and positive non-zero. The
SIZE subcommand is also an option for the SHARE subcommand. The data interpreted

by the SIZE subcommand is stored as a point object within a particular plane.

Example:

LAYER "Ul" [1]

{
[ PLANE-0 ]

{
[SIZE] (7,7)

other plane zero data

}

}

In this example a square plane containing 49 nodes has been initialised, the size informa¬
tion being stored within the plane zero object created by the [PLANE_0] subcommand.

Reference (ob_nnml.cc):

Plane_t::ReadPlaneData(ifstream & File, int PI, Layer_t * L, Net_t * Net)

Token_t::GetPlaneSize(ifstream & File, Layer_t * L)

Token_t::TokenReport(void) [size data stored in Token.Pt)
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A.1.6 PARAMS (PLANE subcommand)

The PARAMS subcommand allows a number of parameters to be specified at the level
of a plane object. These parameters have names that reflect their initial roles during the
use of the NNML to recreate the partially connected nets of Linsker (1986). Since then

they have been useful in providing storage for real valued parameters that may affect

intra-plane connectivity or functioning, when storing them at the node level would have
created a redundancy of description. The three parameters can be specified according to

the following syntax.

[PLANE.#]

{
[PARAMS] "NetFraction", "WeightRange", "NoLocalConnections"
other plane # data

}

All three parameters can be any real valued number, but all three must be specified;

appearing within quotes separated by commas. The parameters are stored as part of
a param object itself residing in the relevant plane object. The PARAMS subcommand

may not be used within a SHARED subcommand structure

Example:

LAYER "Ul" [1]

{
[ PLANE_0 ]

{
[PARAMS] "0.2", "0.7", "0.2"

other plane zero data

}

}
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Reference (ob_nnml.cc):

Plane_t::ReadPlaneData(ifstream & File, int PI, Layer_t * L, Net_t * Net)

Param_t::ReadParameters(ifstream & File, Layer_t * L, int PI)

A.1.7 RECEPTIVE_FIELDS (PLANE subcommand)

The RECEPTIVE_FIELDS subcommand incorporates a great deal of flexibility enabling it
to interpret a variety of different possible connectivity patterns between network objects.
In both neuroscience and connectionism the receptive field of a neuron is the subset of
other neurons that it receives connections from. In the NNML the concept of a receptive
field has been broadened so that the receptive field of a network object is a list of the other
network objects that it receives connections from. When it comes to the actual structure
of a network created by the NNML connections only exist between nodes, but thinking
of connections between planes, or between nodes and planes, is a useful shorthand for

summarising potentially complex connection patterns. The RECEPTIVEJFIELDS sub¬
command can be used to specify both the receptive fields (RFs) of planes and those of
individual nodes, which are referred to as weight receptive fields (WRFs). The plane RF
is used according to the following syntax:

[PLANE.#]

{
[RECEPTIVE-FIELDS]

{

"object name" <connection pattern> <connection type> <weight distribution $ , $
$other RF object details$

}
other plane # data
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Unlike previous PLANE subcommands, the RECEPTIVEJTELD subcommand handles
its data within curly brackets. This is because an unlimited number of individual RFs

may be specified within a single RECEPTIVE_FIELD subcommand. Each of these spec¬

ifications is separated by a comma and contains the details of the individual RF. An RF

object specification starts with an object name in quotes, and this name must refer to an

existing network object. Every network object can be uniquely identified by its object
name. The base of an object name is always a layer (e.g. Ul), and other objects are re¬

ferred to by extending this base:

Layer Ul Ul
Plane 0 in Layer Ul U1.0
Node 3 in Plane 0 U1.CL3

Hopefully it should be clear that an object name is constructed thus:

LayerName.PlaneNumber_NodeNumber

An individual RF is given an object name of either a plane or a node and as a result con¬
nections are instantiated from that object to the object in which the RECEPTIVEJFIELD
subcommand is being used. The specification of an RFs object name is followed by three

descriptors, each placed within angle brackets. These descriptors provide further infor¬
mation about the nature of the connections that the RECEPTIVE_FIELD subcommand is

being used to implement.

• connection pattern; refers to options that allow various connectivity arrangements

including full, local, single and multiple. The full option leads to the creation of
an individual connections between every element of the network object and the
network object specified by the RF. This means that individual connections can be
removed or added atwill, which is not the casewith themultiple option. The mul¬

tiple option creates the same kind of connectivity pattern, but the strengths of these
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connections will be stored as a vector, making computation faster for large num¬

ber of connections, but slower if a high proportion of connectionsmust be ignored.
The local option creates individually stored connections to some proportion of the
RF object's elements, usually as a function of some plane parameters. The single

option also creates individual connections, but only one per node in the plane and
is generally used between planes of the same size where a one-to-one mapping is

possible.

• connection type; refers to the nature of the strengths that will be associated with any
connections. The two options are boolean or continuous, which specify the range
of possible values that connection strengths may take.

• weight distribution; refers to the initial settings of the strengths of any connections
created. The possible options are positive, normal and uniform. The positive op¬

tion sets all the initial connection strengths to unity; the normal option initialises

strengths according to a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a standard de¬
viation that is usually set as a plane parameter. The uniform option gives a flat
distribution of initial connection strength values in a range again generally speci¬
fied as a plane parameter.

Thus, a number of receptive fields with a variety of connection patterns and types, and
indeed sources of input, may be specified for a particular plane (or node) as is shown in
the following example.

Example:

LAYER "UO" [2]

{
[ PLANE_0 ]

{
[SIZE] (7,7)
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}
[ PLANE_1 ]

{
[SIZE] (3,3)

}

}

LAYER "Ul" [1]

{
[ PLANE_0 ]

{
[RECEPTIVEJIELDS]

{
"U0.0" <single> <boolean> <normal>,

"U0.1" <full> <continuous> <uniform>

}
other plane zero data

}

}

In the above example a two layer network is described, consisting of an input layer with
two differently sized planes, and a further layer with a single plane that receives con¬

nections from both input planes. The nature and pattern of the connections are specified
within the RECEPTIVE-FIELD subcommand.

Reference (obmnml.cc):

Plane_t::ReadPlaneData(ifstream & File, int PI, Layerh * L, Net_t * Net)

Layer_t::ReadReceptiveFields(ifstream & File, Net_t * Net)

RecFields_t::ReadReceptiveField(ifstream & File, Net_t * Net)
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A.1.8 OFFSET (PLANE subcommand)

The OFFSET subcommand is used to interpret information about the position of a nodes
in a plane relative to other structures in the network. This subcommand also parses in¬
formation regarding the relative spacing between the nodes within the plane. Like the
RECEPTIVE_FIELDS subcommand, the OFFSET subcommand is also followed by curly
brackets which will contain further subcommands that specify the details of the offset

object. The syntax for using the OFFSET subcommand is:

[PLANE.#]

{
[OFFSET]

{
internal offset data

}
other plane # data

}

The internal offset data allows the position of the plane to be set as well as the distances
between nodes. The best way to imagine this is to think of a plane with no offset data
as having its nodes placed on a grid where all horizontal and vertical distances between

adjacent nodes is unity and node zero is at position (0,0) on that grid.

The changes in layout provided by the OFFSET subcommand alter either the distances
between adjacent nodes, or the position of the zero node, which all other nodes positions
are referred to against.

Possible subcommands for OFFSET:

• [BATIO] Sets the spacing between adjacent nodes
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• [POINT] Interprets a new position for the zero node in the plane

Example:

LAYER "Ul" [1]

{
[ PLANE_0 ]

{
[OFFSET]

{
[RATIO] ratio data

[POINTS] point data

}
other plane zero data

}

}

Reference (ob_nnml.cc):

Plane_t::ReadPlaneData(ifstream & File, int PI, Layer_t * L, Net_t * Net)

Layer_t::ReadOffset( ifstream & File )

A.1.9 RATIO & POINTS (OFFSET subcommands)

The RATIO and POINTS subcommands are used to specify details of the offset of a plane
and its node relative to the default network topography, and they are used according to
the following syntax:
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[OFFSET]

{
[RATIO] "ratio"

[POINTS] (X co-ordinate, Y co-ordinate)

}

The RATIO subcommand is followed by a positive real valued parameter, the ratio of
the spacing between nodes. The default ratio is one, and so a ratio of two doubles the
distance between adjacent nodes, and a ratio of a 1/2 would half the default distance.
The POINTS subcommand takes a point format argument, and this will be the position
of node zero in the plane, relative to the default topography.

Example:

LAYER "U1" [1]

{
[ PLANE.O ]

{
[OFFSET]

{
[RATIO] "2"

[POINTS] (1,5)

}
other plane zero data

}

}

In this example the spacing between the nodes of plane zero has been doubled and node
zero has also been shifted to the original position of node location x coord. = 1, y coord.
= 5.
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Reference (ob-.nnml.cc):

Layer_t::ReadOffset( ifstream & File )

Token_t::GetOffsetPosition(ifstream & File, Layer_t * L)

A.1.10 NODE_LIST (PLANE subcommand)

The NODE_LIST subcommand is important, as its presence or absence makes a great

deal of difference to the way that the network will be structured. In the absence of the
NODE_LIST subcommand a default list of nodes will be initialised according to the pa¬

rameters set at the level of the plane object (see default nodes later). If the NODEJLIST
subcommand is present then no nodes will be created other than those specified within
the NODE-LIST curly brackets, according to the following syntax:

[PLANE.#]

{
other plane # data
[NODE-LIST]

{
internal node_list structure

}

}

The NODE-LIST subcommand is really nothing more than a handling procedure for the

specification of individual nodes, preventing individual nodes being specified at the
level of the plane object. It must come at the end of the PLANE subcommands as as¬

pects of it may require other plane object details to have already been specified. The
NODE-LIST takes the following subcommand:
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• [N()DE_jf\ Facilitates description of smallest functional object within network hi¬

erarchy.

Example:

LAYER "U1" [1]

{
[ PLANE.O ]

{
other plane zero data

[NODE_LIST]

{
[NODE_0 ] node zero data

{
internal node zero data

}
[NODEJL] node one data

{
internal node one data

}

}

}

}

As shown in the above example the NODE_# subcommands follow the same description
format as the PLANE_# subcommand, the # being replaced by a reference number in the
actual network description. Any number of nodes can be specified up to the size of the

plane within which they are being created. The nodes reference numbers place them
at the relevant points on the standard plane topography, modified as described by the
OFFSET subcommand.
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Reference (ob_nnml.cc):

Plane_t::ReadPlaneData(ifstream & File, int PI, Layer_t * L, Net_t * Net)

Plane_t::ReadNodeList(ifstream & File , Layer.t * L , int PI, Net.t * Net)

A.1.11 NODEJf (NODE_LIST subcommand)

The NODE_# subcommand incorporates its node reference number into itself, and takes
three arguments. This subcommand describes the smallest functional component of the
network hierarchy, and is only used within the NODEJLIST subcommand. It obeys the

following syntax:

[NODE-LIST]

{
[NODE_#] "Connectivity", "Activation", "Delta"

${
internal node data

}$
other nodes

}

In the absence of the NODE_LIST subcommand, a list of nodes with default properties
is automatically created for a plane. The NODE_# subcommand can be used to set three

parameters associated with the node object. These parameters are labelled according to
their original uses, but may contain any relevant floating point data. Information re¬

garding the node object's connectivity pattern may be specified within curly brackets
following the subcommand, but this is optional. In the same way that the absence of the
NODE_LIST command causes a default node list to be created automatically, absence
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of any internal node data cause a default weight structure to be created for the individ¬
ual node. This default weight structure is created via examination of the receptive field
structure that has been specified at the plane object level.

Alternatively the specifics of the node'sweight structure and receptive field may be spec¬

ified as part of the node's internal data, in which case no attempt will be made to assign
a default structure that necessarily follows the plane object's receptive field. The NODE
subcommand may take the following subcommand:

• [WEIGHT_#] This subcommand is similar to its direct parent, the NODE_# sub¬
command and allows the strengths of individual connections from one node to an¬

other to be specified.

Example:

LAYER "Ul" [1]

{
[ PLANE_0 ]

{
other plane zero data

[NODE_LIST]

{
[NODE_0 ] "0.250", "0.000", "0.000"

{
[WEIGHT_0] weight zero data

{
internal weight zero data

}

}
[NODELL] "0.250", "0.000", "0.000"
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{
internal node one data

}

}

}

}

The above example shows the script for a network with two nodes in plane zero, and
node zero contains specific details of weight zero.

Reference (ob_nnml.cc):

Node_t::ReadNode(ifstream & File , Layer_t * L , Planed: * P, int PI, int No, Netd * Net)
Planed: :InitialiseWeightList(Pointd Position)

RecFieldsd::WeightListInit(Weightd * Previous, Weightd ** Firstd, Pointd Position,
Paramd * PM)

A.1.12 WEIGHT.# (NODE.# subcommand)

The WEIGHT.# subcommand is the final subcommand that may be used within the
LAYER root command structure. The WEIGHT.# subcommand takes a single subcom¬
mand itself, but that is only a slimmed down version of the already described RECEP¬
TIVE .FIELDS subcommand, that allows the particular weight to be pointed at an object
not specified by the receptive field objects at the level of the plane. The WEIGHT.# sub¬
command is used under an unfamiliar syntactical structure:

[NODE_#/

{
[WEIGHT.#] <no.ofvars.> "varl"$, "var2", uptono.ofvars.$
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{
internal weight receptive field

}
other weights

}

The important departure from previous subcommands is that the object variables are

preceded by a variable in angular brackets that will set the number of variables that fol¬
low. Specifically, the argument no. of vars indicates the number of variables that will
follow, represented by varl & var2. The internal weight receptive field takes the same

format of the receptive field command specified above. This framework allows connec¬
tion details to be stored in a number of ways, as illustrated in the following examples:

Examplel:

LAYER "Ul" [1]

{
[ PLANE_0 ]

{
other plane zero data

[NODEJLIST]

{
[NODE_0 ] "0.250", "0.000", "0.000"

{

[WEIGHTL0] <1> "0.56"

{
[RECEPTIVE_FIELDS ]

{
"U0 . 0_1"

}
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}

}
[NODE_l ] "0.250", "0.000", "0.000"

{
internal node one data

}

}

}

}

This first example shows the specification of a single connection from NODE_0 to
NODE_l in the preceeding layer. It is entirely possible to specify the entire network con¬

nectivity in this fashion, although the processmight be somewhat time consuming. Usu¬

ally, the user will specify the connectivity type at the plane receptive field level, leave
out the NODE_LIST command and let the NNML code do the work. Even in this case a

stored file can be viewed at this level of detail if required.

Example2:

LAYER "Ul" [1]

{
[ PLANE-0 ]

{
other plane zero data

[NODEJLIST]

{
[NODE_0 ] "0.250", "0.000", "0.000"

{
[WEIGHT_0 ] <4> "-1.0 0 " , "-1.00" , "+1.00", "-1.00"

{
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[RECEPTIVE-FIELDS ]

{
"UO.0"

}

}

}
[NODE_l ] "0.250", "0.000", "0.000"

{
internal node one data

}

}

}

}

This second example shows a slightly more efficient method of specifying connectivity

patterns and is generally used when the connection pattern is relatively stable and thus
a vector representation can be used for greater computational efficiency. The number of
variables given as an argument to the WEIGHT.# subcommand mustmatch the number
of nodes in the corresponding weight receptive field, UO.O in this case.

Reference (ob_nnml.cc):

Node.t::ReadWeightList(ifstream & File, int Num, Net.t * Net)

Weight_t::ReadWeight(ifstream & File, int Num, int No, Net.t * Net)

A.1.13 In Summary

To conclude, the NNML provide a framework suitable for the specification of a great

variety of neural network structures, and is particularly useful in the case where net¬
work architecture needs to be modified online. Time limitations have prevented the en¬

tire NNML syntax to be included here, but it should be clear from the above examples
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how this kind of network specification suits the development of an FGM platform. The
NNML is not as completely flexible as it might be with regards connectivity specifica¬
tion, and at themoment the root commands that dealwith functionality (such as GROW
and TRAIN) can only select from a range of prespecified functional relationships be¬
tween activity and structure. The NNML formalism would benefit from the inclusion
of syntax for the description of functional as well as structural relationships, but that is
a project for the future.


